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The Sizes We Fit. How to Dress Well for Little Money.
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iT^Sblic good by calling attention to the very
Remarkable Bargain? in New Spring Clothing

tag
a

Kates op Advertising: One inch of space, the
It lgth ot column, constitutes a “square.”
$1.50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per week

AT THE

after; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continuing
every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions, or less, 75 cents; one
Wiek, $1.00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three insertions
or less, $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) tor $1.00 per square tor first insertion,
an l 50 cents
per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

Boston & Portland Clothing Store.
Spring Overcoats!

Fanny

SOleMau^erle°8S,and}M,SS

HEATING

Theatre.

CTRTIS

WEEK ONLY !
Monday and Tuesday Evenings and Wednesday Matinee,
the Favorite Comedy

EVERYBODY’S FRIEND.
Major Wellington DeBoot?..FRANK CURTIS*
And the Laughable Farce
WINKS !

Wednesday and Thursday Evenings mid
Maim day Matinee the beautiful Domestic Drama
DOT. TILLY SLOWBOY Mr. Frank Curtis.
Friday Evening Benefit of Mr. Frank

Carils, The celebrated play entitled MIRtAAl’M
(CRIMEBiles, Mr. Frank Cnrtis. And
the RETURNED VOLUNTEER.
Maturday Evening Last appearance of
MB. FRANK CURTIM.mylldtt
i

Yours Truly

C. SHAW,
Ass>t Man 'ger Western Union Telegraph,
Portland, Me.
D.

APRON SALE.

Florence Oil

Ladies'of the First Baptis Nociety respectfuly announce an APRON MALE at their
Vestry, cor. Congress and Wilmet sts on WED
NKMDAY AFTERNOON and EVENlNCS,
MAY 16th. A Social Festival, with Coffee and
!
Refreshments in the evening.
Members of the Society and all their friends are
myl4d3t
cordialy invited.
Ibe

“Away

TWELVE DOLLARS—Will buy you a suit ol clothes fit for almost any
After looking at these
man to wear, and suitable lor any occasion.
goods you will naturally ask the question “How is it Done.

BOYS’ AND CHILDREN’S CLOTHING !
The above POOR fellow
has for the past year been

travelling in Europe for

his health, and finally at
the URGENT REQUEST
of his most INTIMATE
FRIENDS was induced to
return to the bosom of his
(political) family. For a
number of years he has

Boston & Portland

Thursday evening, May 17,

ONE PRICE AND POLITE ATTENTION TO ALL.

MARRETT,
BAILEY
The

Stock

Largest

under the auspices of the W. L. A,

—

OF

& CO..

—

Have just opened at tbeir CAR*
PET ROOMS a very large stock of

Clark,

will deliver a Lecture on the above subject.
Lecture begins at 8 o’clock. Tickets 25 cents.
td*
myl5

FURNITURE,

j

ever

Safety

Middle Street.

189

now

CHAPEL,

Rev. F. E.

COOKING

Rein-Holder

No.

may

found at

1877.

46 Exchange

myl2d3t

1877.

tions.
We call special sttcution to
assortment ol

at Prices that will astonish every
one.

The above cut represents
neat invention which is

offered to the
public, in the belief that
it will meet a want long
felt. It fits any dasher.
The invention needs only
to be seen to be at once appreciated and adopted.

300 Marble

It is simple and datable.
Is not in the way.
Is an ornament to any carriage.
Docs its work perfectly, and recommends itself

Scale of Prices for the Seasons
LO

ST.,

“

8.00
10.00

4«

«

*4

2,00
2.50

4*

3#00

Desks,

Norris G. Curtis.

Arthur II. Soule.

mylO

men, like the
above cut, can always obtain a good fit out of the
large assortment we keep.

Tall, slim

Long, Slim Pantaloons

a

size up to 37

specialty;

inches long
in stock.

are

constantly

dtf

80,000 ROLLS
NEW

unrivalled, enconomize time and space, allure
systematic habits, and are an ornament to any
place. Call and see them, or enclose stamp for cat-

are

]

~THURSTON,

rumn

Block,

Free street

3

mal9

Portland.
dtf

DAVIS,

jYo. 53

in all

RMfffBii I

—

OF

and

—

mli27

figures above we wish to
represent samples of the

codGm

size

The

Carbon Photographs

The

New England
yearly meeting ot Fcitnds for

HALL, PORTLAND

Commencing Juue
about

Stli.

one

and
week.

continuing

There will undoubtedly be about cue tbousaud persons iu attendance, wbo must be provided lor.
Some of them will find homes at the hotels, but a
All perlarge number must be furnished else where.
alto boarding
sons who are willing to entertain free,
houses and private families who can entertain for a
rooms with
compensation, and persons who will rent can
accombeds, will please report how many they will be in
a committee wlio
to
terms,
and
modate
Oak street, Irom
w ii'iiie at Friends meeting bouse.
o’clock each day from May 8 th to M»12th
inclusive or bv letter or otberwise to A. K COX, ,S7

fto6

Unlonltreet,or

"T/odSw1'

to GEO. DOUGLASS, 2C Smith
JU"C *’■
Per order of the Committee.

Also

a

perfect assortment of the celebrated

HARRIS

Seamless Kid Gloves

—

in all

Choice Shades and lilacb.

Best Glove Made !

FANCY WOODS.
Foot Power Scroll

the

Our lady customers who have tried these Gloves
find them by tar the

Bloch, Portland.

Also

a

perfect astortment of the celebrated

Saws, Designs,

Send for descriptive Price List.

TALL SLIM MAN

Charles B. Thurston & Co.,

a

journal.

«

Iowa Central Railroad Complications.
It is a few years since the press of the
country was noticing Iowa as a great progressive state, developing rapidly, with internal improvements going forward assisted
by eastern capital which would produce fruitIn this exful returns to the investors.
pectation, many of our confiding friends in
this state sent *on their surplus which years
of painstaking care and economy had enabled them to put aside.
The Central Railroad of Iowa was a fa vorite project: it was to become the great highway to commerce across the state, carrying
coal from the south end of the road to the
north and into the state of Minnesota, where
the rigors of the long winters would cause
infinite demand. Returning, the cars would
go laden with lumber back into the state
where lumber does not grow. A trust com-

pany with the appellation of “Farmer”—
which signifies good faith in this State—was
employed to sanction the obligations as of
genuine issue. The road was built; the interest was paid till the bonds were all sold when
the picture changed, and the lawyers of Iowa
swooped down on it like devouring birds of
prey. The truth became known, the bonds
had been over issued and this “Farmers’
Trust Co.” was early among those grasping
for possession of the road to secure large fees.
It procured a lawyer in whose office the
Judge of the Circuit Court holds his chambers. It turned out the person in whom the
bondholders had confidence as a manager,
That person was succeeded by one of the
group ot original promoters of the scheme
and a director when the road defaulted, and
that person as receiver and manager has
since had unlimited sway. He is a politician,
the patronage of the road is given to his
friends and the court refuses to interfere.
A
decree of foreclosure has been obtained in
favor of our unfortunate bondholders, but the
court declines to execute, insisting that the
property suffers no injury by the delay or
while managed by the receiver.
After a year of bad management the employees are dissatisfied because unpaid for
three months, the receiver’s obligations go to
protest and the revenues are found diminishHere the matter stands.
We might enuprecision the acts of bad faith
from which the road is now suffering; suffice
it to say that, did not the enterprise promise
well, it would not now be in operation. The
question which will present itself to every intelligent, thoughtful mind is, can a vast state
such as Iowa, mainly dependent on the East
for resources to enlarge its means of communication and develop its producing capacity,
afford to allow a clique to thus discredit it?
The picture of 'Washington which Fred
Douglass has drawn with a free and bold
hand, and which has led to a demand for his
removal by those who hate to have the truth
told will commend itself to the Northern

by its force and correctness. Mr.
Douglass may have been at fault in taste, but
until love of truth-telling and hatred of evil
become sins he must be held guiltless of any
offense which would justify his removal.
This is the picture:
Washington had a bad beginning and never
reader

produced any great statesman or philanthrophist. The descendants of its old families have
made no mark.
It sided with treason against
loyalty, and its selection was a great mistake,
being sandwiched between two slave states,
and the headquarters of the slave trade, where
boys were sold as swine. It was cruel without
reason and indecent without shame.
Freedom
of speech and of the press were unknown, and
its idol was slavery. John Quincy Adams was
threatened with death for advocating the right
of petition. Drinking and gambling were prevalent under the dome of the capitol, the duelist was in repute, and the place tilled with
poisonous weeds and serpents. Moral life was
a sham; all was fair without, but foul within.
Its boasted chivalry was to challenge a Northern man to tight and to whip a negro with his
hands tied. The people applauded Breckinridge in his treason, stood between Andrew
Johnson and impeachment, and in their midst
was hatched the devilish plot that robbed Lin-

coln of his life. During the war Jeff Davis
would have been more welcome than Lincoln,
Lee than Grant, and the stars and bars more
than the star spangled banner.

Gail Hamilton in her latest letter turns
her attention to the Chicago Tribune, and
quotes from one of its issues of last year a
statement that “Mr. Biaine was born and
raised a Catholic,” and that “his excellent
and amiable wife is one, and the children are
being raised in that faith.” It is needless to
say that the sprightly letter-writer reaches for
the hair of Mr. Joseph Medill; and she reminds “the angel of the Reform Church in
Chicago” that “a great point will be gained
when revenue theft is prevented; but a greater will be gained when the organs of reform
shall have risen to the level of thieves’ honor,
and cease their busy slanders of the party
whose banner they borrow only to befoul, and
of the faith which they profess only to profane.” The New York Tribune is doing pen"
ance for its sins by publishing these letters.
The champions of Christianity show little
rtf

ita citirlf in fnrKirlHIncr

iVia

nrornra

rtf

Jew3 at Jassy. The prohibition is however
in strict accordance with the intolerant practice of that great organization which arrogantly calls itself the Orthodox church, It is
not unnatural that the sympathies of the
Jews should go out to the Porte which has
always put them on an equality with Christians, rather than to the Bussian government
which treats '.hem to-day with mediaeval bar-

barity.

_

The suspicion that the Czar is aiming at
the Euphrates rather than at the Danube is
not calculated to allay English irritation.
The occupation of the Euphrates valley will
be regarded as a menace to the British empire in India aud as ample justification fora
declaration of war.

Now that Barnum has taken up the search
for Charlie Boss people may rest assured that
the name of the unfortunate boy will not be
forgotten in the land. It will he made a billboard for advertising the greatest show on
earth.

Lathes, Tools &c.

AND

dtf

will be Jiolden at

CITY

Fat Man

CUT.

Delicate Light Shades for Parties, Balls
and Receptions.

DAVIS & CO.

3 FREE

specimens.

YEARLV MEETING.

SIDE

;

This cut of Glove is ontirely new and different
iro 3 all others, the buttons being scarcely perceptible wheu the arm is :aised, while the peculiar and
perfect fit adds to the natural beauty and symmetry
of the arm. it renders the Glove easier to put ou,
and is more agreeable to the hand and arm.
These Gloves come in all the

STREET BLOCK,
who has never been able
JPOX-tTgtlXCi.
to obtain good fitting
Btolrig.

for this beautiful style of Photograph, and fitted up
at great expense, he invites all his old patrons and

FRIENDS

GLOVES I

rKliVOST

Styles.

attache of the Press is furnished
Card certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
All
Pullen, Editor.
railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
Every regular

with

_

Kiglit for this City
to call and examine

fit and to

Big
—

Having purchased the

public generally

we can

—

(PATENT)

STOOLS, PIANO CLOTHS,

3 Free St.

IK

Harris’

Square.

ally.

presenting these three

On

Street,

mn29

KID

Thurston,

THE PERMANENT

the

—

?

Mr. L. takes pleasure in stating that he is now
fully prepared to execute the last new style ot Photo portrait,

Sole

Entirely
New and Elegant

all at the Lowest Prices*
and
sample of the size
if
who
we fit.
Few
any
Leavitt’s
Scotch
Piano
have seen this wonderful
AND
Child Orator but have been
FURNITURE POLISH,
surprised at his powers of in Bottles, or by the Gallon.
elocution and wonderful
memory.
Samuel

PHOTOGRAPHER,
FINE PE0T08EAPHY A SPECIALTY

<Um

Something

street.
d2w

musical merchandise gener-

OUR RISING GENERATION' ! PIANO

BIBS?

Middle

CO.,

SHEET MUSIC!

A SPECIMEN

CO,

ap23

Thoroughness of
construction,
and the finest musical qualities
are here combined.

dtf

k

190 & 192 Middle St.

ORGANS.

Exchange St.

ar6

and

—

214

on

PIANOS.

a

I

MARRETT, BllLEV

assortment ot first class instruments in tlie State.

Upright

Boston

Lower.

i n/^Tinm

v

or

More Complete, Nor Prices

mii LitiuifiSi

AGENT.

GENERAL

money by calling

my9>

to

SAMUEL

No Stock in New York

pure Hair.
All our Furniture put in the best order and delivered free ot charge.
Our facilities are such for manufacturing and buying that we shall not be undersold. Parties about

No. 46 Exchange

STOCK,

HALL L.
alogue.

buildings.

manufacture, and the cheapest suit we
sell upholstered, one-half pure Hair. Best suits al]

GEO. 1, WHITNEY &

Just received, bought expressly
for the Retail Trade, and will be
sold at prices that cannot fail to
suit.

ROTARY.

WOOTON

We make special prices in lurnisbiug Hotels, Beach Houses,
Churches, Halls or other public

our own

save

Carpets,

STRAW AND COIR MATTINGS,
OIL CLOTHS, ETC.

100 Parlor Suits,

purchasing will certainly

ROOM PAPERS
and

Top

—

BOUGHT FOR CASH, and WILL
BE SOLD LOWER than can
he bought in this
market 1

ot

superb stock

Two and Tliree-ply, in the various
grades, may be found the choicest
patterns. Also a complete stock
of

us.

CABINET,

The WOOTON

and
the

AND

most

shown In this city.
In our stock ot Ingrain

ever

Library Tables,

$6.00

“

Any customer leaving towD, by giving notice at
:he office, will be entitled to proper reduction,
^“Complaints against the drivers for neglect,
carelessness or any other cause, left at the office, will
receive prompt attention.
Yearlv customers solicited,

dtf

my10

Patent

>0

J0

by mail, post paid, on receipt of ONE DOLLAR- Address
REIN-HOLDER
SAFETY
CO,
Portland, He.
sent

New

15

"

will be delivered earlier than June 1st,
ater than Oct. 1st, at the same rates.
If not taken the full season, or four months,
*cale of prices will be
.0 lbs. daily, per month,
*•
"
15

UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL,
or

lbs, daily, from June 1st to Cht. 1st,

Ice

FOR SALE AT

MIDDLE

Undoubtly the

TEN PIECES EACH.

—

216

our

Brussels Carpets

confidently

We do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are in
all cases indispensable, not necessai ily for publication
but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return ar reserve communications that are not used.

merate with

of
Consisting
1WOQUETTES,
AXMINSTEBS, WILTONS, VELVETS, BODY BRUSSELS, and
TAPESTRY BRUSSELS, of both
Foreign and Domestic Produc-

St.,

TUESDAY MORNING* MAY 15.

a

READY
MADE
CLOTHING

cotlly

.7

Wood

Workers.

Cabinet Makers, Millwrights,
and all Wood Workers call and examine W»
E, Mk inner’* Patent Quadrant and Kaflcr
Scale, lor catting all kinds Mitres, Angles, &c.
KOO.ll II, CAHOON
Wauled.
BLOCK, 3H5 Con«reiw«i., Portland. Ale,
dlw*
myll

CARPENTERS,

would say

token oat at short

ANDcord1
my1l.lt

or

A.

notice, from $4 to $G

JOB PRINTING
this OlHce,

a

LIBBY. Portland P. O.
mail)

executed

come

at

tail Shoe Dealers ai
assortment of Da
di s’,
Misses* ant

FINJE
\ BOOTS worthyW»o
lpublic attention.
Icall them Hpecii
la hoe* because the1

/are thoroughly

ant

worth to the weare:
its price in IJOEII
Arm name and the trade marl

Wardrobe,
HOUSE,

^POPTPAND,

Each Shoe hears our
of the SPECIE SHOE
sole and inside upon the

plainly stamped on th«
lining, so all may ktov

them, Notice the trade mark. A=k

t

for the

SPECIE SHOE,
and you will get a good article at

MARKET SQUARE
ME,

made iron
the best oi material
and wo intend tha
b
every pair shall

a

fair price.

SHAW, CODING

&

CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF FINE SHOES
ap2?

PORTLAND,* HIE.

dlwteodlf

the

Honsehold

Silver.

LADIES
will

1

SILVER

find

WHITE
be the best article they
have ever used for cleaning and polishing their Sil-

\ Children’s

to

PRICE

UNDER PREBLE

$3 a load, by addressing

Wo are placing ii
the hands of the re

s.

lw

Polish

!

/
r nicely

Mammoth
Vaults Cleaned

Currency

c o. i fi & m, (V
we

LOW

d&w3m

Gold for

myl2

verware.
moves all

©To

to Silver

Iryone

be
Used

never

It

quickly

re-

tarnish, giving
an

Exquisite

bol-and “n"'.
without it.
by the principal

jewelers and silversmiths.
Sold

Jewelers
Druggists, and by
by

and

DENNISON & CO., 19 Milk St., Boston.
d6m
jau29

lstp

Card to Horse Owners.
flUlE undersigned this day give notice to parties
A wishing their services in Horse Shoeing,
that they have lowered their prices to $1,50; lhat
is, you can have your horses shod new, for
$1,50 nntl reset for 75 cts. at 16S Federal
St,, between Market and Pearl sts.
LENNON & CAREY,
dtf
my'

From all accounts architect Gay of Chicago is a good subject for the attention of a
grand jury. Euin seems to ho the fate which
soon overtakes all the buildings which he

plans.

_

Considering the usual Turkish method of
getting rid of an unpopular or inefficient public servant the despatch which states that
the Grand Yizier is losing his head is grimly
facetious.

thrilling divorce suit is that of
Mary Boe, against her husband, Wm.
Roe, recently instituted in Newburg-ou-tbe
HudsoD. She was formerly Mary S. Norton
A new aud

Mrs.

of Chicago, and has been married about ten
years. She alleges repeated acts of craelty
against him. Ouce be struck her because she
said she thought President Grant drank too

much; another time ha choked
ing to bring the newspap- r to

her for neglectthe breakfast
table. Friends of the defendant testified that
the wife bad a very violent temper, and that on
one occasion she slapped the face of Secretary
It seems to
of War Stanton in Washington.
have been a very happy family.
Roe was foriu
the
an
officer
army, where, perhaps,
merly
his habits of command and bis chivalrous disposition were developed. He is said to be a
wealthy man, owning property worth ?500,000.

gathering notwithstanding there may be some

Onr New York Letter.

PRESSo

ing.

CARPETS

6, A: II1I & K,

General Agent lor Maine,

Hall & Richardson’s Patent, April 3,jl677.

be

267 Middle St„

whom all orders should be addressed.

;o

New Spring Style

offered in Portland,

STOVE,

ALLEN K BANGS,

a

Clothing Co.,

he

intends to dispose of
to the State Attorney in exchange for liberty.

New and Original

A very large and handsome stock to select from.
Styles. Prices extremely low to suit the times.

disgust a $6,-

to his

000,000 SUIT which

A.T

WILLISTON

EIGHT DOLLARS—Will buy lor yon a whole Suit, COAT, PANTS
and VEST. Wot cheap trash, made to sell and disappoint the buyer
but GOOD HONEST goods, stylish looking and Fashionably cnt.
TEN DOLLARS—Will buy yon a suit ol clothes made trom nice heavy
Scotch Goods, in different figures, all new and very pretty. It is unin wear,
necessary to say that these goods give great satistactiou

worn

East.”

Down

S UIT IS !

quicker

and very much belter than our range
ever did it.
There is a uure and even bent in the
oven which can be relied on always, and the admirable manner in which it bakes biscuit, cake, pies,
roasts meats,fish <Stc., and broils steak, etc., issurely
unsurpassed. I consider it indispensable during the
summer months, as it does all the cooking necessary
tor any family without heatiDg the rooms like a
cook 6tove, It will do irs work just as well in a back
entry or shed as it will in the kitchen.
In cold
weather it warms the rooms and throws out a soft
mellow light, which, in the evening is very Testful
to the eyes, and is quite sufficient for all ordinary requirements. It gives the room a cheerful look and
is quite as cosy of an evening us an open fire place
It will pop corn splendidly, and I do not doubt there
are very many other things which it will do. that I
have not discovered as yet. There is not the slightest
odor of kerosene from it, either in the room, in the
oven directly over the flame or the least taste of oil or
smoke in any of the victuals which it cooks.
1 am pleased to add my testimony as to its excellence in everything you claim for it.

very

Don’t tail to look them-over.

well made.

Medal.)

Portland, Me May 2, 1877,
Mr. ALLEN K. BANGS, Gen. Agent,
Dear .Sir:—I have given your Florence Oil Slove a
thorough trial, and find it all you clai m it to be.
I
am pleased to say that it has done our
cooking

FA5ltlv MARSH.

FOR ONE

FORTY

SIOVE.

(Centennial

MONDAY, May 14th,
Miss Marsh takes pleasure in announcing that she
ha* effected an engagement wiih the popular Comedian Mr.

FlUAK

handsome Oxlord mixed Iff elEIGHT DOLLARS—Will bnyynu
be cheap at Twelve.
tou Overcoat, which certainly would
TEN DOLLARS—Will buy you a handsome and very stylish looking
Overcoat, the goods are strong and durable and are thoroughly
a

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Marsh’s

THE

O I Hi

Taace.

THE MAINE STATE TRESS
published every Thursday Morning at $2.50
if
paid in advance at $2.00 a year.
yeir,

1877.__TERMS $8.00 PER ANNUM, IN ADVANCE.

MISCELLANEOUS.__

CLOTHING.

MISCELLANEOUS

PUBLISHING CO.,

PORTLAND

,

Gen. Grant’*

Reception

Movement* of

the

In

New Fork.—

Kx-Prc*iden»

and

Family .—President Ilaye*’ Vi«it.-The
Democrat* Making up Face*.
New York, May 12, 1877.
from Elizabeth last
Monday, and after eating a quiet lunch with
the hospitable proprietors of the Fifth Avenue
Hotel enjoyed the afternoon by
taking a drive
to Jerome Park, which is his favorite recreation.
He was accompanied by Frank
Work,
whose horses are of acknowledged pre-eminence
in fleetness.
In the evening he was entertained at a
private banquet given by his friend and Long
Gen. Grant

Branch

neighbor, Joseph Seligman,

H. Wales, Theodore Eoosevelt,
Bryce Gray, Wm. Henry Smith, John D.Jones,
Moritz Walter, Isaac H. Bailey and Emanuel
Spiezelberg.
There was some talking in the latter part of
the evening, introduced by Mr. Joseph Seligman, who made an exceedingly felicitous
speech gracefully referring to the eminent public services of his guest, his military and civio
record, the part he had borne in shaping the
destinies of the Eepublic and the unquestionable fidelity and disinterestedness which had
characterized every act of his public life.
He
expressed the hope that he would derive rest
and pleasure from his sojourn abroad, and per*
feet confidence that he would carry with him
on his voyage the good wishes and grateful respeot of the great mass of his countrymen. The
General responded with his usual brevity but
with somewhat less of constraint than he used
to do when he was in office. In fact he showed

Indications during the evening of a disposition
to depart from his custom of taciturnity now

then, but not with such success as to give
promise of his ever achieving distinction as an
orator.
As a conversationalist he is ready and
entertaining, but the art of talking on bis feet
and

Is evidently not one of bis accomplishments.
However there was no lack of material for
lingual exercises, and speeches were made by
Messrs. Jay, Chittenden, Judges Brady, Davis,

Daly

and Fancher, Gen.
others.
They were all

General,

Porter, Mr. Orton and
complimentary to the
excessively laudatory

and yet not so
offend the canons of good taste, in his
One speaker alluded to the enterpresence.
tainment of congratulation upon his first election to the Presidency given to him in this city
as to

December 10,1868, at which one New York editor fired such a cannonade of eulogy at him
that he winced under it worse than he ever had
done in the face of an enemy’s batteries—telling the exact truth, too, though we didn’t
know it so well at the time as we learned it afterwards—and curiously enough that same editor has been trying ever since to suppress his
real opinions on the subject, and probably
hasn’t spoken or written words as sincere and
truthful from that day to this.
However, it
uuijr uio piaiao iutau uiaiurucu tllo cilUaDlIH"
of the object of it. His abuse has fallen entirely harmless upon the man it was aimed at
for the very conclusive reason that he never
gave eye cor ear to it.
Tne ex-President’s stay was so brief that he
declined a public reception and many tenders
of private hospitality.
The Philadelphians
TT»a

it;

are preparing to give him an earnest of their
appreciation on the day of his embarkation.
He is to sail by the Iudiana on the 17th at
noon, and the city councils have already char-

tered a boat to take him and his suite to the
steamer, leaving the wharf at nine o’clock and
making an excursion prior to the final depart-

ure.
The arrangements are on an elaborate
scale, and the number who will participate in
the ovation will only be limited by the accommodations furnished. A few of the General’s
New York friends will be of the party upon
his personal invitation. Another boat has been
placed at the disposal of Mrs. Grant and the
ladies, upon which they will embark at a later

bonr and with less ceremony.
Mr. and Mrs. Sartoris are to leave for Eu.
rope on the same day, but not by the same vessel nor for the same port. Their destination is
Southampton, and as a matter of convenience
they go by a steamer which will land them at
their own home, as they have a great
many
effects, including a carriage, to take.
While these movements are on foot to bestow
honor upon the private citizen, who has so recently held the highest office in the gift of any
people, New York is making ready to pay its
respects to his successor. The Chamber of Commerce will entertain President
Hayes on the
14th inst. at Its annual dinner. The affair was
a

present.

week or so in order that he
might
A few of the anti-Kepublican

members are

this,

Yarmouth.

disposed to make a fuss about
and to denounce it as an attempt to use a

non-political organization for partisan purThese of course are of the class who

poses.

persist in maintaining that Hayes was not
rightfully put in possession of his seat. There
is one gentleman a leading man in the body, remarkable for the vigor of bis metaphors—a veritable Lawrence Boythorn in the vehemence of
his phrase—who recently alluded in a publio
address to the majority of the electoral commission as “those eight perjured
villains,” which
is a little more splenetic than the brow-branding epithet of the late Charles Francis Adams.
He will not attend the dinner. “Never!
sir,
never”! ! He will devote the evening to hissing
his denunciation of “fraud, sir, fraud!”
and if he can find no one to listen to him he
will give vent to his wrath in objurgatory so
liloauv. He is a sane man in hnsiness manors

ont

rather a prudent, conservative sort of person,
but the moment he touches upon politics he
raves like a bedlamite. He has passed
through
all the gradations of political insanity from the
monomania of Liberal Republicanism to the
hopeless delirium of positive Democracy, and
is altogether past cure.
But there is more method in the madness of
several others who will go without their dinner
rather than appear as entertainers of the bolder
of a doubtful title. Tilden and Hewitt will
not be there. I doubt whether Cox or Wood
will venture it. Governor Robinson laid down
the rule of action when he refused to attend a
reception to the Secretary of State. He said if
Mr. Cowden had invited him to meet Mr.
Evarts he would have responded affirmatively
most readily, but to meet an official of a gov-

having no legal nor rightful existence
quite another thing. He couldn’t do it
without seeming to acquiesce in a great wrong.

ernment
was

Now it is an amusing illustration of the inconsistency of unregenerate human nature that
the individuals who are so observant of these
subtle definitions

of ethics that

they cannot

submit to tbe decrees of a tribunal of their own
fashioning, if they don’t happen to conform ot
tbeir notions of equity, are tbe same that have
always preached the duty of obeying the constitution no matter how grossly its mandates outraged tbe moral sense. When it was made to
proteot the taskmaster and the auction block
we were told that unquestioning submission
was the quintessence of patriotism.
But now
forsooth, because their candidate is not declared
elected they revolt in effect agalust the government and will none of it. Verily these Democrats are a queer lot.
Gov. Morgan gives President Hayes a reception on the loth. The Governor always has
delightful parties and they are sure to be well

attended whether there is a state visitor with
him or not. He is a genial host,lives in a palatial bouse, owns many choice pictures, gives

dainty collations and has
everybody feel welcome.

the

faculty

[From the New York Tribune.1

Letter from Gail Hamilton.
The Chicago Tribane and Mr. Blaine—
lie Charge that He and his Family were
Roman Catholics—Truth of the MatterMoral Aspects of such Assertions.

the head of

son, Salem

be

and accepting the inevitable patiently, and
others who find It hard to adapt themselves to
new theories and who distrust a trial of fresh
experiments to solve social problems that can
only safely be dealt with by inflexible adher.
ence to the truth of impartial
justice.

came over

the Banking house of J. & W. Seligman & Co.
The dinner was served at Delmonico’s and was
The
regal in its appointments and quality.
table was profusely festooned with floral decorations. There were forty-four gentlemen present including the bo9t and principal guest, and
they represented all shades of politics and many
varieties of occupations.
There were of merchants Edwin D. Morgan, Horace B. Claflin,
Jackson S. Schultz, E. P. Fabbri, Frederick
Kuhne, Charles L. Tiffany. S. B. Chittenden.
Charles Watrous; of bankers, Levi P. Morton,
Joseph, Jesse and James Seligman, Henry F.
Vail, William Dowd, A. V. Stout, John A.
Stewart; from the bench and bar, Judge Noah
Davis, Jno. E. Brady, Charles P. Daly, E. L.
Fancher, ex Judge Henry E. Davies, and
Messrs. Francis N. Bangs, Grosvenor P. Lowery, Thomas T. Buckley, E. W. Stoughton,
Julian T. Davies, James H. Work and U. S.
Grant, Jr. Besides these there were John Jay
William Orton, George M. Pullman, Horace
Porter, I. B. Hoggin, C.Iv. and Wm. E. Garri-

postponed

absentees who have not yet learned the secret
of submitting gracefully to political reverses

of

He will have

making
a largo

The fourth portrait which I propose to
hang
in my Hogues' Gallery is that of the
Chicago
I
Tribune.
cannot give the exact date of the

photograph, but it was when personal feeling
at high water mark in 1876, and different
members of the same political party were
striving to make each his own candidate the
nominee of the approaching Cincinnati Convention. At that time the Chicago Tribuoe
published the subjoined statement—published
was

its editorial colnmns as absolute truth,
without qualification or question, thus putting
its distinguished and, perhaps I should add,
venerable editor, Mr. Joseph Medill, member
of the late Civil Service Commission, in the
very foreground as tho author or at least the
responsible indorser, of the statement. Here
is what Mr. Medill published:
it in

Mr. Blaine was bora and raised a Roman Catholic.
His parents were Irish Gatholics and decent people.
His brothers and sisters are Catholics now. His excellent and amiable wife is one, and his children are
being raised in that faith. Mr. J. G. Blaine alone
of the whole family connection Is not an adherent of
the “Mother Church.” But he belongs to no Christian denomination; and while not a Catholic can
hardly be called a Protestant. Wbat faith he may
finally die in cannot be indicated, except by analogy,
and a consideration of the depth ana strength or a
mother’s re.igions inculcation on a child’s mind and
heart.
A 4-
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lication of that devout little morsel of religious
biography, Mr. Blaine was—Eheul quantum
mutatus ab illo /—a prominent candidate for
the nomination of the Cincinnati Convention,
How far be was in advance of all other candidates may be judged from the fact that he
entered the balloting with more than one-third
of all the votes and considerably more than
twice the number cast for any other candidate,
and that during tbe seven ballots be receiced

more than the number required for nomination. How far he was in advance of the Chicago Tribune’s candidate may be judged by tbe
fact that he entered the first ballot with nearly
three times as maoy votes, and came oat of the
seventh and last ballot with mote than sixteen
times as many votes as that candidate.
This was a state of things baid to be borne.
It would not only justify but require tbe most
strenuous exertions on the part of tbe Chicago
Tribune to bring the fortunes of its candidate
abreast with those of its formidable rival. No
one could blame it for any amount of honorable endeavor. There were immense odds to be
overcome and the time was short.
The religious element has already entered, and threatens still further entrance, as a powerful factor
into our electoral problem. Protestants have a
deep distrust of Catholicism in respect of its
assumed authority over civic affairs. Catholics
hold not only their faith, but their polity, with
a jealous tenacity.
If Mr. Blaine were a Catholic, born and bred in that faith, rearing his
children in it, and surrounded by its adherents,
the fact could hardly fail to create a great objection against him in the minds of ProtestIf he were a renegade Catbolio. it
ants.
would be a serious objection in the minds of
Catholics. If he were neither Protestant nor
Catholic, lapsing through indifferentism from
the faith in which be was reared, but embracing no other, both Catholic and Protestant
would be likely to become disaffected.
A man’s fitness for office is not to be determined bv his creed, still less by that of his
wife ana children. In canvassing his claims,
then, all discussion of his religious relations is
impertinent. Discussing the religious faith of
his family is impertinence of the lowest degree. I will, however, waive this point. I
even admit that the ciyil sovereignty assumed by the Catholic church may give the
color of right to call a man's religion in question. I will admit further that if ever such
intermeddling with tbe most secret and sacred
relations of life be pardonable it is daring the
heat of a Presidential campaign. The arena is
vast, the prize heroic, the contest fierce. In the
glow of energy and eagerness men may sometimes be swept past the boundary line of courtesy without forfeiting their rigat to be named
by the name which is above every name. A
man’s ecclesiastical affiliations are not to be
hidden under a bushel, and if their promulgation makes him odious to a large portion of the
community, “see thou to that.” It the public
refuses to have a Catholic or a Protestant, or
an Infidel, or a Jew to
reign over It, all the
more has it the right to know whether a man
be Catholic, Protestant, Infidel or Jew.
a*
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steeplechase after Mr. Blaine’s religion. Up
hill and down, over hedge and ditch, trampling
through glebe and splashing through baptistery
in their headlong dash across country, rode the
bold huntsmen, madly trying to get on the
track of that nnlncky faith, and with a uniform

want of sncoees that argues anything bat m
keen scent for religion on the part ol the pursuers.
Indeed, Mr. Blaine himself could hardly
fail to be surprised at learning what a devout
churchman he had been. Any modest man
who has gone through life quietly saying his
prayers and laying no claim to any more godliness than his neighbors
may well be startled at
finding his devotions dogged by detectives
and rang oat on all the church bells from Maine
to California.
If Mr. Blaine had ever adopted
half the creeds attributed to him he mast have
been whatKinglake declared Gladstone to have
been, “a good man In the worst sense of the
term.”
Bat our Western reformer knew a more excellent way. It did not indeed discountenance
the publication of impertinent private matters,
bat it rose superior to any attempt at asceitaining facts in those matters. While simpler sonls
were wasting strength in bunting np authorities throughout the country, the Chicago Tribune calmly sat down in its offiee and loved and
made a He. Moreover the facts when come at
were not snited to its purpose, while those
which it should manufacture could be warranted to fit. Accordingly, with upturned eyes
of holy horror at the prisons of St. Louis, with
such a heaven-directed glance over the distilleries of Kentncky as Samivel bestowed upon
the elder Weller in the court room, aud with
ill-coDcealed disdain toward those Innocents
Abroad who were breaking their necks in a
hunt for facts, the angel of the Reform Church
in Chicago writes:
“Mr. Blaine was born and reared a Roman

Catholic."
It so happens that Mr. Blaine was not born
and reared a Roman Catholic, but so much the

worse for Mr. Blaine.
It is necessary for the
advancement of reform that he shonld be; accordingly he is.
“His parents were Irish Catholics and decent

people.’’

His parents were neither Irish nor Catholics,
before admitting that they were decent
people I should like to kuow whether the definition of decency includes the Chicago Triouoe.
“Are ye looking at me now?" asked the
puzzled but purloining customer of the squinteyed salesman who had accus«d him.
Yes, I
am.” “Then ye saw me take it!” If the Chicago Tribune is “decent people” I indignantly
deny that Mr. Blaine’s pareuls were “decent

aiql

people.”

It is a matter, however, of pnblio
easilv ftfNVRSihltt to thnsa intftrefltpfl in tha fsipt.a

record,

that Mr. Blaine'* parents both belonged to old
colonial families settled in Pennsylvania long
anterior to the .Revolution, in whicn struggle his
ancestors on both sides bore an honorable and
oot inconspicuous part.
The whole Blaine
lamily in all its branches was never aoytbing
else than Scotch Prysbyterians. In this faith
Mr. Blaine was himself reared, and his father
before him, and all the generations of bis paternal ancestry. His mother was throngh life
a Catholic, held in high esteem not only
by her
own ahurch, but by the Protestant churches,
and followed reverently to her honored grave
not only ty Catholio priests bat by ail the
clergymen of the different Protestant denominations in tbe community where abe was born and
where, after a sweet and pions life of threescore
and ten, she sleeps with the sacred dead of her
kindred and her blood. Mr. Blaine himself settled in Maine when a young man, and his Presbyterian faith and rearing naturally transferred
him to tbe Congregational Chnrch of which
he has been a member for nearly or quite ‘JO
years. His “amiable and excellent wife” whom
the Chicago Tribune, without qualification, declares to be “also a Catholic,” was born in tbe
New England town where she lives; of • Puritan family that has eight generations of New
England orthodoxy behind it; a family for
which I have some right to speak; of whose
character I have some reason to be proud, and
of whose history I perhaps know as much as
the honorable Joseph Medill, editor-in-chief of
the Chicago Tribune and whilom commissioner
of civil service reform.
I speak as a fool, but 1 am compelled by a
knave. I mention these facts, which ought not
to be so much as named among ns, simply to
show tbe weapons which tbe Chicago Tribune
wields in the purification of the civil service.
Without even paying to truth the tribnte of
probability; without flinching at the thought
that thousands will instantly detect its mendacity, it fabricates and launches its falsehoods
with portentous calmness.
It knows well that
the remote community and the thousands everywhere who will see its falseness and discern
Its motives are people who would never be won
away from Mr. Blaine or won over to its own
candidate, while those who do not recognize its
falsehoods might be influenced by them to marshal themselves nnder its banner.
Moreover,
one cannot disclaim Catholicism as one disclaims dishonesty.
Any denial of such assertions would carry somewhat of odinm to a large
nnmber of interested partisans in a time of
So that it seemed
great political excitement.
highly probable that a coo), brave, well-arranged series of simple, categorical fabrications

*

might hinder the advance of Mr. Blaine withTribune came up handsomely to
the emergency and
issued the series! The delicate domestic
compliment diffuses an air of
Candor over the whole
paragraph, while the
touch of sentiment wherewith the inuendo of
the closing
paragraph is winged reveals a master hand.
For the Head-Center rampagiog
over the God-forsaken wastes outside of all
Churches, it can say little; but, being a magnanimous foe, it will not thrust his family also
into that outer darkness.
Nay, this emtnent
Purist, ever generous to the erring, holds out
the hope that the ‘‘amiable and excellent wile”
and the religious mother may between them, at
the last gasp, lng even the miscreant himself
through the pearly gates, though, let Protestants be warned, the gates will most likely be
opened by a Catholic key.
Before this spectacle of falsehood raised to a

Hie Turco-Ilussian War.

must go.

of

$250,000.

The fire is not under control.

contrary to scripture.
At the recent proroguing of the Canadian
Parliament, and while the Governor General
was proceeding to the government house, Maj.
Sparks, in command of the escort of cavalry,

the testimony, and occupied two hours and a
half. The jury retired, and in thirty miuutes,
agreed upon a verdict of guiltv of murder in
the first degree.

The Bailie at Balonm—Terrible Destruction of the Russian Troops.
London, May 14.—The Telegraph’s special
from Batoum Friday, at midnight, says at
about G o’clock a. m., the Bussiau forces made
a furious attack upon
the heights defending
Batoum ou the laud side, occupied by BasbiBazouks and Ottoman troops entrenched.
A
terrible fire of cannon and musketry was opened, which literally mowed the Bussians down
iu swaths. They fell by scores and hundreds
on the plain below the Turkish position.
During the attempts to make way against this fire,
a body of Turks, horse and foot, taking advantage of the thick forest, broke forth on the
flank of the Bnssian column, and effected a
great slaughter, the Muscovites being upon
ground perfectly open and having no choice
bat to fight or fly.
In a short time the spot
became covered with dead and dying Bnssians.
The enemy qnickly brought up reinforcements,
and the battle was renewed with much determination. For many hours the efforts of the assailants were desperately maintained, but towards mid-day, tbeir artillery fire gradually
slackened and they at length withdrew.
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arrest.
David Stewart, a North Carolina soldier in
the revolutionary war, left a line of descendants who are now likely to give the people of
Salisbury, in that state, considerable uneasiness. For his services the government made
David a present of 475 acres of land, but as he
did not like the gift he put the deed in his

preached to a large audience in Si. Mary’s
church yesterday.
He left this morning for
Halifax, iwhere he goes to consecrate the
archbishop.

bury.
and women of

MARINE

Boston are interested in a

projector forming a
children’s protective society for the rescue of
children from abuse and crnelty and to provide

Camden,

Damariscotta,

Captain Blaisdel],

London, May

14.—The Norwegian bark
from Charleston at Qaeenstown,
reports she spoke the Norwegian bark Gwyler
from Baltimore for Dublin on the 4th inst.
The Gwyler reported that on the 12th of April

King Oscar,

Lanza di Mereato

she rescued from

a raft five of the crew of
the
American brig C. C. Bearce from Charleston
for Boston. The Bearce was totally wrecked.
The survivors are Herrick, mate, More, second
mate, Henry Galton and Thomas McCulton,
seaman and steward
Two others were washed
off the raft. She learned nothing of C.ptain
Blackwell and another seaman, who made up
the Bearcb’s crow.
In General,
The steamer Wisconsin left Queenstown
yesterday morning for New York, with the
passengers of the stranded steamer Dakota.
The Falmouth from Portland has reached
Halifax.
The England from Liverpool, Clyde from
Havana, Royal Minstrel from Mediterranean
ports, and Tybee from St. Domingo have
reached New York.

York,

various reasons, none of them dishonorable. Oo reaching
this country he was at first unable to obtain
employment, and was obliged to take the position of waiter at Delmonico’s.
Coming under
the notice of Dr. Howard Crosby, he was recommended to the favorable notice of a
large
silk importing bouse, and ro3e
rapidly to the
charge of its entire foreign correspondence.
His bride is a daughter of Dr. Wm. A. Ham-

mond, ex-Surgeon General of the U. S. army,
and now one of the most promineot and
wealthy physicians in New York.

WASHINGTON.

NEW YORK.

The Texas Border Raids.
14.—It is thought in official circles that undae importance is attached
to reports of fillibustering expeditions to invade
northern Mexico, as our government will enforce the neutrality laws with regard to Mexico as to auy other power with which we are at
peace. Instructions have been sent to our minister at Mexico who will give particular attention to the subject of raids into Texas for cattle
stealing, with a view to their prevention. It
has become a question haw far our government
shall go for the protection of our citizens oo
the border and for the punishment of the offenders. The feeling of the administration is
that oar citizens must be protected and the
conduct of Gen. McKenzie four years ago
may
become a precedent for action in the future.
The Roston Herald Sait.
The suit in the name of the Boston Herald
H. Painter, correspondent of the
U.
against
Philadelphia Inquirer, to recover the amount
of telegraphic tolls on an alleged unauthorized
despatch said to have been sent by him to that
paper, has been withdrawn,the Western Union
Telegraph Company having refunded the tolls.
Hlaineand Hayes.

Washington, May

Killed by Burglars.
New York, May 14.—Unknown burglars
shot and killed John Younger as the latter was
about to interfere with their operations in his
room, this morning in Williamsburg. The burglars then knocked Younger’s wife senseless
uuu

President.
Morgan and Co. of New York have offered

to advance the government money to
pay the
army. Secretary Sherman declines as he is
not authorized to accept.
Advances may probably be made to the ofiicers at the banker’s
The Secretary of War,
accompanied by Gen
Sherman and Cols. Audenried and
Tonrtellott
of Gen. Sherman’s staff, and Gapt. Green
in
charge of the military academy division at the
War Department, will make a tour of
inspection of the government posts and forts in
New
lork harbor, Boston and Newport in a few

days.

Forest Fires.

Junction, May
“°0RE’?.
fires have been raging
days

14.-For several
through the forests
along the Ogdensburg & Lake Champlain
Railroad between Clinton Mills and
Altoria.
This morning a west wind
drove the fim
through the woods and across the narrow clearings to the villages nf mint/,., drill..->
lenburghi orest. Up to 5 p.m. about twenty
buildings were burned at Clinton Mills and the
large mills there were on fire.
The railroad
agent is moving everything out of the depot
as there is no hope of
saving the building. At
Ellenburgb Forest and Moore’s Forks the depot
and other buildings have been on
fire several
time?, but the people have fought hard and
hope to save the railroad property. It h reported the fire is very near Paul Smith’s sumresort.

MINOR telegrams.
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The national temperance
Suudav
passed a resolution thanking society
Wm E i>„ay
dge
for leaving the Union League
Club
w- W. Chisholm, wounded in the
Kemper
county (Mississippi) affray, died Sunday even6D10g.

Cloteier’s
©14,000;

saw and
was ,)ufncd

insurance.
contractors for

l.l

g

no

e™Pj°yed

shingle mill in KemptLoss
yesterday.

paving Quebec streets
country instead of city
them Je8t«day

dro°yree[h’eme0ffUerattacked
dohn,

Lee Carroll and Mis Carter
of Stounton
Va
were

formerly

feU
was

the^wa'ef^’e^ankTM,“j
by
wfee? “c^ried

caught

up
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Somerville, the lawyer now in jail in New
Jersey, says be has not made any confession
about the Harrington safe
burglary business in
Washington, and knows nothing about the

a

BELLIGERENTS.

Rutsia’s Aims.
Brcsselus, May 14.—Le Norde publishes a
letter from St. Petersbug which contains the

following:

Russia has but one aim,namely,the amelioration of the lot of Christians, but if at the end of
the war she claims more extended guarantees
Europe must blame herself, not the ambitious
designs whereof it gratuitously suspects Russia.
Russia alter the war will give fresh proof of her
uiuucianuu
uy
LUUBUiuufc' XKUruptJ
reSD6CllDg
conditions to be dictated to Turkey to prevent
further massacres.
ATTITUDE
Austria Not to

Philadelphia.

Philadelphia,

May

14.

Ex-President

nnltiniT

OF

THE

POWERS.

Oppose Roumania’s Inde-

tn

the Sup-/ panal

tnrl

InHio

IF th.

overnment pursued a policy of strict neutrality
he country would
But
support them.
J England
had
drawn
into
always been
t very
war between Turkey
and
Russia,
f looner or later we would have to interfere in
From tbe moment the first person entered
t be present struggle.
When the time came
there, was a steady stream of people passing
( lladstone’s first two resolutions would form a
through at the rate of 2500 an hour. Some t aide to the
He (Hartpolicy to be pursued.
more
prominent citizens were
personally i □gton) was as anxious to defend British interintroduced by Mayor Stokely.
The veterans t sts as any one. If Russia triumphed in the
soldiers gaud safiprs of tbe city
their
t rar the expectations of
pay
the races subject to
respects to Gen. Grant prior to his departure H lurkey would be realized and it would
be found
for Europe Wednesday noon in
Independence t iiat their subjection would not bo indispens ible to British interests.
Those interests were
ot, as the House was asked to believe, bound
METEOROLOGICAL.
p with the l'feless trunk ot the Turkish emINDICATIONS FOB THE NEXT TWENTY-FOUR
I ire.
irnrr»s.
Sir Stafford Northcote, chancellor of the
e xchrquer,
War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal l
repeated the usual arguments
8
gainst a coercive policy. The government’s
Officer, Washington, D.O.,
l
«
fforts
to
obtain
a settlement by
May 15, (1 A. M. J J
peaceful
1 leans failed
For New England,
principally through the obstinacy
f Turkey and also through the deplorable
slowly falling barometer, stationary or rising
nportance of Russia, which he, however, attemperature, northwest to southwest winds t ibuted to
popular pressure.
and clear or partly cloudy weather, followed at
Relative to British mterests Sir Stafford
eastern stations by increasing cloudiness and
I fortbcote said, that as far as the interests
rain areas.
v hich we
have in common with others are
0
ancemed, he saw no reason why we should
Bold Bank Robbery.
£ ght for them alone.
It was to the interest of
Meriden, Ct., May 14.—The Meridan Sav- a II that there should be freedom of navigation
mgs Hank was robbed this
li
Eastern and Southeastern Europe.
forenoou. The
There
seeietary was called to tbe front door by a v ere interests in which other
nations had a
man m a
carnage and two confederates entered
c oser interest than ourselves, and doubtless
“l*60611 the vault and took
vi hen the moment arrived these nations would
.400 or SoOO in money and §1000
iuWallinglord p rotect them. We had a special interest in the
jonds.
The three supposed
It was important it should be
S
ael canal.
went
burglars
aorth ou the train.
^ 3pt open and safe,
There were other ways to
I idia not so direct, to which the government
rhe Deiaulliug Presbyterian
Secretary. a itaehed great importance, but the main route
the canal and Egypt itself the government
Richmond, Va May 14.—Rev. E.;T. Baird
S ■sired
above all to preserve. (Cheers.) They
of
tbe
ix-secretary
Presbyterian commission of
isired to maintain strict neutrality, to watch
mblication for the Southern states, recently
leposed from tbe ministry for embezzling the °- ■er the interests of England, and at the same
ll ne not to De overhasty.
Lord Derby’s reply
unds of the commission, was indicted today in
tc
Prince Gortschakoff contlined nothing
he
Court for
Husting’s
embezzlement
w bich was not
' laird’s whereabouts are still unknown.
perfectly respectful.
The right honorable gentleman concluded
s speech as follows:
The government are
Tbe Rockford Disaster.
■w enabled to beep their hands free to act as
Chicago, May 14 —Two more bodies were m ay appear best. The real interests of Engt akeu out of the ruins of tbe Rockford courtla ad are the maintenance of peace and pros:ousc yesterday.
pt rity throughout the world.
In whatever poGrant held

a reception in
Independence Hall
Members of the Select and Common
Councils marched in a body to tbe hall, where
they were introduced to tbe ex-President.

,

to-day.

__

D0,th and

that

pendence.
London, May 14.— The Vienna Memorial Dithat
the rumor that England
plomatique says
and Austria were to protest against any attempt on tbe part of Roumania to declare her
independence, is unfounded—at any rate as regards Austria—and probably as regards England.
Anti-Russian Demonstration.
An attempt was made yesterday to get up an
anti-Russian demonstration Hyde Park,
The
crowd only numbered about 3000.
The speakers included no one of any note.
Proceediogs in the Rritish Parliament.
In the House of Commons this afternoon
Mr. Bourke, under secretary of the foreign department, in reply to a question by Vernon
Harcourt, said that immediately after the outbreak of tbe war the government learned that
an iron-clad built for Turkey was
lying at Vicday amounts to $380,060.
toria docks and took steps to prevent tbe inThe amount of grain afloat on the
of
upper and
the
fringement
foreign enlistment act.
lower lakes, bonnd for Buffalo, is as followsSir Stafford Northcote. chancellor for tbe exWheat, 687,000 bushels; corn, 1,210,000 bushels’said Egypt forming part of Turkey is
chequer,
oats, 191,000 bushels; rye. 66,000 bushels; barRussia therecertainly at war with Russia.
ley, 225,000 bushels.
Total, 2 409,000 bushels
fore has a right to blockade Egyptian ports and
The famous race horse “Vigil,” winner of
nvade Egyptian territory and goods going to
both tbe Dixie and Breckenridge stakes at BalEgypt may be considered contraband.
timore last fall, broke down in] training at
Gladstone’s resolutions were rejected 354 to
Jerome Park yesterday.
123, and the amendment offered by Sir Henry
Wolff to tbe effect that the Honse declines to
The Lutes! Vermont Murder.
entertain any resolution which may embarrass
Brandon, Vt., May 14.—Tbe tramp who the .government in its maintenance of peace
ind protection of British interests without
murdered Frank Brossor has been
recognized
by a farmer mamed Eugene Williams, as tbe
ndicating any alternative line of policy was
one who worked for him a
idopted without division.
few months last
summer in Hubbardstorn, eight miles from
Speeches dnriDg the debate were principally
here.
>f merely retrospective interest. Tbe Marquis
He also came to Williams’ bouse
>f HartingtoD, the liberal leader, said tbe Biue
Thursday night last and stayed till Saturday
looks showed it was Russia’s sincere desire to
morning, when he started for this place, as he
naintain peace (if possible.
He condemned
said, to take the train to Montreal to ship on
board of a vessel.
Mr. Williams completely
Derby’s answer to Priuce Gortscbakoff.
identifies him, and says he was quiet,
Russia .mobilized |ber army, the policy
iefore
pleasant
and uuoffensive, and that be considered him a
ecommended by
Gladstone’s
withdrawn
trusty person of good habits. He ,says that be
esolution-*, namely the union of Europe to
was quite well educated and fond of
a pressure and if necessary a forcible
ixercise
reading.
Tbe remains will ,be hurried to-morrow. The
esult upon the Porte,
might have been
feeling in the JcommUDity is now of universal
fficacioue, but since tbe commencement of
for
var
such
a
the friends of the murderer as
combination was
sympathy
impossible,
1
well as for those of the victim.
iermany was looking out fora possible hostile
-- ombination.
France was reflecting on a
lossible renewal of invation, Englaud was
Gen. Giant in

was

Montreal, May 14.—There are heavy bush
fires in the vicinity ot West
Farnham, 40 miles
southeast of here. A number
of houses have
been burned and others are in
danger. The
Stanstead & Chambly
Railway
bridge near
Granby was consumed today, which will occasion transhipment in boats
for some days.
Further east at Stokely and Balton
the fires
are very destructive and the
smoke is so dense
that lamps are lighted at 4 o’clock.
North Conway, May
14,-Extensive forest
fires are raging in lower Bartlelt and near
this
place. Much valuable timber is being destroy
ed, and indications are that the tires will
spread over a large territory of timber and
wood unds.

kuu

Anna Dickinson Sued.
A complaint was served this afternoon in the
Supreme Court by Joseph Hart. better known
as “Josb,” against Anna E Dickinson.
Plaintiff says that in April last she broke an agreement to perform for him daring three weeks in
the Eagle Theatre, and that he lest in preparations, &c., $2000, which he claims. Amoogst
other arrangements the matinees and benefits
were to be divided.
The Continental Life Insurance Co.
Receiver Grace of the Continental Life Insurance Company today refused to surrender
the office to his successor, John P. O’Neill.
Each was appointed by the Supreme Court
judges, and Grace is said to await a decision of
a higher tribunal.
He has agreed however to
hold a conference to-morrow with O’Neill and
an arrangement is
possible.
Miscellaneous.
Mayor Ely has refused to take part in the
carnival to-morrow.
Detectives have arrested a man suspected of
having been engaged in the robbery of Harrison Prescott’s bouse at Newton
CeDtre, stealing $21,000 in bonds.
Thomas A. Lewis, who with Benj. B. Beckwith embezzled between $350,000 and
$1,000,.
000 from B. T. Babbitt, soap manufacturer,was
brought to the district attorney’s office today
and committed without bail to the Tombs to
9taud trial.
Albert Steinway, youngest member of the
firm of piano manufacturers, died
to-day of
typhus fever.
Emil Ruliman, for maDy years superintendent of the Academy of Music, died
to-day.
The insurance of the Brooklyn fire of yester-

New York, May 13.—The World says Mr
Blaine and Mr. Hayes had a protracted interview Saturday od the Southern policy of the
administration. Mr. B'aine did not express
himself in avowed opposition to that
policy
but does not share the belief of the President’s
advisers that it would divide the Sontbern
Democratic party. He thinks rather that it
would only consolidate the Southern Democrats
and obliterate the Southern Republican
party.
Various Halters.
The friends of Gen. Grapt say that wines
have been served at all the dinners of President Hayes, exactly the same as when Grant

mer
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built in Pestb has been completed and arrived
in the Danube above Kalafat, and the Turks
commenced a violent bombardment of that
place the 13th iust., to distract the attention of
the Roumanians.
After firing ceased the vessel passed the Roumanian batteries unharmed.
Extensive movements of the Turkish cavalry
have been observed from the Roumanian side
of the Danube.
movement! of the Russians.
The Times’ Berlin despatch says the 7th and
12th Russian corps while on the way to Ktlia
were suddenly ordered
west, and art marching
npon Giurgevo and Tuma. In about a week
the northern bank of the Danube between
the mouth of the Aluta and Rustchuk will
probably be occupied by 00,000 men. Fresh
batteries are being constructed at Gislina,
somewhat north of lbrail near the mouth of
the Sereth. It is clear that the Russians are
either preparing to cross the Danube simultaneously at several points or wish to make the
Turks believe so. The Turks are thus compelled to distribute their forces over a large
area, and being numerically weaker than the
Russians cannot but be sensibly injured by
this necessity.
The Manchester Guardian’s despatch says
three columns of Russian soldiers are marching towards Giurvo, Sunnitza and i.Magwella
with a probable design of crossing the Danube
at those points.
One object of the Russians is
to break the Turkish lines and separate the
corps at Widdin from the main army.
The
Turks appear
contemplating a crossing at
Kalafat. They have at that point two monitors,
one war steamer and eight sailing
barques.
The Grand Duke Nicholas and all the chief
staff officials left Kirscheneff on Sunday morning and arrived at Jassy in the afternoon and
will proceed to Ploiesti immediately.
The
whole headquarters ot the staff will be on the
Danube in five or six days.
Owing to the fall of water on the Danube the
three remaining monitors opposite lbrail must
be abandoned or destroyed.

Fred Herrick, botn of Camden.
She left Savannah lor Boston before the gale
of April 12th.

Kev. Phillip Brooks, James
ex-Gov. Gaston and Lydia Maria Child.
A
committee, with the Bev. Phillips Brooks as
chairman, was appointed for the further con-

in New

ntalorl in nffir»ial

Ciamdeu Brig Lost.
May 14,—No tidings of brig C. C.

Bearce of
and mate,

Dana, Ji^
Freeman Clarke,

Blanca,lately splendidly married
was exiled from Italy in 1872 for

NEWS.

A

them with an education.
The first meeting
was held last Wednesday, and
among ibe signers of the call were Henry W.
Longfellow,
James Bussell Lowell, Bichard H.

Rent

tersburg states that the report that the Bussians attempted to cross the Danube the 9th
inst., at Beni, and suffered defeat, is officially
contradicted.
Roumania’s Independence.
The Times Vienna correspondent, explaining
the vote in the Boumauiau chambers says.‘‘Although the resolution adopted by the chambers
speaks of severing bonds between Turkey and
Boumania, and empowers the government at
the conclusion of peace to secure an independent position, yet it leaves the government to
use their discretion in acting according to cirSo for the present the whole
cumstances.
matter is shelved.”
The Bombardment of Kalafat.
The Times Bucharest correspondent says it is

He

about
Salis-

Rumored Russian Defeat at
Contradicted.

London, May 14.—Intelligence from St. Pe-

reached him, be was wrapped in flames
and his hands, back and neck very badly
burned. It is feared that he may not survive.
Personal.
Bangor, May 14.—Rt. Rev. Dr. CoDroy,
Apostolic delegate from Rome, remained over
Sabbath here, the guest of Rev. J. W. Murphy.

went away to Pennsylvania, where
His heirs have found the deed and

men

The

help

pocket and

want the property, which is now worth
$5,000,000, and includes the whole of

ON THE DANUBE.

The Result of Playing with Matches.
Gardiner, May 14.—F. A. Berry’s little
boy Bobbie, aged 6 years, was very seriously
burned this afternoon. His clothes took fire
while he was on his way to Echool. Before

remounting nearly ran into the Governor’s carriage, when hia excellency ordered his sword to
be taken from him and had him placed under

sideration of the matter.
The Marquis Manfredi

THE ASIATIC CAMPAIGN.

Ellsworth, May 14.—Hancock Hall was
morning to hear the charge to the
The charge was a
jury by Judge Peters.
masterly exposition of the law and analysis of
crowded this

number of prominent

sorted Bussian defeat at Beni is officially defied at St. Petersburg. No serious attempt has
jet been made to cross the Danube and no
ighting in that quarter is reported. The
itatemeut telegraphed yesterday that England
and Austria would oppose Boumanian Independence is denied go far as the latter is concerned. Gladstone’s resolutions were defeated
in the House of Commons last night.

Degree.

son, who could never forgive him for his marriage to the divorced wife of ex-Gov. Thomas
of Maryland, which Gen. Jackson believed

A

Further particulars of the Bussiau
repulse at
Batoum are received.
The Bussiau loss in
rilled and wounded was very heavy.
The re-

Smith Convicted ofJlurder in the Fint

The Key. John Miller, lately suspended for
had a strong enemy in Stonewall Jack-

heresy,

he died.

KlatHlone’s Resolutions Defeated.

THE UU KSPUItr TRAGEDT.

laid in ashes.

»W

UBE.

given the flames had spread to several buildiogs
in the locality. The fire has swept along the
river a distance of three-quarters of a mile,
burning five wharves with lumber, the railroad
depot, telegraph office, railroad office, the Watson House, the Quinn House, the Courier office, the engine houses, the sail left of Mr. J.
Chapman with a full stock, a cargo of molasses
on the wharf, forty-six stores and forty dwellings. The loss is estimated at about 8250,000.
Calais has just escaped a similar misfortune.
The flames several times caught oa our wharves
but were extinguished. At 7 o’clock the wind
blew a hurricane directly from St. Stephens
and the air was fall of burning cinders, hut a
harp shower saved us.
p.

bells in Pittsburg to commemorate the great
fire of 1845, in which one-third of the city was

£_a

_

broke out in Ganong’s stable, just back of the
Couiier office. A strong wind was blowing at
the time and before the alarm was generally

News and Other Items.
On the 10th of April they still ring the fire

i

Erie preferred.

rHE SITUATION ON THE DAN-

is
under control but it has consumed the greater
It
part ol the business portion of the city.

___

I

United States news’s,.lllj
UnitedStates 6s.1881 reg.H2S
United States 10-408, coup.1131
Currency 6’s..
United States new 44s. 108j
The following were the closing quotations ot
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co, ex.
G41
Pacific Mail...
o,,|
New York Central & Hudson It It, cx.
931

J

j1

Jntnh^ndoor’

J

I

Jj

j fi3

Erie.

171

Michigan Central..").45J
Panama....ex.
qe*
Union Pacific Stock,.*.
674
Lake Shore...
52!
Illinois Central.
5g!

Heavy Loss in Killed and Wounded i

[second despatch.]
Calais, May 14.—The fire in St. Stephens

the civil service reformer deliberates a definite
and specific harm, a harm to reputation, a harm
to a certain designated maD, a harm of vast and
Incalculable extent; and in carrying out this
design he flings truth and honesty to the winds.
The organ of reform is willing to strengthen its
cause, not by showing the ability and availability of its candidate, but by wantonly, willfully, and with malice aforethought, uttering
slanders against a rival candidate.
A great point will be gained when revenue
theft is prevented; bnt a greater will be gained
when the organs of reform shall have risen to
the level of thieves’ honor, and cease their
busy
slanders of the party whose banner they borrow only to befoul, and of the faith which
they
profess only to profane.—Gail Hamilton, April
23, 1877.

X-n

TOUM.

[Special to the Press.]
Calais, May 14.—St. Stephens, N. 13., is in
fiames. Half the business part of the town

der, or distilling midnight whiskey, or even
taking part in a convention—in shoit, any fraud
whatever upon the revenue of the
country—is
harmless and honest
compared to the ingenious,
elaborate and malignant mendacity of the Chicago Tribune. The silk-and-whiskey thief steals
money from a rioh, remote, intangible corporation called the Government.
He does not
mean harm to any one olse,
only benefit to
himself. And the harm which he does is harm
to property and of a definite valuation.
Bnt

~~
xu

rHE RUSSIAN DEFEAT AT BA-

Business Portion or St. Stephens,
N. B., Destroyed,
Loss

they may find themselves acd whatever
be the obligations and aircumstances in
they are placed tbe government will
mrsne the policy which they believe
good for
ingland and the world without reproach.
said
tbe
Gladstone
issue upon which the
i louse was asked to vote was contingent upon
oercion by all the powers of Europe, which
lid not necessarily mean war against Turkey,
vhich on former occasions
had attained
;reat results. The war might even now be
nded within a fortnight if England would
estore the European concert. He pointed out
vhat a disgrace it would be to England if the
iberty of the Christians was secured by an
igreement between Tarkay and Russia alone.

1 aay

1 vbich

DISASTROUS FIRE.

A

« ition

_

MAINE.

fine art, how coarse and clumsy seems ordinary
abuse by men who are not reformers!
Now I
maintain that smaggling silks across the bor-

.1..-.1-

FOREIGN.

BY TELEGRAPH.

of its own candidate.
0nrun£<.)rt:une3
ne Chicago

Pittsburg it., cx.85,
Chicago & Northwestern.!..!.'!! 204
Chicago <& Northwestern preferred
453
..

tVur Notes.
The London correspondent of the Scotsman
ntimates that the precautionary arrangements
ire so far completed that the authorities reckon
m being able if necessary to embark abont GO,100 men in about teu days.
A despatch from Bucharest says: IncoDselueuce of British remonstrance the Porte has
;iven most satisfactory assurances relative to
he doBtruetion of British shipping at Beket
ind has promised fall compensation.
The Dover and Shoincliffo garrisons have
jeen medically
inspected for the foreign service.
A Belgrade despatch says tbe special meslenger from Prince Milan to St. Petersburg relumed Sunday night without a reply.
Prince
Sortacbakoff has telegraphed that if Servia desires to commence action she must do so on her
own responsibility and with her own means.
A Ragusa despatch says that an Italian
transport with two guns, took soundings last
week oft Durazzo.
A Turkish steamer threatened the Italian captain, who thereupon loaded his guns but the Turkish authorities interfered and averted an engagement. The Italian
captain said sixteen Italian war vessels would
shortly appear off the ooast of Albina. The
statement has not been confirmed.
Advices from Sclavonic sources state that the
rebel commander in Bosnia, Depotovich has
been reinforced and is marching toward Lirno.
The garrison of Drien is
preventing the Herzegovinese refuge from entering Austrian territory,

New Jersey Central.
Rock Island.
st.
St. Paul preferred.
Fort

...........

71
07

Paul.;;;;;.; £1
481
Wayne.
Ohio & Mississippi.51
Delaware &
..

Lackawanna.

Atlantic

Missouri

43ft
20

& Pacific Telegraph.

Pacific.I!..'.’.’.’. 1}
The
following were the closing quotations of Pacifio
Railroad
securities:

Central Pacific hones.
Union

inai

Pacific.

Grants.".

Land

Sinking Funds.

Boston, Hartford & Erie 1st..
Guaranteed.

DIED.

17 years.

In Topsliam, May
In Pittston, April
11 months.

York..Asplnwall....May

11
g

3
6

021;

common

to

75;

common

25;

extra fi

to

87}.

fair 4 25 @ 5 50; good

few

Foreign Notes.
Count Schouyaloff, Russian Ambassador to
England, bad a two hours interview with Lord
Odo Russell, the British representative at Berlin, yesterday. He was also with the Emperor
nearly an hour.
Count Corti, the Italian Ambassador to the
Porte, has sailed for Constantinople.
A flood has overflowed the banks of the
Tigris
and
the river has thrown out a new branch
above Bagdad which has completely blockaded
the city and swept away 200 houses in the village of Kiamigie.
Lord Erskiue is dead.
The Marchioness of
Lothian has also iust died.

PRESIDENT HATES,
His Reception by the New York Chamber
of Commerce.

New York, May 14.—President Hayes arafternoon from Washington. He
was accompanied by Mrs.
Hayes and his son

rived this
W. C.

Hayes, Miss Platt, Miss Foote,Secretary
Evarts, Secretary Schurz and daughter, Att’y

General Devens and Gen. Shermao.
The
whole party entered carriages and drove rapidly to the Fifth Avenue Hotel.
The 109th annual banquet of the Chamber of
Commerce took place at Delmonico’s this evening, having as its guests the President of the
United States and leading members of the Cabinet. S. D. Babcock, President of the Chamber,
presided. The assemblage at the banquest
numbered nearly 300, and comprised the leading merchants of New York, in addition to
men prominent in the various
walks of life.
The banquest over Mr. Babccck made the'open-

ing speech.
Mr. Babcock closed by saying that the next
regular toast was one they never had the pleasure of
haying responded to by the incumbent
of the office and he took great pleasure in
giving them the toast of “President of the United
States.” (Cheers.)
President Hayes then rose smilingly and after hearty hurrahs over and over
repeated, and
waving of handkerchiefs and a burst of music
from the orobestra had subsided, said:

President,it is

um

unu
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Cincinnati, May 14.—Pork is dull aud lower at
14 75 @ 15 00.
nominal; steam rendered at
9 33 (a) 9 45; kettle
@ 10J. Bulk Meats are dull
and weak; shoulders at 5; short rib middles at 7 45
on spot; 74 buyer May; short clear at
73. Bacon is
dull; shoulders at 6; clear ribs at 81; clear siles at
8|. Whiskey dull at 1 06 @ 1 07.
Live Hogs are dull and lower; common 4 40 ffl 4 85
fair to good light at 4 90 @ 5 15; packing 5 00 ® 5 20;
butchers 5 25@535; receipts 1887 head; shipments
1571 head.

Lard—is
artoj

__

Joy Indicted.

Newburyport, May 14.—The jury has
[oonrt a true bill against Joy for the murder of

oilman of Rockport. The case goes to the
supreme Court at Salem next Friday.
Dane Dali.
At Indianapolis—Indianapolis
4, Buckeyes 0.
At Cincinnati—Louisvilles 24; Cincinnati! 0
At Rochester—Rochesters 7; Live Oaks 0.
At Philadelphia—Athletics 2; Chelseas 1.

Middling uplands at 10|c.
Memphis, May 11.—Cotton is quiet; Middling upv
lands at lOJc.
Savannah, May 14.—Cotton quiet; Middling° up*
lands at logo.
Mobile,May 11.—Cotton weak and irregular; Middling uplands 10} @ iOgc.
Louisville, May 14.—Cotton is quiet; Middling
uplands 101c.
Norfolk, May 14.—Cotton is dull: Middling
6 uplands at 10}c.
Galveston, May 14.—Cotton dull and easy; Middling uplands at 101.
Augusta,May 14.—Cotton quiet with fair inquiry;
Middling uplands at 10c.
New Orleans, May li.-Cotton in fair
demand;
Middling uplands at lojc.

Xa

COMMERCIAL.

Portland Wholesale Market.
Monday, May 14.-The markets are dull to-day
nd there is no change to note in
prices. Sugars are
1 teady at 12gc for granulated and
12$c for Extra C.
< lorn is firm and unchanged. Flour is still dull with
o concession in pricc2.
Molasses is very strong at
t be recent advance in prices.

Daily Domestic Receipts,
By water conveyance—1000 bush corn meal to G

Havana market.
Havana. Slay 12.—The Sugar market is Arm and
active, and some grades have further advanced.
Clayed Sugars—No 10 to 12 d s at ill j§ 11} reals per
arrobe; do No 15 to 20 d s at 13 @ 14} reals. Molasses Sugar—No 7 to 10 at 10} @11 reals
arrobe.
Muscovado Sugar—infenor to fair atlC}@
11 reals; do lair to good very scarce. Centrifugal Sugars—No 11 and 13 in boxes at 13} @ 13| reals, in
hbds 13} @ 14 reals. Stock in the warehouses at Havana and Matanzas 252,000 boxes and 58,0110 hbds;
receipts for the week at Havana and Matanzas 25,000 boxes and 11,7 hhds; exports for the week 14,000
boxes and 11.200 hhds,including 6500 boxes and 11,100
hhds to the United States. Tobacco quiet. Freights
—demand unabated and rates unchanged.
Spanish Gold at 125} @ 125J. Exchange iirm ; on
United States 60 days gold 5 (g 5* prern; short short
do 5} @ @ 6} prem; on London 17 @ 17} prem: Paris

1 7 True & Co.

Roston Stock Market,
[Sales at the Brokers' Board, May 14.]
S 5000 Eastern R. new 3$ bonds..... 501
>6 Boston & Maine Railroad... 90
W) Eastern Railroad.*’* 3
ortland, Saco & Portsmouth R,.611
1{ astern
Railroad (new bonds). —.@50
Second Call.
$441 Eastern R. scrip..

States6-20*8,1865,new.lllllii?
5-20’s,1867.'
1131

y aited
u aited States

D aited States 5-20’s, 1868

...!115$

4

@4}

prern.

Murch,

Cardiff.

Boston.

Kong.

Cardiff Apl 27, ship Austria, Gilmore, for
Rio Janeiro.
Passed Deal 12th inst. barque Chalmctto, Waite,
from Hong Hong for London.
Sid fm Waterford 12th inst, barque Emma C Beal,
Bailey, Archangel.
Ar at Queenstown 13th inst, ship Moonlight, Waterhouse, Jarvis Island.
Sid fm Buenos Aprca Mch 3, barque Fred Eugene,
Holt. Campana, to load hay for Rio Janeiro; brig
Josefa, True, do do.
In port Mch 22. brig Sally Brown. Small, from New
York, ar 15th, for Rosario, to finish loading tor Bos-

*
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OVERTIMING

AGENT.

Contracts for Advertisements in all Newspapers o
all cities and towns ol the United States, Canadas
and British Provinces.
Office No. 6 Tremont Street, Boston.

No. S

Washington Building,

8. HI. PETTENGILL A CO.’S
A OVERT I MING

AGENC*

No. 10 State St.. Boston, and 37 Park Row, New York
Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising in al
Newspapers in the United States and British ProT-

GEORGE P. ROWELL A CO.,
ADFERTIMING AGENTS

Dealers in Printing Materials of every description
etc.
Presses,
Type,
V. A V
AO]
.1. TV_TV_*_
~

SILK FRINGES!
I hare just received from Sew York
another case of those handsome

Black Silk

—

Sc

Fringes

which sold so rapidly last week, and
shall offer them at the same low prices.

McAllister,

COMMERCIAL

ST.

Carlton

distf

29

market

Kimball,

SUCCESSOR TO KEUSOS & CO.,

495

Square,

PnRTT.AVn

Congress Street,

JUST ABOVE PREBLE HOUSE.
d3t
my!2

dtf

One Hundred Dozen
of those elegant fitting German Liale Thread Gloves,
in all sizes, for Ladies’ and Misses’ wear. Prices:

Robber Hose

Ladies’ at

For

Sprinkling Lawns,
washing Sidewalks, Windows, &c. We will sell 50
feet of Hose with Pipe and
Couplings, all complete,
for $5.00 at
Hall's Rubber

i

Store,

UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL.
dtf
myl9

There is

no

End

TO IMPROVEMENTS.
We thought last year our boots were perfect, but
this year our excelent manufacturers have surprass3d themselves, and surprised us with still better
wots, and we are able to satisfy all our customers.
In addition to the above named stock, wo have an
jxcellent line of medium priced boots, for common
service, which arc also all warranted to give satisfaction.

M. G. Palmer.
dtf

apl8

SILK

JJs’sS!
BATS, M^ei's'
POST

mliH_

OFFICE.
dtf

HORSE NOTICE.
can be four more horses accomodated at
the New Boarding Stable on Clark street, bet nreen Danfourth and Spring St’s. This is I he BMMfl
Peasant Stable in the city, each horse having a
Also the
ood window to get good air and light.
Rear enti est of care at prices to suit the times.
Please call.
1 suice on Brackett St. head ol Cray St.

|

rHEUE
pp4tf

“Lisle Gloves.”

ATT?

ap25

|OFP.

Street,

Cincinnati, O.

authorized to contract for advertising in this
paper. Estimates furnished free. Send
for a Circular.

PRICE TO SUIT THE TIMES.

SCHLOTTERBECK,

ED. B. KOBINSON, 5 Myrtle
has the celebrated Weber Piano, and
other makers, at extremely low prices.
to as
^ur Tunin9

AGENTS,

BLACK.

ill the market.
It is free from
Odor, and is NON-EX PLOSIVE.
Call and examine.

hand and made to order,

no23_

W. Fourth Mtreet,

dtw

Oil Stove

for sale and to let by

DIAWfK!

CASCO.

HAVE THE BEST

ELECTRIC BATTERIES

smltf

FROM

Nutter Bros. & Co.

Supporters, Trusses,

In Auburn, May 13, by ltev. S. F. Wetherbee. G. F.
Wormwood and Miss Mary A. Gilman, both of Lew-

Portland.

sep6

Shoulder Braces,
Spinal Supporters, CIul) Foot Shoes, &e.,

SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS,
501 Congress St. Portland, Maine.,
Sole Agent for Geo. Ticmann A- Co.
New I’ork.

iston.

60

STOCKINGS,

Dealer in and Manufacturer of

DOOR

Randall

Surgical Instruments,

G.

Congress St.,

—

SPECIAL NOTICES.

A.

ADVERTISING
1M6

FOR ALL THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS.

Lowest Market Kates,

Bermuda 7th inst, schs Leonora, Bonsey,
Philadelphia; John Douglas, Parkor, New York.

on

N. FBEMHM.AN At BKOM.,

E.

FOB SALE AT

ton.
Ar at

Blindages and

GREEN,

SUMMER AND WINTER USE,

Cld at

ELASTIC

and be con-

The largest stock anil the best variety of Coals in
the city, lor

from

Huanlllos.
Sid 12th inst, barque Jos Baker, Ryder, New York.
Ar at Liverpool 13th, ship Cuba, Theobold, from
San Francisco. I
Sid lm Cardiff 12tb, ship Chandos, Ross, for Hong

sec me

COAL.

inst, ship Alert, Park, from

MARRIED.

In Gouldsboro, April 29. Jotbam Sargent and Miss
Jane Bunker, both of Gouldsboro.
In Rock port, May C, Uhas. A. Berry and Miss Clara
M. Mclntire.
In Warren, May 5, Niven C. Kalloch and Miss
Rosa L. Copeland.
In Tryon, P. E. I., April 25, by Rev. Geo. Chipman,
B. W. Howatt ol Tryon and Carrio M. McDonald ol

THIRD
myta

Humn

barque Lilian, Rutnball,

WEMT NKWFIELD.
West New field House, K.G. Holmes, Pro
prietor.

PROVIDENCE, R. 1.

529

inst, sch E S Newman, Newman,

Ar at Havre Apl 29,
New York.
Ar at Antwerp 12th

European UlurUrt*.
London, May 14-12.30 P. M.—CodsoIs at 93 11-16
for money and account.
London, May 14—12.30 P. M.—American securiLes—United States bonds. 67s, 1033; 10-4os, at 108}.
3.30 P. M.—Ten-forties 108}.
London, May 14—2 P. M.—Consol at 9315-16 for
money and account.
Liverpool, May 14.—12.30 PM.—Cotton market
dull and unchanged; Midtiling unlauds at 5t3-16d;
Orleans at 6<1; sales 8,000 bales, including 1( 00 bales
lor speculation and export; receipts of cotton today were 7000 bales, including 6500 American.

Cadiz

12th

House, Congress Mt.Gibson ArC*.,
Proprietors.
Mt. Julian Hotel, Cor. Middle and Plans
Mts. G. E. Ward, Proprietor.
C. M. Hotel, Junction of Congress and Fed
eral Mis. Timothy Wolcott, Proprietor.

in

FRED. (ILDERWOOD

Kong 12th

Sid fm

City Hotel, Cor. Congress and Green Mt.
J. K. Martin, Proprietor.
Falmouth Hotel, O. M. Mbaw & Mod, pro-

ncea.

Hong Kong Apl 28, ship New Era, Sawyer,

key. -.

Allen

GREAT BARGAINS

vinced1

Boston.

at

A. M.

NEWMPAPERADVERTIMING AGENT

Come and

Hong
inst, ship Highlander,Hutchinson, Boston.
Ar at Barcelona Apl 25, sch Jennie B Gilkey, GilAr

T OBTLANB.
House, Temple Mt.

8. R. NILES,

Boots and Shoes.

FOREIGN PORTS.
Ar at

etor.

ESTABLISHED IN 1849.

NEWBURYPORT—Ar 12th, schs Eri, Robinson,
Weebawken: Como, Bunker. Hoboken for Haverbill; Wm E Leggett, Ulman. Bangor.
Ar 13th, sch C s Rogers, Perkins. Weebawken.
Sid 12tb, echs Ella Brown, Brown, and Romeo,
Kent, Machias; Alcora, Robinson, do; Charleston,
Wentworth; Castilian, Means, and Georgiana, Ryder
Bangor; Savoy. Robinson, Tremont.
PORTSMOUTH—Sid 12th, sch A J Williams,

Wilmington, May It —Cotton is nominal; Midnplands at 10}c.
Charleston, May 14.—Cotton active ami lower;

SKOWHEGAN.
Turner House, W. G. Hesellon. Ptwprl*

C. J. WHEELER,

Norman.

Middling uplands at 10 13-16c.

PHILLIPS.
Samuel Farmer, Propri-

House,

Barden
etor.

eodtf

still continues to otter

Forest City, Hodgins. Perth Amboy;
Nellie Brown, Kelley, Rondout ; Harriet Rogers,
Pinkham, and Sea Flower, Bunker, Sullivan; Alexander. Arey, Bangor; C W Lewis, Tupper, Bath, to
load ice tor Wilmington.
Sid 11th, schs L A Boardman, Montezuma, and

Cleveland, May 14.—The Petroleum market is
quiet and unchanged at 12J for standard White.
New Tore, May 14.—Cotton is quiet and steady;

PARIS HILL.
Hnbbard Hotel, H. Hubbard, Proprleter

arc

FRED. ('ILDERWOOD GREEN

SW

ci»h

PEAK’S ISLAND.
Cnioa House—W. T. Janes. Proprietor.

A

barque Nipbon, Preble, Calcutta, (split

SALEM—Ar
Rockland.
Ar 13tb, schs

NOBHIDGEWOCK.
Oantorth House, D. Danforih. Proprieto

32 Exchange Street.
my72

Acborn, Matanzas.
O’Sbanter, Small, for San

gale); Sarah, Ingersoll, New York;
brig Nellie Mitchell. Jackson, PortPraya; schs N J
Miller, Keene, Miragoaue; Chase, iDgraham, New
York; Fanny & Edith, Bartlett, Rondout; D M
Freuch, Childs, Rondout; Hiram, Waunock, Calais;
Commonwealth, Ellems, and Odeon, Smith, Rockland; Minetta, Stewait, Bangor; A L Fitch, Fitch.
Bristol.
Cld 14th, schs Abbie Pitman, Chase, Surinam; E It
Emerson, Sears, Baltimore.

on spot; 2 061 tor Mav; No 1 Amber
2 08. Corn steady and firm;
high Mixed
591c; Not Mixed 573c. Oats are steady; White at
514 @ 55c; No 2 Mixed at 45ic.
Receipts—511 bbls flour, 3,ls3 bush wheat, 3,965
ousli com, 4,023 bush oats.
Shipments—655 bbls flour, 788 bush wheat, 2,806
bush com 6,203 bush oats.

ago.

BANKERS AND BROKERS,

NEWPORT—Sid 12th, sch Allegbania, Banks, (fm
tor New York.
In port 9th, schs Flora King, Rowe, and T P Abell,
Hogan,for Round Pond; Python, Merrill; Cicero,
Nichols, and Loduskia, Treworgy, do, (all to load lish
scraps at $150, full cargoes.)
V1NEYAKD-HA VEN—Ar 11th, Bch S C Tyron,
Nickerson, Portland for Georgetown.
Sid, schs Mary Langdon, Wm E Barnes, Forest
City, Cephas Starrett, and Jas Young.
BOSTON—Ar 12th, sch Metropolis, Lane, from
Vinalhaven.
Cid 12tb, schs Grace Bradley, Vesper, Cardenas;
Omaha, Wooster, Hancock.
Ar 13th, schs Cephas Starrett, Babbidgo, Progreso;
Eila, Mitchell, Souris, PEI; George W Snow, Jones,
Machias; Chas Upton, Bellaty, and Marv F Cushman, Patten, Ellsworth; S Sawyer, Gould, Damaris-

Michigan at

House, Geo. A. Hopkins, Pro-

AGENCIES.

H.M.Payson&Co

Rockland)

a

prietor*

by

York.

igan at 2 06

Holly Haguirea Sentenced to Death.
Scranton, May 14.—The Molly Maguire
prisoners Hester, Tally and McHugh, were today sentencsd to death by Judge Ellswell at
Bloorasburg, for the murder of Alexrnder Rea.
a mine boss, killed near Mt. Carmel nine
years

terms

Wareham.
PROVIDENCE—Ar lltb, sch Flight, Norwood,
Hoboken.
Ar 12th, schs Charlie Bucki, Foss, Pensacola; Emma Arey, Hall, Philadelphia;
Connecticut, Eaton,
Bangor.
Ar 13tli. brig H M Rowley, Rowley, Galveston; sch
H A Deming, Boardman, Port Johnson.
Sid 12th. sch G W Rawley, for New York.
PAWTUCKET—Ar 12th, sch Florida, Webber,
Calais.
FALL RIVER—Sid 11th, sch Scud, Allen, for New

cotta.
Ar 14th,
sails 6th in

ap24eodtfsn

Bought or exchanged for other
Securities ou the most favorable

Boston.
Sid fm Lewes 10th. schs Kate Carlton, lor N York;
W G Moseley, do; Clara L Dyer, for Ruatan; Carrie
Bonnell, tor Baracoa; Jackin, for Lynn.
NEW YORK—Ar 12tb, barque S W Holbook,
Mitchell, Matanzas ; brig Suwanee, Sawyer, New
Haven; schs Miranda, Mitchell, Matanzas; Addio M
Bird, Fales, Windsor,NS; Flora Condon, French,
Minatitlan; J A Decker, Freeman, Nassau. NP.
Ar 13th, sch M C Moseley, Higgins, Humacoa.
Ar 12th, barque Carlton, Coggins, Matanzas 14 ds;
sch Henrietta, Sprague, Providence.
Ar 14th, schs David Ames, Flanders, Mayaguez;
Kate Carlton, Grant, Port Spain.
Cld 12th, brig Flora Goodale, Goodale, Montevideo;
sch D H Bisbee, Colcord, Point-a-Pitre.
Sid 12tb, barques Golden Sheai, tor Portland; Herbert Black, for New Zealand; brigs Herraon, Santander; Annie Gardiner, for Antigua; Hattie S Bishop, and Silas N Martin.
Passed through Hell Gate 12th, schs Philanthropist, Coombs, trom New York for Bangor; Carrie L
Hix, Hix, do for Newburyport; M A Rice, Kent, do
for do; S S Kendall, Kendall, do for Haverhill; Lexiugton, Leighton,Weehawken for Beverly; Ella Rich,
Amboy tor Bangor; Sarah G Smith, Dix, Philadelphia tor Gardiner.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 11th, sch Venus, Clark, from

Spring at 47c.
Freights—nominal; Wheat to Buffalo at 31.
Receipts—7,000 bbls Hoar, 38,000 oubL wheat.
Shipments—10,000 bbls flour, 3,300 bush wheat.
Detroit,May 14.—Flour quiet and steady. Wheat
quiet and steady; receipts very light; extra White
Michigan at 2 101; milling at 2 08; No 1 White Mich-

Atlantic

Proprietor.
Perry’s Hotel, 1 IT Federal Ml. J. G.Perry
Proprietor.

BONDS

6-20

Francisc; sch Milwaukee, Wallace,

closed firm; No 1 Milwaukee at 1 82; No 2 Milwaukee at 1 701; seller June at
1 771; seller July at 1 781; No 3 Milwaukee at 1 57
Com firm; No 2 at 511c. Oats are easier and inactive; No 2 at 42 @ 421c. Rye easier; No 1 at 93»c.
Barley is scarce and firm; No 2 Spring at 83c; No 3

Prop.

Mil.I.BRIDGE.

prietors.

CHARLESTON-Sid 9th inst, sch Ella, Hatch, for
Port Royal.
Ar 12td. sch Aneroid, Talbot, Portland.
RICHMOND—Sid 10th, sch Jos Farwell, Gregory,
Boston.
ALEXANDRIA—Sid 11th, sch Mattie A Franklin,
Griffin, Boston.
FORTRESS MONROE—Ar 14th. brig Jennie Morton, Fooks. St Pierre; scbs Bowdoin, Randall, from
La Moule, (Guadaloupe); Eben Fisher, Reynolds,and
Geo K Hatch, Murphy, Matanzas.
BALTIMORE—Cld 12th, sch J M Richards, Malony, New Haven.
Sid 12th, ship Chas Dennis.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 12th, ship Ida Lily, Curtis,
Havre; brig Gazelle, Dickson,Messina.
AI4th, brig H B Cleaves, Cummings, Baltimore;
scbs Carrie M Richardson, Richardson. Cardenas;
Post Boy. Robinsou, Mayaguez; David Faust, Ella-

opened

LITTLETON, N H.
Thayers Hotel, H. L. Thayer, Proprietor

Preble

ley, Savannah.

May 14.—Flour dull and depressed.
*t,?ii1^tuaee,
Wheat
lower and

Mutch, Pro-

LINCOLN VILLE.
House, Lincolurille, T. E. Phillips,

Bcaclt

Adam*

DAVIS,

ple and Federal sirret

MOBILE—Ar I2th, scbs Armida C Hall, Hall, from
Boston; E H Herriman, Herriman. Kingston, Ja.
PENSACOLA—Cld 8tb, barque Wm H Genn, Collins, Montevideo; schs Aldana Rokes, Rhoades, St
John. NB; Addio Blaisdell, Crowell, Philadelphia.
KEY WEST-Ar 5th, sch Eva C Yates, Yates,
New York.
SATILLA MILLS-Ar 4th, sch M K Rawley, Raw-

59}’;

REVOLVERS,

B.

LEWISTON
*

DeWItt House, Ruinby
prietor.

febl7sneodt

Guns, Rifles, Ammunition, Fishing Tackles, and
Agents for Lanin & Rand Powder Co., Cor. Tem-

pool.

Kller

be

Shot, Nickel Plated. Fully
Warranted, VERY CHEAP,

T.

Cld 12th, barque Almira Robinson, Tarbox, Liver-

55|c;

Another Fhair Case.
St. Louis, May 14—Poindexter
Edmandson,
who was to have been hanged to-morrow at
BloomfieldJ has been respited till July 10th by
Governor Phelps.
Edmandson was convicted
on circumstantial evidence and
it is said a
dying man has confessed that he committed
the murder for which Edmandson was convicted. An investigation will be made.

7

zas.

Tork dull at 15 00 cash; 14 90 cash; 15
July; Id 25 do August. Lard is dnll at 9 75 asked for
June and July; no bid; sales summer 9 1-16.
Bulk
Meats dull and drooping; clear rib 71
asked, 71 bid
Bacon dnll; shoulders 53; clear rib 81; clear sides 8*
Receipts—1,200 bblB flour, 13,000 bush wheat 77000 bush com, 8,000 bush oats, 0,000 bush barlev
1.000 hush rye, 0000 head hogs, 000 head cattle.
Toledo, May 14. -Flour is Arm. Wheat is quie t;
No 2 Amber Michigan oftered at 2 08; Amber Michigan on spot at 2 10; seller June 2 11; No 2 Red Winter on spot and seller June 2 09; No 3 Red at 1 80
Com weak; High Mixed on snot at 59c; No 2 at 574c
on spot; seller June 58c; selle'r
July 60c; do Auiiu-t
613c;iejected
damaged 451c. Oats are dull;
White 54c; Michigan 50c.
Receipts—000 bbls flour, 5500 bush wheat, 45,000
bush Oorn, 3400 bush Oats, 00 Barley.
Shipments—100 bbls flour,21,000 bush Wheat
5 °000
uBdt,o,-uuu
bush Com. 2900 bnsb Oats.
At the afternoon call of the board Corn was firmNo 2 on spot 57c; seller June 573c; seller July at
seller August 61 bid; No 2 White 57c; rejected
55jc
1
and 55c bid.

The Hcthodiats.
Baltimore, May 14.—In the Methodist convention Rev. Mr. Stuckhouse of Indiana offered a resolution that the Methodist church in
unitiDg with the Methodist Piotestant church
retains its character as a distinct organization
and holds all its property as
now; that the
matter be referred to a committee of five
persons.
The motion in view of the fact the
committee of conference had been appointed
and would soon report, was laid on the table
till after such report had been made.

Portland, November 30, 1876,

NEW ORLEANS—Ar 9tb, sch Santa Oteri.Pizzati,
Util la.
Cli 9th, brig Maria W Norwood, Andrews, Matan-

61Jc seller June; seller July 53J @ 53}c, closing53c
b:ldNo 2 at 45Jc cash;
401 June. Rye
^Oats firmer;
is dull at 89c.
Whiskey is steady and uncliau^cd at

can

cured

A JOB LOT

prietor

prietor*.

the female organism

M.

—

2t“ed

to

HIRAM.
mi. Cutler House,—Hiram Baston, Pro

NORTH STRATFORD N. H.
Willard House, C S. Bailey & Co. P

DISEASE*
Those diseases

without resorting to a local treatment so painful to
the patieut.
Reference to a large number, cured
can be had by calling at my office.
Patients visited at their homes when desired; charges moderate.
Office hours rom 9 to 12 A. M., 2 to 4 and 6 to 8 P.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
TACOMA, WT—Sid 5th, ship Alex McNeil, Sproul,
Francisco.
San
Sid 4tb, ship Washington
SAN FRANCISCO
Libby, Hanson, Seattle.
GALVESTON—Cld 7th, sch Vernal, King, for

j'Sy

all forms.

HALLOWELL.
Hallowell House. Hallowell, It. Q. lltakf,
Proprietor.

MACHIAS.
Eastern Hotel.—E. E. Stoddard.

Building,

during the past year,

Sch Mott-Haven, ©t and from Calais, with lumber
for New York, is ashore at Hart’s Island.

St. Louis, May 14,-Flour is
dull, weak and lowto sell ioniy small jobbing trade. Wheat
unsettled
Fa,‘at 2 08 bid cash and
a
No 3
Red h all at 197 cash; 194 @195 seller May:
May
Corn inactive and lower; No 2 Mixed 51} (a)
52c cashopened 52e, declined to 51|c, advanced to 52Jc, closed

1°?-

peculiar

Sarah, Iogersoll,

position.

er

1

in

wreck of a scbr of about 100 or 150 tons, bottom up,
and name under water. Had not been long in that

seljfr,
0at,s

THAYER,

CHRONIC

Dexter, Me.—

Proprietor.

Respectfully

MEMORANDA.

1.

myl2eo<ltfau

tend gw thanks to the Citizens of Portland for their liber* patronage during the past year;
and trusts that by ( orn ci nod Genlleuaauly
deportment, with the skill heretofore displayed in
restoring the sick, he will merit the approbation of
all. Diseases of EVE ami EAB, TIUtOAT
nod JLCNC5S skillfully treated. Also

Brig Eliza Morton, Leland, at Oporto from NYork,
reports, March 21, lat 40 15. Ion 51 50 W, passed the

barley’

Frauds in tha St* I*ouis Custom House
St. Louis, May 14.—The Evening Despatch
has an article stating that reports are rife of
great frauds committted in the construction of
the custom house here, and that there is a rm»
of men involved, embracing some
high in position. It is also said that the matter is before
the United States grand jury, and that a
thorough examination of the affairs of the
custom house will be made.
The frauds began before the building was commenced and
originated outside of St. Louis.

flfcw fork Stock and Money Market.
New York, May 14—Evening.—Money easy at 2
a > 21 per ceut. on call.
Sterling steady with a fair
b isinefs at 487 for 60 days and 489$ for demand.
Golu opened at 107$, declined to 1061 and closed
11 17. Carrying rates $ @ 1 per cent.; loaus also made
11 it. The clearances were $19,000,000. The customs
were $358,000. The
ceipts to*
Treasury dlsf irsements day
were $30,000 tor interest and
$673 000
f, r bonds. Active business in
Government bonds
v ith fractional decline in some issues when
gold fell
o: 1.
Small lots of 1867’s and new 5’s were sold here
ft r London account. A prominent German bank*
gtirm shipping gold to Europe offered $1,000,000
i: per cents, at 105$; market closed steady. The
aek market as a rule was heavy and lower with a
f. ►table exception
in Michigan Central which under
q, irnand caused by the contest of the coming elections
to r directors transfer books, for which close to-rnorre w, advanced 1$ per cent.; about half of which was
1° 5t.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregatshares, including New York Central 11 935
e! 176,833
ares, Lake Shore 32,472 snares, Northwestern prerred 2800 shares, Rock Island 8800 shares, Delaw ire, Lackawanna and Western 54,784
shares, Delaw ire & Hudson Canal 13,200 Morris & Essex 10,900
si ares, Michigan Central 13,774 shares, Illinois Centr il 1200 shares, Ohio <& Mississippi 1600
shares, WesR rn Union 19,200 shares.
The following were the closing quotations of Gcvf! nment securities:
States 10-40’s, ...
H aited
aited States 6s, 1881, coup...115*

UUUIUU

liATTEItlEtf for .nlrnud

Mechanics’ Hall

ME.

Room., W. B. Field,

ELLSWORTH.
City Hotel.—N. U. Higgins & Sons, Prop*

MTC.,

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,

juivcrywu

Cld 12th, sch Ada Ames,
Also cld 12th, ship Tam

Congress & Franklin St!

to let.

[FROM MERCHANT’S EXCHANGE.1

timing

Proprietor.

FR1E,

PORTLAND,

Ar at New York 13th, sch Nellie F Sawyer, Hall*
Havana via Wilmington.
Sid tm Cardiff’ 12th inst, ship Ellen Goodspeed,
Morse, Rio Janeiro.
Sid fm Cadiz 12th inst, ship Florence Treat, Short,

Receipts—9,500 DbiB flour, 9,000 bush wheat. 150
SM oubH corn, 40,000 hush
oate, 2,000 bush barley,
14.000 bush of rye.
Shipments—8,500 bbls Hour, 78,000 bush wheat 119
000 bush corn, 34,000 bnsb
oats, 3,0*0 bush
J
490 bush rye |
At the afternoon call of the board
Wheat 'was
1 684
Juno- Corn is firmer at
53J Cal
d
unchanged. Pork
it
Lard flnu at 8 32i bid strong
seller for
June; 9 471

and great applause.)
I believe that notwitlistandiug the unfortunate array of figures which
has been disentombed that we may
confidently
look for early, decided and encouraging evidences of the reviving of business
prosperity
throughout the country.
The President then sat down and the assemblage rose and cheered with heartiness and enthusiasm.

I FINANCIAL AND

iw

—

the celebrated
ELASTIC TRUSS.'
VACCIiVE VBRL'si continuity on liaud.
Eor Sale by

DR.

BRUNSWICK,

P. & K.

DEXTER.

kinds, including

ELECTBIC

IIou*c, Tremont St.-Chaplu,
Co. Proprietors.

Merchants’ Exchange Hotel,
W. G. Morrill, Proprietor.

—

C.

Tremont
Gurney *

OANVII.LE JUNCTION.
Clark’s Dining Hall, Grand Trunk Railway Depot, at. W. Clark, Proprietor.

INSTRUMENTS.

GEORGE

Hotel—J. R. Crocker, Proprl

CORNISH.
Cornish House,in. B. Burls, Proprietor

TRUSSES

—

@ 6a.
anauKh May 14.—Flour is quiet and unchanged. Wheat in fair demand but lower; No 2 Chicago
Spring at 1 65i cash; 1 66J seller J une: 1 66 @ 1 664
seller July. Corn acive aud lower at
52jc cash; 53*
seller June; 55|c seder July; rejected at
48*c. Oats
are dull and shade lower at
43ic cash or seller June
Rye easierc. Barley is weak at 75c seller May. Pork
active but lower at 14 12* g 14 15 cash
;1110 @ 1112*
June; 13 25 Julv. Lard is active but lower at 9‘4
cash; 9 21* @ 9 30 seller J une; 9 37* @ 9 40 for Julv
Bulk Meats in fair demand but
lower; shoulders at
5*; short rib middles 73; short clear do 73. Whiskev
dull and lower 1 08*.

vuurraa

Hunicipal Flection.
Morristown, N. J., May 14.—In the city
! election to-day the licence ticket was successful
>y a vote of 572 to 244 for the temperance tick-

Moulton,

EMcStociings. Shoulder Braces, Crutches,

[FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.
KENNEBUNKPORT
Sid 14tb, sch Charlotte
Fish, Clark, Virginia.
ROUND POND —Ar 13th, schs Ivy Bell, Loud,
Weymouth; Rosie & Adra, Hatch,-.
BATH—Sid 13th, Bchs Ada Barker. Dobbin, Matanzas; Norman,(new) Hodgdon, Philadelphia; Ruth H
Baker, Colilns, do.

143,827; Malt, 272,967; Peas, 8223'.
Freights to Liverpool—the market is quiet and
stead); Cotton per sail id; Wheat per steam at5J

a

DENTAL

Si. Janies
etor.

—

Bankers,

AND

—

cor.

_

Co., Proprietor*.

sntf

of all

House, M* Hancock, Proprie-

Parker House. School Si. H. D. Parker*

“surgical

Fox.
Brig Merriwa, Downes, Sagua—Geo S Hunt & Co.
Sch J B Atkinson, Endsor, Philadelphia—
Sch J C Koker, Sawyer, Kennebunkport—J W
Deering.
Sch Sunbeam, King, Tremont—W H Preble.

Ar at Boston 14th inst, barque
New York, to load lor Valparaiso.

Wliithil

Hotel, C. M. Plummer, Proprl.t.i

Hancock
tor,

NO. 67 EXCHANGE STREET.

PORTLAND.

CLEARED.

Corn. 403.237; Oats, 503,236; Rve. 196,824; Bariev
y’

gratification to have this
opportunity to meet such an assemblage of the
businees men of New York. I wish to make
my acknowledgements to them for their invitation to enjoy with them their annnal social
meeting. X wish to assure them that this
hearty greeting is very welcome to me.
After a
(Cheers.)
the President
pause
went
on
At
rapidly.
with
peace
all
the
nations
of
the
wo rid
with an honest purpose on the part of our
people and the part of the government (loud
cheers; to strive for the restoration of the an•viwuiu

SALE BY

Investment

Steamship Franconia, Bragg, New York,—Henry

White Wheat Western extra at xintwiKon- Wanov
White Wheat Western extra at 8 25 @ 10
00; common to good extra Ohio at 7 80 @ 10
00; common to
choice extra St Louis 7 00 @ 11 00; Patent Minnesota
extra good to prime 9 00 @10 25; choice to double
extra at 10 30 @ 12 25; receipts 5850 bbls; sales 8100
bbls. Southern Hour little more aclive,
slightly in
buyers favor and unchanged; sales 1200 bbls, common to lair extra at 7 90 @ 8 50;
to
choice
do at
good
8 5a @ 10 75. Rye flour is dull and
drooping and unchanged at 5 75 @ 6 00 for superfine, Cornmeal quiet
and unchanged; Western, Jersey and Pennsylvania
at 3 15 @ 3.65. Wheat is dull and slightly in buyers
lavor for Spring and steady for Winter; rejected
Spring at 1 20; White State and Western 2 28 @ 2 30;
No 1 White Michigan to arrive at 2 30 bid; No 2 Chicago 190 bid; No 2 Milwaukee held at 175; receipts
15,200 bush; sales 6,000 bush. Kye is nominally at 97
@ 98c for Western; 108 @ 110 for Stats. Barley is
firm; 80.000 bush feeding for export at 60 in store.
Barley Malt quiet and firm. Corn at 1 @ 1* lower
on delivery with moderate lair for
export and home
use; New York No 3 at 695c; low Mixed 71c; steamer Mixed at 71 @ 72c; New York No 2 at 71
@ 72c;
White Southern 73c; old Western Mixed at 72Jc; receipts 91,900 bush; sales 84,000 bush; also 5,000 bush
No 2 seller May at 68*c; 165,000 hush steamer Mixed
seller June at 65 @ 65Jc, closing inside; 10,000 seder
June at 67Jc. Cats lower and heavy :mixed Western
and State at 42 @ 65c: White Western and State at
50 @ 54c; New York No 3 at 48c; New York No 3
White at 50c; New York No 2 at 51*c; New York No
2 White 52c; New York No 1 at 65c; White Western
at 53c; White State 67c; receipts 168,100
bush; sales
27,000 bush. Cofiee—Rio quiet, firm and unchanged.
Sugar is strong, quiet and unchanged; refined firm
and id fair demand at 11J @ 12c for standard
A; 123
for granulated; 12Jc for crushed and for powdered.
Molasses firm with moderate inquiry. Rice is quiet
and firm. Peroleum is dull and
heavy; crude 84c;
refined for May 14| asked; June at 14* asked; 50ou
bbls united reg 2 17*; 1,000 bbls seller 90
days 2 15.
Tallow steady; 146,000 lbs at 8* @8}. Naval Stores
—Rosin is quiet and unchanged. Turpentine
steady
and unchanged. Pork opened heavy and decidedly
lower, closing steady; new mess at 15 23; 1250 bbls
seller June 15 20 @ 15 40; 4750 bbls seller July 15 20
@ 15 50, closing 15 25 bid; 5000 seller August 15 45 ffl
15 50.
Beef is quiet.
Cut Meats—Western quiet;
middles lower; city long clear 8; 200 boxes Western
long clear 7}; 150 boxes Cumlierland 63. Lard opened
decided lower and closed steady; 692 tierces of new
prime steam at 9 62J @ 6 67J; 100 do fancy 10 00 ; 200
do to arrive 9 70; 250 tes seller June at 9 70 @ 9 77*
6000 do seller July at 9 80 @ 9 00; seller
August 9 92*
@ 9 95. Whiskey is shade easier at 110J.
Stock of grain In store May 12th—Wheat, 606,958:

M

_

BATH.
Ilaih

Reglstcvcd,

or

FOR

Woodbury &

Portland Stoneware Co.
Sch Northern Light, Harper, New York—coal to
Randall & McAllister.
Sch Com Kearney, Warr, Port Johnson—coal to
Randall & Goodhue
Sch Little Sadie, Kemp, Naliant.
Sch Convoy, Norwood, Pembroke—nails to N M
Perkins & Co.
Sch Albus, Hodgdon, Newcastle for Boston.
Sch Gov Coney, Parker, Yarmouth for Pittston.

New York, May 14—Evening.—Cotton market is
quiet and steady at 1-16 decline; ordinary uplands
and Alabama 9|c; ordinary New Orleans and Texas
at 9jc; ordinary stained at
8|c;middling uplands and
Alabama at 10 13-16c; do New Orleans and Texas at
10 13-16 do stained 10 3-16c; futures
quiet, closing
at 5 @ 6 points decline; sales 2808
bales; delivered on
contract 400 bales.
Flour dull and 5@l0c lower,
losing duii; No 2 at 5 50 @6 40; Supertine Western
and State at 7 25 @ 7 75: common to
good choice
Western and State 7 95 @ 8 05; common to choice

steamer

from Bermuda and will
davs for the Newfoundland
fisheries. The war vessels Pert and Encounter
will proceed there shortly to look after the interest of the British fishermen.
Vice Admiral .Cooper Key will leave Bermuda for Halifax in the ship Bellerophon June
5th.
Heavy fires are raging in the woods in the
neighborhood of this city today.

Mr.

—

Monday, May I I.
ARRIVED.
Steamer New Brunswick, Hall, Boston for Eastport and St John. NB.
Sch Henry Davy, King, Philadelphia—coal to Maine
Central RK.
Sch T Benedict, Crockett, Woodbridge, NJ—clay to

Domestic markets.

Proprietor.

BOSTON.

Coupon

MA.RINE' NEWS.

Texas at
to choice 5 50

AVGUSTA.
luguxin House, Stale 8t«,

6 Per Cent Bonds

Ifliuaiurr Almanac.May 15.
Sun rises.4.32 | High water.12.30 PM
Sun sets.7.20 | Moon sets.10.42 PM

good packing 5 10 @ 5 30.

Proprietors.

of Portland

City

Polynesian.Quebec.Liverpool_May

Sheep—receipts small; quotable nominal:

ACBUBFf*
1 Kim House, Court. St. W. 8. Sc A. Young'

City,

mh26

5

always be found.

Daily Dress

BOLUTER’N niLLI.

Liverpool_May

Chicago Cattle market.
Chicago, May 14.—Cattle—receipts ot 4700 head:
shipments 2,9000 head; the market is fairly active;
good to choice Steers 4 70 @ 5 25; choice smooth to
extra prime 5 60 @ 6 00; Cows 3
62* @ 4 20; closing
steady
Hogs—receipts 10,000 head; the market is dull and
weak, closing with a strong downward tendency;
light shipping at 5 15 @ 5 25; g iod to extra at 5 30 M

* he

Square Hotel,
New York

DIRECTORY.

Hotel* In the State, at which
embracing the leading
mav

vbere he will be pleased to welcome his friends and
my5d2w*n
acquaintances.

..

York..Hamburg_May
Peruvian.-..Quebec.Liveroopl.
.Glasgow.May

PORT OP

HOTEL

tbeASTOR HOUSE may be
found after May let at the

Square,

Union

OB?

93!

of

Union

14
May 15
May 16
Frisia....New
17
...May 19
Anchoria.New York.
19
Utopia.New York. Loudon.May 19
City of Richmond New York. Liverpool....May 19
Pereire.New York.. Havre .May 23
Algeria.New York..
23
Pommerania.New York. .Hamburg... .May 24
Germanic .New York. .Liverpool.... .May 26
California..New York. .Glasgow.... May 26
26
Dakota.New York. .Liverpool_May 29

stronger
prices have advanced an ic :
standard and extra 64 x 64a at 4Jc cash to 30
days.

today

a

formerly

DATE

HOTELS.

&LBERT G. DAM,

8, Mrs. Delia Stone, aged 53 yrs.
20, John M. Adams, aged 40 yis

NAME
FROM
FOR
Colon.New
Nevada.New York. .Liverpool
Russia.New York.. Liverpool

Providence Prim Clothe market.
BPeovidence. R. I., May 14.-The Printing cloths
market is
and

NOVA SCOTIA.

Eclipse
proceed in

1

DEPARTURE OP NTEAIUHIPg,

__

Halifax, May 14.—Her Majesty’s
arrived

SPECIAL NOTICES.

In this city, May 14. Mrs. Pbilena M., wife of Capt'
J. S. Winslow, aged 45 years.
[Funeral services Wednesday atternoon at 3 o’clk,
Burial at convenience of
it No. 14 Deering street.
the family-]
lu this city, May 14, Mrs. Catharine Sampson, aged

JOHN HVAN.

Misses’ at

35c, 50c, 62c and 75c.
37c, 42c and 50c.

AIho

a

Small Lot of

Lisle Gloves, in two and three bnttons, just
the thing to take the place ot Kids for Summer wear.
We wish to call particular attention to our elegant
assortment of these German Gloves As they are the
most perfect fitting Lisle Gloves ever ottered, as every
Lady will say who purchased theirs of us last year,
French

Moore & Bailey.
Owen,
myll
dtf

TORCHEN LACES
OF

FINE
—

OFAI.ITV.

ALSO

—

Gimpure and Blonde

Scarfs,

Alexander & Palais Royal

BLACK
IN

Gloves,
CRAPE

ALE WIDTHS AND PRICES.

Fronola
All

Oorsots !

the Late Novelties just received.

S. A.

FLOOD,

FREE STREET.

my3

Notice

dtf

of Foreclosure.

is hereby given, that on the 22d day of
May, A. L>. 1875, Margaret M. Jordan. Lester
N* Jordan, Lemuel Jordan, Mary D. Jordan, and
Alvin B. Jordan, of Raymond, in the county ol Cum
berlaud and State ot Maine, conveyed in mortgage
to the “Norway Savings Bank” of Norway in the
bounty of Oxford in said State, a certain parcel of
land and the buildings thereuii, situated in said Raymond. particularly described in said mortgage deed
ind the deeds thereinrefered to, lor the security of
he sum of fifteen hundred ami sixty two dollars and
ifty cents, payable in six months from date, with inerest,at the rate of eight per cent annually Id adancc; which mortgage is duly recorded in Cumberand Registry of deeds Book 405, Page 534: and that
aid Savings Bank on the 10th day of April A. D
877, assigued said mortgage, with the note thereby
ecured, to the subscriber, and, whereas tbo coa
litions of said mortgage is broken, 1 the subscriber
is assignee
and owner thereof claim a foreclosure
f the same, and give this notice for that pur rose.
Jated this, the 25tli day of April A. 1). 1877.

NOTICE

WILLIAM

wy9dlaw3wS

ROLF?,

By his Attorney, A. B. Hoidtn.

POSTERS and HAND-BILL* printed

V LI this Ollier,

~

CITY AFFAIRS.

THE PRESS
TUESDAY MORNING,

A special meeting of the Board of Major
and Aldermen was held last evening and the

foliowing business

The chief business of the evening was the
for drains and sewers.
The most of the petitions presented were those
presented to the last board and referred to this.
They were all taken up and referred to the
Committee on Drains and Sewers. Below we
give the names of the sewers asked for and
the estimated cost of the same as made by the

City Civil Engineer:
Newbury and India streets, $333.12 for former and $32ti,25 for
latter; Lafayette, $227.50;
North and Congress, tormer $211.25, latter
$001.25; Fox street, $832.50; Deer and Fore

Augusea.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

streets, former $438 75, latter $490.50; Merrill,
$259 for permanent and $48.75 for temporary
work; Quebec, extension. $720—plank for same
$120; York street, from Tyng to State street,
$333; Portland street, $292 50; outlets for sewmill pond
ers at Back Cove, $3000; Deering
drains and improvements, $300; cesspool at
Emery street outlet, $1000.
The whole appropriation asked for to do the
above work is $12,000.
The Engineer addressed a communication to
the Board complaining of the bad condition of

Leighton—One Price.

Vickery
For Sale—Z. K. Harmon.
Wanted—A Woman.
City of Portland—M. M. Butler.
Found—Williams, Watson & Co.
For Philadelphia—J. Nickerson & Son.
Bargains—W. F. Studley.
Ocean douse—A. J. Nichols.
For Sale at a Bargain—Fred N. Dow.
Ice-D. W. Clark.
Vickery & Leighton—Dry and Fancy Goods.
Dry Goods—Millett, Chamberlain & Little.

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.

iud uuucio ui

m.

Portland, Me., May 9,

1877.

Arriral and Departure of Hails,
Boston and Intermediate offices. Arrive at 12. 2
p. m. and 12.30 a. m. Close at 8.30 a m, and 2.30
and 9.00 p. m.
Boston and the West. Arrive at 5.10 p m.
Intermediate or Way Mails via Boston and Maine
Railway. Arrive at 12.20 and 8.20 p in. Close at
8.30 a m and 2.30 p m.
Great Southern and Western. Arrive at 12.20 p m
and 12.30 a m. Close at 8.30 a m, 2.30 and 9.00 p m.

a

and 3.00 p.

m.

Close at 11.30

a in

at 6

a. m.

and 5.00 p in.
Arrive at 8.40

order—the Bight Worthy Grand Lodge of the
World—which convenes in this city, Tuesday,

May 22d, continuing through the week. The
order now numbers upwards of half a million
members, and representatives are expected at
the meeting from all sections of the globe. As
is meet and proper, the members of the order
desirous of giving to their brethren from
abroad a welcome which shall do credit to the
state, and are making elaborate preparations
with this end in view.
are

Prince Edward’s Island.

Saturdays

Arat 4.30

_

MAY

CIVIL

Superior Court.
TEEM, 1877—SYMONDS,
IKO.

Oa
and

welcome addresses will be made by Mayor Butler on behalf of the city; by His Excellency
Gov. Connor on behalf of the state; and by G.
W. C. T. ex-Gov. Perham on behalf of the order in Maine; responded to by Col. J. J. Hick-

same.

The defense is that the ale

was

purchased by the
of keeping him at

man

evening

Brief Jottings.
Now yesterday was a nice day, wasn't it?
An insane.man was sheltered at the station

yesterday

and recovered a
from Charles L. Jewell.

coat

"Away

Down East” is the
ture to be given at Wiliiston

subject of tbe lecChapel by Itev.

a

fell off and broke his arm for the
third time in his life.
The Portland Chorus Choir, the new musical
society, will hold its first regular rehearsal In
the vestry of the Second Parish church Wed-

nesday evening.
the Consu,-

lar agent at Akyab says that the second officer,
carpenter and seaman of the Edmund Phinney, who were taken to the hospital are recovering.
It has been stated in several of the city papers that Mr. Oakshott, who was inspector of
the New Bork post office, also superintended
the putting up of the chandiliers in the post
office in this city.
This is not true, as he was
not here at the time.

carappa, when the boat was capsized, and both
boys were drowned. The bodies were recover-

ed.
A young man named Smith, who lives with
his mother at the foot of Green street, and a
girl named St. Clair, were arrested yesterday
by Marshal Bridges and Deputy Crowell,

charged with adultery. Smith’s wife makes the
complaint.
The Portland and Ogdensburg Railroad Company has given notice of an application to the
Legislature for right of way from Fabyan’s to
junction with the Vermont division at Whitefield. A similar application was defeated last
a

year by the technical objection
tice had not been given.

that

legal

no-

The Wonderful Car.—Thi3 paper recently
car of wonderful invention which

spoke of a

ran over the Eastern roa-l to test its condition.
This car is fitted with a dynagraph. The dynagraph is an instrument designed to measure
and record upon paper the resistance due to the

movement of trains; it also shows by the kind
of a line made the ^general condition of the
track and motive power. It is fitted into a car
which is attached next to the locomotive, and
is of the following .description: Underneath
the car is a steel cylinder filled with oil, having two pistons, one four inches and the other
one and one-fourth inches in diameter, eo arranged that either can be used at pleasure.
The draw-bar of the car is extended back, and
oil in the

pistoD, which forces the
cylinder through the pipe into a small
the

cylinder in which is lilted a piston acting
against springs of known tension. The cross
bead of the small piston moves the lever, carrying the pencil, which records upon the moving paper the amount of force exerted.

The
paper used is ten and three-fourths inches
wide, and its length ranging from 150 to 400
feet. The paper is moved hy direct motion
from the car axle. It is wound upon a drum
upon one side of the instrument and passes

through
rollers, over a little table one
foot square, through another set of rollers,
two

steel

thence to another drum

which (winds

nn

th«

it passes through the rollers. Usually
paper
ooe-fourth of au inch of paper is made to represent 100 feet of track passed over.
Au electrical chronograph records the time every seven
and one-twelfth seconds, consequently the
speed for any given instant can be calculated,
as this is necessary data in making the calculations.
as

Cruelty

to

a

Dog.—Yesterday

alternoon a

large, noble looking Newfoundland dog which
in the stable of Ling & Holland on Pearl
street was treated in a most outrageous manner
by one of the hostlers. A large pitchfork was
driven into his side and the poor thing ran
was

around dragging the fork until relieved by one
of the stable men, who appeared to think that
it was funny. Mr Sawyer was notified of the

affair and proposes to sift it to the bottom. Tbe
dog will probably die.
Mr. Theadore’s Benefit,—Mr. Theadore,
at
comedian
the popular
Fanny Marsh’s
Theatre, will take a benefit next Monday
On that occasion “Meg’s Diversion”
and “Pccobontas” will he produced, and an
olio will be giveD, in which Mr. Harry Josephs
of the Evangeline troupe will Bppear.
Mr.
Tbeadore’s efforts to please the Portland public

evening.

deserve
a

hearty recognition,

and he should have

crowded house.
Personal

Dr. H. M. Sawtelle, formerly of Waterville,
is now in ebargo of the U. S Marine Hospital
at

Norfolk, Ya.

the

England

|

Portland, May 12,187(1.
School Committee Rooms:
After two years of so pleasant official iclatious
with the School Board of Portland, it is with
no little regret that I now ask
your honorable
body to accept my resignation of the position

which yon have elected me for the third
time with solentire unanimity. Your acceptance
of my resignation to take place on the 15th
inst.,will add another to the pleasant obligations under which your continued kindness
has placed me since my entrance upon
my
official duties.
The regret with which I have taken this
step is only equalled by the profound respect
I shall ever retain for the individual members
of the Board for their constant and able
support, their unvarying kindness in all mv
official and unofficial relations with them. 1
am gentlemen with the greatest respect,
Your obedient servant,
E. Hunt.
Mr. Libby moved that the resignation be
accepted and offered the following resolutions
which were
adopted and his resignation
to

accepted;
Resolved. That in accepting the resignation of Mr.
Ephraim Hunt, as Superintendent of the Schools of
Portland, this hoard cordially recognizes the valua-

ble services which he has rendered to the cause of
education in this community,and desires to
uprecord its appreciation of the rare zeal and ability
with which he has discharged the duties of his office.
That the best wishes of the Board accompany him to his new field of labor.

Resolvedj

It was voted that the new district lines as
at the last meeting and published in
tbe Press shall take effect next year.
A petition from the teachers of the High

adopted

owiuui

auu

{lupus

iuo

oi

nut: nrsi ciasa ior ail

additional year, as a preparatory
teachers was laid on the table.

Postal Bootes.—Post-

The Refobm School.—One of the subordinate officers who has been discharged from the
Reform School for inefficiency, has been com-

plaining about tbc management of the school.
He says the boys are abused and that the superintendent is not fit for the position he holds.
The Argus has taken up these silly stories and
called upon the trustees to investigate the matter. At the regular meeting to-day the trustees will hear any complaints that there are to
be made. It is safe to predict, however,that not
person will appear to say aught against Mr.
Wentworth. To show that there can not possibly be any such condition of things as is com-

plained of, it is stated that during the month
of March there was not a single instance in
which any kind of punishment was inflicted
upon the boys. The first part of April shows
the same result, and there has not been anything worthy of mentien since that time.
in the

Field.—In

response
in which he stipu
lates for a race of three miles on Charles
River, ‘Tor from §500 to §4000 a side,” John
H. Landers says:
‘‘I accept his proposition,
making the stakes his outside limit, viz, §1000
a side; the race to be rowed any day within a
week subsequent to the Silver Lake regatta. I

Reagan’s challenge,

also accept on my own behalf and on behalf of
Mr. M. F. Davis of Portland, so much of a
challenge made a short time since in which it
was proposed to match Mr. P.
Reagan and Mr.

George Faulkner against any two men in New
England for a race in double sculls, distance
two or three miles, for §500 a side. Further-

of Frank Curtis.
who won for himself during his engagement at the Museum last season
an enviable place in tbe affections of
the
theatre-going public, opened a brief engagement last evening at Fanny Marsh’s Theatre,
appearing as “Major Wellington De Boots” in
“Everybody’s Friend” and “John Schmidt” in

miles,

for §500 a side.”

M. L. A. Committees —At a
meeting of the
Mercantile Library Association, held la3t eve-

ning, the following standing

Mr. Curtis was
stepped upon tbe
kepi of De Boots
plause lasted for

very cordially welcomed as hs
stage and lifted tho scarlet
from his head, and the apsome moments.
His very
funny impersonation of the valiant militia
major is familiar to Portland people.
It certainly has suffered no deterioration since last
given here and is as richly humorous as ever.
There is no need to praise it in Portland.
The
Miss Williams was a resupport was good.

markably pleasing “Mrs. Swansdown,” graceful and vivacious. Miss Bailey was unusually
While Mr.
spirited as “Mrs. Featherby.”
Armstrong did not make all he could of
“Felix” he gave a praiseworthy rendition, and
Mr. Sutton was very satisfactory as “Icebrook.”
The afterpiece, “Forty Winks” gave Mr.
Curtis opportunity for one of his most mirthHe pictures the
weary travellef of the popular old farce as a
Teuton not long from the Fatherland, and endows him with many amusing trails not set
down in the prompter’s book.
List evening’s bill will be repeated this and
tomorrow evenings and at the Wednesday matinee. It should draw large houses.
The engagement of Mr. Curtis is for tho week, and
during that time genuine, healthy fan will
reign at Fanny Marsh’s Theatre.

Baptism,—Rev. Mr. Perkins of Casco street
five persons at the
First
Baptist church last evening.
Sunday morning
ten were baptized by the same at the foot of
Wilmot street.
A

minuter Paralyzed at

a Baptism.
Lisbon Falls, May 14.

Sunday

afternoon about one thirty as Rev.
Mr. Thomas of Gardiner, was baptizing some
converts of the Baptist church of this place,
he was suddenly stricken with paralysis and
his whole right side was paralyzed. It was
with great difficulty that he was brought to
the shore by one of the converts, a young man.
Mr. Thomas was enable to speak and tell what
was tbe matter.
He was immediatelv lilted
a carriage
and conveyed to the house of
Deacon Philbrook. Medical aid was eummoned
and the case was pronounced not very serious.
His wife who his at home in Gardiner wao

into

W. G.

Davis, J

Library—Geo. C. Burgess, M. B. Coolidge,

Chas. S. Fobes.
Booms—C. W.
Procter.

Boberts, C.

H. Haskell, J. C.

Estimates-C. H. Haskell, W. G. Davis.
Excursions—Chas. H. Uasbeli, H. F Furbish, W. G. Davis, J. O. Procter.
Gkobgia Minstbels.—Callender’s
Georgia
minstrels are to appear at Music Hall on Fri-

day and Saturday evenings of this week. Bob
Height, who joined the troupe in Boston after
a three year’s engagement in
England, will ap-

He is pronounced the greatest of colored
comedians.
In “Aunty Clausen’s Soiree” he
will introduce his inimitable
burlesque jig. It
was very popular in Boston where the
sketch
remained on the bill two of their four weeks.
Boh Mack s “Hen Caucus” is
something of an
entirely original order, and Billy Iiersand’s
SenesambiaH Bevel” in connection with the
Infant Kersands” will be
charactsrietio. The
company is larger [and stronger than ever before. In Boston they were visited

pear.

by

eminent persons.

many

Ok Intebest 10 Maine MEN.-The officers
of the Boston Harbor Police
Saturday afternoon arrested Patrick J.
DonovaD, Charles
Kiel and William H. Waters on
suspicion of
being concerned in the recent confidence
operations that have heen report! d at the North
End in Boston. Waters is supposed to be the
man who was the principal in
swinding Henry
Hildreth of Gardiner, Maine, out of §200 in

April last, William Brooks of Brooksville
Maine, of §75, and Stephen Griffiihs of Maine'
of §00, all by the same game. Tbecfficers
found ur on his person a bogus bo d for §1000
and two worthless checks, one for §2800 and
the ether for §2500.
Beal Estate Tbanskebs.—The
following
'.he real estate transfers recorded in this

are

county yesterday:

Scaiboro—Bodney Libby

latd
jp*
$1000.

to

ployes being

Good assortment Pansies, Verbenas, Pinks,
and bedding out Plants, every day fresh from
the garden.
\V. C. Sawver & Co.,

SMWmayl23t

Charles E. Libby

ball in common with

buildings,

for

22 Market square.

A good bleached cottoD, one yard wide, for
six cents per yard, at Studley’s.
myl5-2t
Worsted Fringes and Buttons received

daily at

H. I. Nelson & Co.’s,
443 Congress street,

mayl2d3t

Farrrington Block.

that

I

might

die

with

the

on."
Later in the afternoon when
asked how he felt he replied, "I feel as though
my work was finished, and that my right arm
will never do duty in the cause of God again.”
In the evening his symptoms were as favorable
armor

could be expected.
Mr. Thomas had baptized seven when the
attack occurred and two more were to follow.
Kev. Mr. Howard of the Pine St. Church of

Congress street,
Farrington Blcck.

443

mayl2d3t

Medical authority asserts that seven persons
of every ten are affected with derangement
cf the Kidnevs or Bladder. DR. BULLOCK’S
KIDNEY REMEDY, NEPHRETIOUM, has
proved an effectual and safe remedy for these

vii, 24,—“Judge not according to the
pearance, but judge righteous judgement.”

ap-

P.

Bates College —The first division of the
Sophomore class of Bates College, gave a prize
declamation at Main street Baptist church
Friday evening. The church was well filled
by the friends and patrons of the college. The
following was the programme of the exercises:
Work—Carlyle.E. A. McCollister

Centennial Oration —Anon .T. J. Bollin
South Church—Wendell Phillips.. .E. M. Briggs
Extract from Webster.p. L. Buker
The Sleeping Sentinel—Janvier.T. 31. Lombard
Virginius to the Koman Army—Kellogg.
31. c. Smart
Evil Beast—Talmago.. W. E. Lane
Limit to Human Dominion-Swain. ...L. M. Sessions
Nationality—Choate.Fletcher Howard
Messrs. Lane and Howard were selected to
compete for the prize with the next division.

Old

STATE NEWS.
AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

Mr. C. W. Clayton of Ashland is pushing
work on his starch factory.
He has the dry
house up and boarded.
He expects to have
from 150 to 200 acres of potatoes to grind this
KENNEBEC COUNTY.

The city of Augusta appropriates this year
for schools, £0,250; highways, £11,000; reduction of city debt, £3,000; support of
poor, £G000;
police, £2500; interest, £19,500; fire department,
£4,500; city officials, £4,100; lighting street

lamps, £2,000.

on.l

n
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trio1 tirill

it

to all aftiic ed.
13-28-43
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Advice.

flood

Now is tlio time of year for Pneumonia, Lung
Fever, &e. Every family should have a bottle of
Boschee’s German Syrup. Don’t allow for one
moment that cough to take hold of your child, your
family or yourself. Consumption, Asthma, Pnuemonia, Croup, Hemorrhages, and other fatal diseases
may set in. Although it is true German Syrup is
curing thousands of these dreaded diseases, yet it is
much better to have it at hand when three doses
One Bottle will last your whole
will cure you.
family a winter and keep you safe from danger.
If you are consumptive, do not rest until you have
tried this remedy. Sample Bottle 10 cents. Regular
size 75 cents. Sold by your Druggist.

deomly

oct20

To all, particularly invalids, spring is

trying

a

A man representing his name to be Orrin D.
Longfellow of Lincoln, has been imposing up-

several persons in Orrington, under the pretense of purchasing a farm.
He first traded
with a Mr. Goodale of East Orrington for his
farm, and afterwards with A. M.Lane of South
The papers were all made out and
Orrington.
Longfellow was to pay the money last Friday.
But after he had cheated the farmers in that
vicinity out of his board he suddenly disappeared and the last heard of him he had employed
a man named Jtich to set him
over to Wintbrop. He is a man about 5 feet in height,
weighs about 120 pounds, brown hair and light
eyes, and the last time seen in Orrington had
on light colored pants, navy blue shirt and blue
coat.
on

tem to

become constipated, and the sys-

to

remain in

disordered condition, until the

a

disorder has time to develop itself.

An ounce

vention is worth

an

ful

a

pound of cure, is

saying. Therefore,

old and truth-

advise all who

we

of pre-

are

troub-

led with the complaints now very prevalent—head-

ache, indigestion, disordered liver, want of appetite,
nausea,

feverish skin, to take without delay

or

Schenck’s Mandrake Pills.
harmless and

so

decisive in

We know of
its action.

remedy

no

It at once

extra bargain.

Hoieatio Staples,
180 Middle street.

Don’t pay fancy prices for Gibbons when
you can buy all widths and shades lor about
half the usual retail price, at Studley’s, under
Falmouth Hotel.

myl52t

Paieasols and Sun Umbrellas in worsted and
silk serges; also, children’s Parasols.
Just

opened

H. I. Nelson & Co.’s,
443 Congress street,

at

mayl2d3t

Farrington Block.

A full line of ladies’ and children’s hosiery
at low prices, can bo found at Studley’s.

myl5-2t
F. O. Bailey & Co. will sell at 10 a. m. today at their rooms on Exchange street, a largo
and fine stock of plants from the conservatories
of Mr. Dirwanger,

Munjoy Hill.

Tue finest assortment of ladies Lisle thread
and gauze gloves in this city, can be fouud at

Studley’s,

under Falmouth Hotel.

myl5-2t

“Philadelphia,” the best Lawn
Mower in^tlie market. For sale by Kendall &
Whitney.
my5e«d2vy
Bov

the

This Hotel, entirely remodelled and re-

furnished, will ops 1 for the

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

should take three

months

fect.

They have

or

an

two

four boxes of these pills

of surrounding bile, and will effectually prevent
They are sold by all druggists,

(lone to order

the

most

tasteful

satisfactory

manner.

■UPHOLSTERY
—

GOODS

The public

goods.

are

Federal
WITH

Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s Gossamer undervests 33 to 55c. np. Gents Balbriggan
Vest and Draws 55 c to $1.00. Gents and
Youths 1-2 Hose, Plain and Striped, from
10 to 50c. Ladies’ Full Regular Hose
18, 20, 25, 31c. up. Balmoral stripes,
best styles in the market, 12 1-2, 15,
17 c. np. Domestic Hose, fuU length, 7,
8,10 c. up. Ladies’ Genuine Balbriggan
Hose, extra long, 38 to 44 c. up. Children’s and Misses silk clocked Balbriggans
in seal Brown, Navy Blue, and Cardinal,
undoubtly the handsomest and best style
in the market, from 62 to 68c. Ladies’

ST.

myl5<11 w

BARGAINS
TO

BE FOUND

15c. up. Ladies’ Town made Taffeta silk
Gloves for 87c. worth $1-25. A splendid Corset for 45. 75c. and $1.00 up. Dr.
Warner’s Corsets down to $1.15. Madam
Fay’s 95c. all other in proportion. Hair
Brushes Tip Top 12 1*2, 13, 17c. up.
Tooth Brushes, 6, 8, 10c. np. Lace
Tidies, in choice patterns, from 20c. up.
Keck Ties and Bows all silk, new style,
at prices lower than the lowest, 20c. up.
Towels CHEAP! CHEAP! from 12 l-2c.
up. Linen and Lawn Handkerchiefs from
4c up. Lace Scarfs in Chautiile, Spanish and other popular styles from 58c to
$4.50. Bustles, all the new shapes as
soon as iutroduced. from 25c to $1.38.
Heavy Emb. Setts Collars and Cuffs, all
Linen, 25c. Kew Patterns in Colored
Setts for 20c. Kew style, the best yet,
Dress Protectors 20c, All other styles
12 l-2c. Pocket Books. Here we put
the knife in. A look will convince you of
this fact. A big drive in checked Kainsook
Muslins 28 to 38c per yard. Black Silk
Fringes, we have them and we propose
to sell them. Trimmiug Buttons, all
colors. Spool Cotton, best 3-cord 2c.
Spool Silk full lOOyards, 8c. Bail Cotton 4c. Colored 5c.
Pins 17c package.
Buches 13c dozen up, Bereges and Tissues, all colors. Back Combs very cheap.
Corset Clasps 4c up. Queen Bess Collarette, new, 17c, English Stuck Keedles 4c
Dress Braid,
paper.
best, 6c piece.
Mottoes 1 to 5c. Imported Turkey Bed
Handkerchiefs 10c, last colors. Hamburg Edges in variety. Ladies SUk Pocket Handkerchiefs from 25c np.
Space will not admit of further quotations. We
simply add that our 87c. KtllRT, all finished,

STUDLEY’S
WHEEL !

The very best quality Prints in choice

styles, subject to slight imperfections,
only FIVE CfcHTS A YAUD.
Geod yard wide Bleached Cottons only
C cents.
Good Huckabuck Crash 6 1-4 cents.
Good Striped Crash 18-inch wide 8 cts.
Extra nice Bleached Crash, all Linen,
10 cents.
Tlie above Crashes are very
seen to be appreciated.

bo

cheap anil have only

to

my motto being “Quick Sales and Small
Profits.”

our

FALMOUTH
HOTEL.
UNDER
my!5TW&S3t

extended
stock of

■ ati MTPnrrB

immense

Kmm

J. H. HOOPER.
dtf

umj i cn

A Sure Cure lor

Live Oak Collar. CONSUMPTION
dim

ap20

—

12. 20, 38 and 62 cts.
GLOVES !

ro.vH

Also a JOB LOT OF 2-BETTON KIDS,
in SPRING and OPERA SHADES, to be
sold at 50 cents, A great bargain.

Fringes 2
variety

of Silk and Worsted
Fringes, Buttons, Trimmings &c.

Under
eAD

Army

and

Navy Hall.

nn«rr<nrc<c<

_-.v-~.r--

Nelson & Gould,
my4

dtf

Forest

Tar,

For Throat, Lungs, Asthma, and Kidneys.

Tar
Solution,
Catarrh, Consumption,

SQUARE AND UPRIGHT PIANOS,
which, for purity of tone, perfection of action or
beauty, are not surpassed. The

1877.

SMITH AMERICAN ORGANS,

V

T r* TTS

D. W. CLARK &

endorsed by the highest Musicians, and making
75,000 homes pleasant and attractive, are sold for

CO.,

Cush

1.

“

••

8.00

—-

LACE

or

Throat, Hoarseness, Tickling Cough and
Purifying the Breath.

Sore

Sores, Ulcers,

or

Cuts,

mvl5

For Sal* bu all Druggists.

GROCERIES Ull FROM.
Having opened

store under the COMMERCIAL HOLME,
the

Cor. Fore and Cross Sts.,

These Laces makes the largest and most complete
assortment of Curtain Goods to he found in the
market, and will bo sold at prices to suit the times.

ffc

We have put in a Fresli Stock of Groceries, consisting of Flour, Teas, CoBees. Spices, «&c. Also
Canned Goods, Common and Fancy Soaps, Tobacco
and Cigars.
We keen ou hand a good supply of Fresh Meats
and Provisions, all of which we sell cheap for Cash.
And we would
respectfully solicit a share of the
Public Patronage.

W. D.
mylO

Dearing

& Co.
which 19

Coal Yard
whole of
ONE half',doingthe
a good business. Address Box
or

now

Portland Me.

a

97«,
myUdtf

G. M. & C.

Parasols,
Buttons,
Fringes,
Gloves, Hosiery, Fans, Ruchiugs,

Sewing Machines,

FAMILIES and MANUFACTURERS, are furnished upon as E A Vo R A IS I, E TERMS as
any in THE MARKET, at tho Company’s

L.

Salesroom,

Bright-

NO. 219 MIDDLE STREET,
PORTLAND MAINE,
And at all their Agencies.
myldd3t

CHAS. O CRANE,
212 High St., Boston.

mylldlawiiwT

Found.
inlomv enclosure May 8tli a small chestnut'
colored MARE, white stripe in forehead and

CAME
white mnd foot.

The

COTTON STS.

or

hereby gives notice of appoint-

one

AND

improved

NOTICE.

Boston, May 11, 1877.

sale ot

Wheeler & Wilson’s

dtf

Sous,

our

ap!8dtt

OME PRICE.

as

portunity to purchase,
Business, and all

mean

I. O. O. F.
Monthly meeting of the Odd Fellows’ Mutual
Relief Association of Portland will be held at
Olid Fellows’ Halt on TUESDAY EVENING, May
15, at 7J o’clock.
Attest:
JOSHUA DAVIS, Sec’y.
mj 12
U3t

THE

have the tame
WATSON & CO’S. 105

owner can

by calling at WILLIAMS,
Commercial Street, proving property and paying
myl5d3t*
expenses.

we

as

will be

I

—AND—

Carriages

—

AT

—

Horse and Carriage Mart, Plum Street.
Sale of Horses,open Carriages and Harnesses comat 10 A. M. and Top Carriages at 24 P. M.
20 fine young Horses, fresh trom the country, suitThese
able for driving, family and team work.
Horses will be fully represented at sale and warranted as represented. They can be seen and driven on
morning ot sale. Every Horse will be harnessed
and the Harness and Carriage will be sold after each
Horse.
50 first class Carriages, largely Portland built, consisting oi Extension Top Bailey, 2 and 3 Spring Phaetons, Howell Gigs, stand and drop Carryalls, Jump
Seat Carriages, Dexter, Brewster, Piano and Britton
Top Buggies, open Wagons, Buggies, &c., being the
best lot ot Carriages we have ever ottered.
F. O. BAILEY Sc CO., Auctioneer.,
d5t
myll
mences

STEAMER IDA AUGUSTA
BY AUCTION.
Jane

Barn-

TUESDAY,
5th,
ONtheham’.
Wharf, will be sold to the highest bid54 tons, with .all.,
Steamer Ida
at 10

a.

at

m.,

Augusta,
compasses, lanterns. &c. Ha. nearly new
boiler and in short time can be fitted for towing or
the porgy fishing business, in which she has been engaged lor the past two year.. Term, at sale.
F. o. BAlliKY A CO., Auctioneer..
dtd
myl5
der,

rigging,

Saxon Beauties.
3 Bauon Kid* <1.45. 4 Ballon 91.00
Miun’ 4 Ballon 73 etna.

CO”T I

Beauties indeed, and the greatest bargain ever
offered.

Harris Gant Suedes,

CORSETS

il Button 91.00,

is unrivalled. In these Goods we
have always kept the Best and
largest variety, and at the prices
we shall sell them now will warrant all in purchasing their year’s

supply.

bargain

a

91.50.

at

We are still selling our

Josephine Seamiest*, also Trefousse’s Gar*
ibaldi Kids at 91.50 per pair. Palais
Royal SS cents. Vienna Empress 75 cts.
Button,

9

Joseph

Black

Colored,

and

Operas, 50 cents per pair. Gents* Kids
91.00, the very best 91.50 per pair.

lOO CARTONS
We offer

—

OF

—

Ribbons.
All Silk Gros Grain, boiled and plain, one to 7 inches

broad, retailing at importers’ prices.

at the low

50 PIECES

price of

Twenty-five

Cents.

TRIMMING SILKS
and lint* at 91.00 per y«rd.

for Sail*

Our stock ol

Same selling elsewhere at $1.50,

SILK FRINGES

100 CARTONS

is complete and were purchased
early and at the lowest market
prices, so that selling them at cost
will be rare Bargains.
This sale will be continued until we have sold our entire stock.
We invite all to visit our store
and secure some ol the Bargains
we shall offer in

Neck

own

Grasses,

prices.

75 CASES

STRAW

GOODS

in Canton, Hough and Heady, Milans,
French Chips, in all new shapes, from

TRIMMED

n

Buttons, Faus,
Linen Collais and Cuffs,
Worsted and Worsted Goods.
a

Daisies, at your

American and
95c to 93*

HATS

specialty. Hat* and Bonnet* Trimmed lo
Order by skillful milliners in attendance at very
reasonable charges and satisfaction guaranteed at

Rnfflings,

We have

FRENCH FLOWERS
comprising Wreaths, Clusters, Monture

a

Hosiery, Gloves,

perfect line

ol

LADIES’, MB’ & IILDREN’S

m

mm m n m m

am a a

LA I Ntn
539

bnllb,,

Congress

St.

We earnestly request any lady who is in search of
the abovfe mentioned articles to give us a call. Goods
and low prices will speak for themselves,
m h3l
eodSm

Have you Read This !

E. T.

Merrill,

particularly adapted to tlic season,

DAVIS & CO., 241 MIDDLE ST.,
455 Congress Street.
dtw

myl4

rniMSElTOCKT
GREAT SPRING SALE
—

OF

—

offers the following bargains:

$3.75

2.50
2.00
1 50
1.50
1.50
1.25
1.15
1.00

Ladies’ French Kid. Side Lace.
“
Fine Kid, Button Opera Toe.
“

..

(>

Kid Fox, Button.

“

Serge, Button, Double Sole.

“

Kfd Fox Lace Boots.
“
“
“
f

“
“

GENTS’

lOOO

CALF

FROM

S1.50 to S5
$6.25 Gents’ French Ties.

PIPES IN ENDLESS VARIETY
At Bottom Price*.

Street.

FRENCH TIES

“

EVERY GRADE OF TOBACCO,
Plugs, Twist, Fine Cut, Smoking, &e., &c

8A Fvaliano*
ap21

«•

Hand Sewed Lace Boot?.

THE*BARGAINS,

800 00 to 873 OO per
Havana Filled 830.00 to 853.00 “
Mixed Filled 830.00 to 835.00
Rood Cigar* 818, 830 and 835

“

Serge

44

—

Imported Cigar* from 88.30 to SO per 10O
The celebrated ‘Mikado’ 845.00 per lOOO
Clear Havana* (my own manufacture)

Hand sewed.

not SIIODDftf* bat
good*
CUSTOM MADE and WARRANTED.
eodtf
myl
Thf*e

are

“HAIL GENTLE SPRING”
The Paper Hanger is abroad in the land and sari
that it is bis

CANDID OPINION

Portland.
dim

Refrigerators!
Improved Dry

Air

Refrigerators

in all styles and tor all purposes.
The largeat and beat aaaortment in ITlninc

that the newest patterns and lowest prices in

Prices as Low as the Lowest,

WALL PAPERS
are

H.

J. F.

MERRILL,

No. 60 Cross Street, Portland, Me.
N. B.—Refrigerators made to order of any size or
form. Orders by mail or otherwise promptly attended to.
mayl-ldtjyl

OPP.

NO
Window

—

AND

BAGLEY’S,
ST.,

CONGRESS

482

THE

PREBLE.

OLD~STOCK
Mhnde*

and Fixture*.
Tautl., etc., etc.

!
Cord

H. O.
482

MILLINERY

to be found at

C,

and warranted to givo satisfaction. Manufactured
anti for sale, Wholesale and Retail, by

hTbOSWORTR,

CORNER EREE

Collars and Cuifs. and other goods
too numerous to mention at

undersigned
Assignee of the Estate of
ment
THE
ol EallKiver, Bankrupts,
man&

and many Goods far below, as we
mast and will dispose ol the present stock.
To our Country customers and
all dealers this will be a good op-

$3.00 LAMBREQUINS!

opening a fine collection of
Dress Goods, Ready Made Linen
and Foullard Suits, lor Ladies.

dlw

COAL YARD FOR SALE.

shall continue

are

tuyl5

Onr assortment of Goods being
very large, and having such a variety of articles that we cannot
enumerate Goods or prices; but
will until all are sold sell every
article in our store

Laces;

Lace Lambrequins and
Curtain muslins.

dtf

Burns,

Inhaling for Catarrh, Consumption, Asthma.

CURTAINS.

Monday Morning, April 16,

Block,

or

—

customer leaving town, by giving
office, will be entitled to a proper deduction.
We particularly request our customers to report
a new lot of
any neglect of our drivers in leaving the Ice; complaints for carelessness or any other cause, if made i
Lace Curtains. Nottingham
at the office, will be attended to promptly.

Any

the

Kbeum,Skln Douses,

“

OF

We shall open

notice AT

SPECIAL SALE OF

dtf

SPECIAL SALE

Forest
Tar Troches,
Forest
Tar Salve,
Forest
Ilealmg^ndclent
& Leighton
Vickery
far Soap,
431 & 433 CONGRESS ST.,
Forest
WM
Farrington
Tar Inhalers,
Forest
Inhalation for
Bronchitis, and Asthma.

ENTIRE STOCK

F. DELAVIM,

no?23

2.50
3.00

«

Departure!

Close buyers are invited to call and see me.

FARRINGTON BLOCK.

1.10.00
Ice will be delivered earlier than 1st June and later
than 1st October at the same rate per month
GtSP’as during the Season
Nlontbly Prices.
Monthly ratc9 apply to all not taking Ice the whole
or
months.
four
season,
10 lbs. daily, per month.v.§2.00
15
20

by

439 CONGRESS ST., PORTLAND, ME

•«

F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneers.
d4t

myl2

50 First Class

AND A

Contemplating a decided change
in our business, we oiler our

General Agent, for Maine.

Season Prices for Families and Offices.
10 lbs. daily, from Juno l to October 1.§6.00
“

Inal* JUmenta

W. H. FURBIJSll & SOM,

NO. 17 MARKET ST.
15
20

or

stock ever brought into Portland, and bo writes us,
he shall bring some new and choice varieties, amlf all
large and strong goods,

On Wednesday, May 16, 1877,

LOOK AT

W H.IVERS’

d&wly

1877.

—

& DOMESTIC CIGARS,
PIANOS & ORGANS. FOREIGN
Pipes, Tobacco and Smokers’ Articles.

THOS. G. GERRISH, Proprietor,
LOWELL, MASS.

Goosberry, Raspberry, and Blackberry bushes,.Shubery, Early Roses &o.
Mr. B. bas the reputation of bringing the best

HORSES

ap25dtf

Send lor Circular to

ON

EXTRAORDINARY!

J. H. FITZGERALD.

Me,

Port land.,

10 a. m. at salesroom 35 Exchange St., we shall sell from the
nursery of John D Brad lee & Co., of Milton Mass
fruit trees in variety, all large stoch. Currants

Road, Family & Work

l’onrs Very Respectfully,

.

Wholesale Agents,

We have received this week another
large lot of HOSE, consisting of LADIES’
PENCIL STRIPES, in Four grades.

Balbriggan Hose in variety, and CHILDREN’S Hose in almost any style and
price.

made on honor, is the best for the money ever sold
in New England. Jot this down in the tablet of your
memory, and Remember our store, 908 MIDDLE STREET, near the junction of Middle and
Federal streets.

—

B Xjb O O 33

HOSIERY !

KID

OF THE

Wednesday, May 16th. at

Announcement

and Misses’ Lisle Thread IJloves at 10.13.

AT

Rev. Dr,

AUCTION.

AT

dim

NOW OPENINGAND OFFERING.

Idt, Merlin. & little
227 MIDDLE

Rev. Bishop Neely,

TREES,

Our stock ot

FULL AND COMPLETE
STOCK OF

at prices that can not fail to give satisfaction to the
closest buyers, and make glad the Hearts of Families
and Housekeepers. Our stock is large. Our goods
Our expenses are
are well bought. We work hard.
trifling. We are bound to make it lively for OLD
FOGIES this spring. The property must move,
ic has got marching orders, and must be sold.

is

FRUIT

SHRUBS, ROSES &e.

dim

Streets,

FANCY GOODS

prices.

Everything from our store
warranted as represented.

A

aplOdtf

will give instruction in Vocal Music, and will
continue to receiveNew Classes for her “Talks upon the great painters and their works.
Address Mrs, Eames at the Falmouth Hotel, Port-

the Junction of Middle and

near

residence.

58

sold without reserve and at

268 Middle St.,

We have in our stock a large assortment ot Table Damasks, both
White and Colored, and Napkins,
Tray cloths. Towels in every description, and a great variety ot
housekeeping goods, whicli we
shall dispose of at the very lowest

and well*

ap21

New Store

In this department we invite attention to a lot ot Nottingham Laces for Curtains, Toilet Sets and
Pillow shams. We also continue
to offer a splendid lot ot French
Cretonnes, both twilled aud plain,
for Lambrequins Ac.

Furniture made to order and repaired
D. 9. RICE.

IN HIS

W, F. STTJBEEY,

invited to examine

large new factory and

cheap, promptly

FITZGERALD

Domestic Department.

mylldlt

re-

AT COST

FINDS

in Portland; we have the MOST
of these goods DIRECT from the
and
therefore
manuiactarcrs,
wre sell them lor much less than we
otherwise could.

great variety.

PRICES IS LOWtS THE LOWEST
warerooms,

SPRING 1877

I have an extra bargain to offer in
KID GLOVES at $1.00 per pair.

AND

TRIMMINGS
in

a

THIS

and

A

and an

WE

in-

respecttully
ready to

FOR THE PRESENT IT COST.

Wanted.
WOMAN to do plain sewing and assist in the
care of children.
First class help required.
Pay liberal. Apply at No. 227 Cumherlaad Street.
dtf
myl5

We display the FINEST assortment oi Woolens for Men’s and
Boys’ wear, that was ever shown

Dealers in

in

NICK BBS ON'* MON.
No. 131 Commercial Mtreet.
J.

Woolens.

Retail

Decorative Work

myl5d3t

Children’s and Infants’ wear, at
greatly reduced prices.

a

FURNITURE.

For Philadelphia.
MCHR. T M. McLELLAN,
Cl apt, Farr. For freight applv to

large variety of
elegant lot of mattelasse Cloakings,
for
Ladies’,

codlm&wsnlm

Drapery and

offer

We

Shawls,

bilious attack.

and

THE

PACKET

are

myl5dlw&wlt

Stock and Fixtures of a Retail Provision
and Grocery Store. Apply before the 19th inst.
at 570 Congress Street, or to
FRED. N. DOW,
Attorney-at-Law, 199} Middle Street, Portland.
dlt
myl5

ot

vocal

instruction in

W. L. FITCH is now
ceive pupils singly or in classes, at his
Brackett St., corner Spring.

estate. Due half the price can remain on
at low interest,
Apply to WM. E.
City Building, or to Z. K. HARMON,

Block.

READING.

desiring private
PERSONS
MUSIC READING
formed that Mr.

For Sale at a Bargain New

Shawls & Cloakings.

in

hours, and will rapidly cleanse the liver

myl

Sebago thioughout. Has nice cellar, good
drainage and is in good order outside and in. Sold
gas and

Centennial

dtf

shall sell on TUESDAY, May 15tb, at 10 A.
M., at salesroom, 35 Exchange street, a large
ami tine stock of Plants from the Conservatory of
Albert Dirwanger, Munjoy Hill, embracing Verbenas, mixed baskets, Pansies, Angalies, Palargoniums, Gerauiums, Fuschias, Roses, Colins, Ferns, and
tilty other varieties.
F. O. Bailey A Co., Auctioneer*.

wtf20

New modern built Brick House No. 450
New Cumberland Street, between High and
State. Contains nine rooms with ample closet
room, bath room and laundry. Warmed with steam,

mortgage
MORRIS,

COLCORD,

jan24

AUCTION.

BY

143 Pearl Street.

ap20

a

an

W.

Live Oak Collar.

For Sale.

to close

J.

0. W. ALLEN.

PLANTS

given to piivate pupils by the subscriber.

myll

PORTLAND, ITIF.
Country merchants invited to call.

Pique, Kensington BroSwiss
cades,
muslins,
Stripe
French Long Cloths, and Nainin
sooks
plaius, plaids and stripes.

sisting

Fancy

and Class-

Goods

431 & 433 CONGRESS STREET,
(FARRINGTON BLOCK,)

We offer a lot of w hite goods for
Ladies’ and Children’s dresses con-

almost instantaneous ef-

They will relieve the patient of hoadache

one or

Dry

Dress Goods.

English

in

35 and 37 Exchange

Regular pale of Furniture and General Merchandise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a. m.
oc3dtt
Consignments solicited.

ical Studies

land.
References.—Kt.
Thomas Hill.

VICKERY & LEIGHTON,

White Goods.

from any disease arising from a disordered condition of the liver if they would take this excellent

with them.

Salesrooms
F. O. BAILEY.

Mrs. E. H. fames
dim

and

Instruction

season

THURSDAY, MAY lJtli.
A. J. NICHOLS, Proprietor.

my!5

Dress JLincns.

fer

medicine when they fepl the first indications of the
malady. Families leaving heme for the summer

HOUSE,

ELIZABETH, MAINE.

CAPE

Fancy Silks in plain and stripes,
Raw Silk Pongess,
5-4 Foutle
Cloths, mixed Cashmeres in all
widths, mattelasses in all ilie new
shades, Brocade goods in various
colors, Black aud White Stripe
mohairs, Black and White Checks
for Children’s dresses, French and
American Foulard Cambrics in
every style aud color, and some
very handsome Plaids in madras

strikes at the root of the disease and produces a
healthy tone to the system. People never need suf-

or

A Black Silk Temptation.—I have this
day marked down my extra heavy “Guinet”
two dollar black silk to £175, to take the
place of my usual £1.75 silk. This “Guinet”
silk is very soft and heavy, and for £1.75 is an

Fancy

tended to. Fatal Diseases may be caused by allow-

ing the bowels

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants,

as a

like institution. Preparatory and collegiate departments. Send for circular.
President, HENRY HA RTS HORNE, M. D., A. M.
Vice-President, M. ANNA WYTHE. mh29eod2m

HIUSIC

OCEAN

Eighth,—Black Alpacas.

Indications of sickness shonld at ©nee he at-

season.

A great

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

dtd

—

ont

oomnlomto

F. O. BAILEY A CO„

SCHOOL

For Advanced Education of Young Women, at

Public Buildings.

Advertiser copy.

We also introduce a splendid lot
of Linens for Ladies’ dresses and
dusters; these goods arc ot the
CHOICEST STALES and we shall
sell them very cheap.

New style Pauiers.
Just opened at
H. I. Nelson & Co.’s,

on

my!5

COKEY & CO.)

First,-Black Silks.
Second,—
Black Cashmeres, Third —Black
mattclasses. Fourth,—Black Tamises.
Black
Henrietta
Filth,
Cloths. Sixth,—Black Bombazines.
Seventh,
Black
Brilliantines.

A good black cashmere for 50 cents per yard
can be found at Studley’s.
myl5-2t

aB

Lewiston, baptized five converts of the Freewill
Baptist church of this place Sunday morning,
and gave the right hand of fellowship to
twelve.
After the baptism Mr.
Howard
preached a very excellent sermon from John

(o J. IS.

Chairman Committee

Ginghams.

Manufacturers, Wholesale

always prayed

(SncccsHor*

prove.
The Committee reserve the right to reject any or
all bids that may not be for the interest ot the city.
Address all proposals to
M. M. BUTLER,

—

partially unintelligible.
When asked bow he felt in regard to the
affair he said, "It is all right. If I had died
at the water it would have been well. I have

Chamberlin
& Little.

Black Dress Goods.

If you want a good, large size, all linen towel
for 17 cents, former price 25 cents, call at Studley’s, under Falmouth Hotel.
my!5-2t

DEALERS.

COAL

fifty (650)
noon,
Broken Coal, 2240 pounds to the ton, of the best
three hunot
Coal;
“Honev-Brook’*
Lehigh
quality
dred (300) tons to be delivered, put in and trimmed,
at the City Building, and three hundred tons at such
schoolhouses of the city as may be designated by the
Committee, both on or before August 15, 1817, and
the remaining fifty tons at such times during the municipal year, and places, as may be designated by
the Committee, the coal to be of the best quality of
the name and in the best order and well screened,
and weighed by such weigher as the city may ap-

Millett,

Harlow, the meeting adjourned to five o’clock
Thursday afternoon, May 31st.

Block.

TO

inst.,

We offer this day lo tlie general
public, GREAT BARGAINS in all
the following articles,viz:

Farrington

NOTICE

HOWLAND

on

their assets.
ernor Connor and Mr. Brooks, in regard to
pushing business, and a general determination
was expressed by the trustees to give the matter their personal attention. On motion of Dr.

mayl2d3t

POBTLAND.

CITY OF

AUCTION SALES!

Public Buildings will receive
Committee
UNION SPRINGS 2entra^, ^N, Y.,
THEsealed
proposals until WEDNESDAY, the 23d 14th year—1876—7.
hometons
Especially attractive
at
for six hundred and

to officers and emouly 47-100 of one per cent, of
Suggestions were made by Gov-

The best Corset in the city for 75 cents can
be found at
H. I. Nelson & Co.’s,
443 Congress street,

EDUCATIONAL.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

drFgoodsI

paid

total salaries and fees

Walter Corey & Co.,

Mr. Thomas after being
thoroughly rubbed
recovered
his speech
in some
measure but
his
utterance was

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

thousand dollars more than that of the preceding month. A statement of the business done
by all companies in 187G was examined, and
showed only one company in the United States
whose expenses were as low in proportion to
the business done, as the New York Life. The

immediately sent tor.

M. N. Rich.

Composition—Henry Fox,

character of the risks.
The insurance taken
by the Society for the past month being several

provoking impersonations.

committees were

appointed:
Entertainments—Chas. W. Roberts, Geo C.
Burgess, J. C.JProcter, C, E. Jose, B. Barnes,
Jr., J. F. Hawkes, Frank H. Swett.
Debates—Samuel B. Graves, M. B. Coolidge,
Henry Fox.
Declamation—Wm. G. Dayis, Henry Fox,
C. Procter.

tary’s report of the business done in the month
of April was examined by the board and pronounced very satisfactory as to amount and

Cnrtis,

“Forty Winkb”.

more, I offer to match Mr. M. F. Davis of
Portland against Mr.
George Faulkner of
Boston, for a single scull race, distance two or
three

pany, was held yesterday afternoon at the office
of the Society, No. 1 Darby block. The Secre-

Be-Appearancc

Mr. Frank

___

ta Mr.

for

term

ohnrcb, baptized

matter is not of sufficient importance the route
service will be discontinued and and the mail
will be distributed at offices and sent in
separate packages.
Where the mail is small the
force will be cut down to a large extent.
The
mail on the Boston and Maine is said to be
smaller than it has been for some time and the
force will probably be reduced.
On the Portland and Bochester road the mails are
very
heavy now that a great portion of the Western
and Southern mails come this
Mails
way.
wuicu wuuiu arrive nere at
midnight over the
Eastern road now arrive at 1.30 over the Rochester, thus making a saving of nearly twelve
hours. They now only have routs agencies
here, but it is expected that soon a postal route
will be established to provide for the
large
mails.

Davis Again

of the District Society of Augusta in connection with the New York Life Insurance Com-

place

on

states will be

a

Saturday afternoon, two boys, Clarence
Towle, aged 14 years, and Frank Libby, 13
years old, were sailing on Beaver Pond, Sac-

on

Beduced rates are given

General Key has issued orders for the
weighing of all the mails carried ou the different postal routes in the country, and where the

stolen

wall,

draws directly

Changes in

Quimby

he had

city from

Hall.

master

horseback the other day, made the horse leap

A letter received in this

City

Maine and other New
in attendance.

Marsh

Id Hale’s window may be seen two fine
panel
pictures—marines—by Stanwood. one entitled
“A Flat Calm,” the other “A Stiff Breeze.”
Little Frankie Bibber, who fell from a building and broke a leg, was out on crutches Saturday, but took to jumping on his supporters and
broke his leg again.
A son of Mr. Dennis Clark, while
riding
atone

at

by all the railroad and steamboat lines running
into Portland, and it is expected that a very
large number of the members of the order from

and costs.

fire in Scarboro
filled tbe air in the city last evening.
Officer Burnham arrested Chas. H.

Kentucky, the chief executive officer
world; to be followed by addresses from

representatives from various sections of the
world. During the week it is proposed to take
the delegates on a trip to the White Mountains.
A “Farewell meeting” will be held Sunday

prisonment thirty days injaii.
Andrew Lang pleaded guilty to indictment for
keeping nuisance. Sentenced to pay a fine of $700

a

of

in the

S. K. Yeaton.
Search and seizure. Sentence to
pay a fine ot $65.13, including costB.
John Ward. Search and seizure, Sentenced to
pay a fine of $50 and costs; in default thereof to im-

last evening.
The smoke from

Tuesday evening there will be a “WelMeeting” at City Hall, at which ex-Gov.
P. G, W. C. T. Dingley will preside; and

come

J., PBESID-

State vs. Patrick Plunkett, app’t. Search and
seizure complaint, alleging that on February 2, 1877,
the respondent had, in his dwelling house on Fore
street, some ten gallons of ale, intending to sell the

respondent's wife for the purpose
home evenings. Verdict guilty.

special meeting ot the School Committee
called last evening to receive the resignation
of Superintendent Hunt, and transact other
business. Before reading of the resignation
Mr. Hunt addressed the Board briefly,regretting
that he felt called upon to present his resignation, hut he considered it his duty and after
careful consideration had consented to it.
He
then retired and the chairman read his letter of
resignat:on, which is as follows:
was

District Society of Angnsla,
(From the Kennebec Journal, May 1st.)
The regular monthly meeting of the trustees

a

The Good Templars.—The Good Templars
of Maine are active in preparing ifor the important meeting of the highest tribunal of this

Close at 9.00 p m.
Skowhegan intermediate offices and the north.
Arrive at 3.C0 p m. Close at 11.30 a m.
Skowhegan closed pouch closes at 9.00 p m
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T. K. Arrive at 12.30 p. m. Close at 1.00 p m.
St Pierre and Miquelon,
Close alternate SaturCloses

as was

Murray and E. N. Bates were licensed
as victualers, and T. Walcott & Co. and Winthrop Smart as innholders.

Close at 9 p.m.

a. m.

directing the Committee

J. F.

a m.

at 4.30 p. m.
Nova Scotia and
rives Thursdays at 6
p. m.

IUH

Pearl street.

on

day at 1 p. m.
Foreign Mails, via New York, day previous to Bailing ol steamers. Close at 2.30 p m.
Express, Augusta, Bangor and the East. Arrive

days,

cl LIU

improve-

stopped,
referred,
petition from
J. S. Crockett for permission to erect a stable
was

Eaatport, via eacb steamer. Arrive at 6.00 a m.
Close at 5.00 p m.
Foreign Mails per Allan Lino close every Fri-

at 2.00

for

Streets to grade Grant street and open it for
public travel as soon as possible.
A petition from George Burnham, asking
that the running of suiface water over the
land of the Burnham Wharf Company be

6.50 a m.
Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor, Mt.
Desert, Jonespert, Macbias, Machiosuort, East Machias, Millbridge and Bar Harbor, via each steam-

Anive

VUVO

on

Lewiston and Auburn.
Arrive at 2.00 and 9.00
a. m., 3.00 p m.
Close at 6.30 a. m, 11.30 a. in. and
5.00 and 9.00 p. m.
Rochester, N. H., and intermediate offices. Arrive
at 1.30 p. in. Close at 7.00 a m and 2.00 p m.
North Conway and other offices on the P. & O. R
•R. Arrive at 12.05 a m and 5.10 d m. Close at 9.00
a m and 2.20 p m.
By the Bridgton Stage. Arrive at 3 p m. Close at

er.

-Liuua.

presenting plans

Free street sewer.
An order was passed

Bangor, Mattawamkeag, and connecting routes.
Arrive at 3.00 p. m. Close at 11.30 a. m.
A ugusta and connecting routes. Arrive at 9.00 a
Morning Northwestern by G. T. K.
m.
Close at 6.30 a m.

tuo scwcio ut

and

ments.
It was voted to empower the engineer to
make the improvements referred to, under the
direction of the Committee on Drains and
Sewers.
A petition for the equalization of sewer assessments on Hanover street was referred to
the Committee on Sewers.
J. L. Undine was refused an abatement on

From 7.30 a m to 8.30 p m, Sundays excepted.
Sundays open for Carriers and General Delivery

m.

Pond,

Mill

Office Hours.

from 9 to 10 a

transacted:

was

hearing on petitions

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
“Away down East”-Rev. F. E. Clark.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
W. F. Studley—6.
&

Superintendent Bunt.

A

ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY

District Society
NEW

ot

anil Aldermen.

CITY AND VICINITY.

of

Resignation

Sfrclitl Meeting of the Bonrd of Mayor

MAY 15.

THE PRESS
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of Fes
■enden Bros., Marquis, Brunei & Co., Andrews
Wentworth. Moses, N. B. Kendrick, and Chisholn
Bros., oh all trains that run out of the city,
At Biddeford, of Phillsbury,
At Saco, of L. Hodgdon and H, B. Kendrick.
At Waterville, of J. S. Carter,
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
At Lewiston, of French Bros., and Stevens &Oo

NEW

SCHOOL COMMITTEE.

BAQLBY,
Congress St., opp. the Preble.

fe27

eoU3m

“BARGAINS.”

—

Fancy Goods !
New Goods received every

Day.

M. A. BOSWORTH,
FLUENT BLOCK.
_U

Children’s Felt Hats 50 cts
“

Felt Hats
Men’s Felt Hats

Boys’

Boys’ School Caps
Umbrellas

-

apU

—

Salt,

Salt, Salt!

or

E. ft.
14
fe27

WILLARD,

COiWUEKClAL

WHARF.
dis3m

AT

-

65
75
50

“

$1.00

—

MAHER’S,

Liverpool and Trapani Salt in lots

FOKin bondCadi?,duty paid by
salo

-

-

OPP. POST OFFICE.
mMO

d(f

POETRY.

BUSINESS CARDS.

[For the Press.l

To

C.

Beautiful Girl.

a

MODEL

As one snowflake seen against the sky,—
A lily in a rank-grown lea,—
Thou seemest such, to

me.

5it Market Street, Printers Exchange,
jal
PORTLAND, MK.
dly

FRED

blithe figure, sketched by the hand of

God;-

Repairs, adjusts, and gives instruction on all
kinds of sewing machines.
The very best of needles and oil for all machines.
New Extension Leaf $2.00.

Thou lairest picture, in a ground of dark,—
Thou living song—better than ot the lark,—
Poem mid prose,—thou every harmony!

113

Middle

A lew blocks east ol

R*._KRY To

Thy delicate, mantling face, of glory rare,
Wreathed with the beauty of thine aureate hair,
Would hive made Titian’s cunning, mockery.

street.

P. O.

ie20eodGm

CARTER,

Solicitor of Palenfa and mechanical Engineer.
Assisi ance given to inventors in developing their
inventions. Drawings and models properly prepared for the Patent Office. Correspondence solic-

to bring,

In the year’s dreariest time a touch of Spring,
Heaven keep thee! charming piece oi witchery!
Thou'rt as a fancy of a poet’s brain,—
Or flash ot Iris shining through the rain,
Thou golden thread ot the world’s broidery.

ISO HUDDLE STREET.

anlD

_dly

FRED’K S. STROUT,

I know not to admire more thy face,
Or thy light iorm, and thy gay, spirited grace,—
Each is a draught ot wine-like rhapsody!

and Counsellor

Attorney

Law.

at

debts, bankrupt 3y, &c.,
speciCOLLECTION
collections
alty. Funds remitted
Also collects in
and
of

a

soon as

made.

England

are
coun-

foreign

heirs.
eep29dtfewlT

tries claims of American

STEPHEN

Counsellor-

ui

margined flowers,
or grandiflora class.
iucdc

throughout

nut

MATT

the entire

Cultivator.

a

giauu

Coroner for

Soft Sweet Brea

Take one cup of compressed dry hop yeast,
dissolve in half pint of warm water, taking
care not to scald it, thicken with flour, and
let stand unt'l perfectly light; or use one
half pint of soft bake’ rs yeast; this will be
enough yeast for two loaves; when the yeast
is light and ready boil two quarts of sweet
milk; put in one tablespoonful salt, one of
butter, and one of white sugar; sift three
quarts of flour; stir into a thick batter while
the milk is hot enough to scald the flour;
then let it stand to cool before the milk is added ; then beat into a sponge, and set in a
warm place until perfectly light; then have
sifted flour, and mold up vour bread well, but
not too stiff; cover warm, and let rise very
light; then mold carefully, not adding any
flour except what is necessary to keep it from
sticking to your tray or board; place in pans,
and, in half an hour bake in an oven. Place
your hand in the oven and count 20; if the
heat should be too great on your hand before
you get 20 counted, and you have to withdraw
it, the oven is too hot, and must be regulated
to an even temperature of heat. The time of
baking is one hour. This receipt will make
two medium-sized loaves.
If sweet milk or
butter cannot be had, use warm water and
sweet lard.
_

dirt on the dress, soap the places, usiog borax soap; then wash one piece at a time, with
the hands only; rinse in two tepid waters and
hang up to dry; do not wring the waters out
in the usual way, but roll up the goods tightly and squeeze the water out; iron when partly or almost dry, on the wrong side of the
or

goods.
Washing Suggestions.
The quickest and most thorough way of
having a weeks wash for six or eight people
done: Do not boil the clothes; use two tablespoonfuls of powdered borax to every tubful
of clothes; have the water hot: after one rubbing, let them soak for a short lime in a tub
of clean boiling water containing borax; use
very little soap; rinse in one clear water.
Washing can be done quicker and better if the
clothes are put to soak over night, in borax

water,

not

soaped.

Liquid Nourishment for Hick Htomachs.
me uumm tueuicai journal

commends

tne

following:

An egg, well beaten up, to which
add one pint of good milk, one pint of cold waand
salt
to make it palatable; let it then
ter,
be boiled, and when cold any quantity of it
may be taken. If it turns into curds and whey
it is useiees.
Horseradish in Pickle.
Horseradish grated and mixed with
pickle
will prevent mold forming on the
tops of jus
Leaves of horseradish laid ever the top wili
answer the same purpose.
It is said that this
pungent root, if grated and mixed with cider
and eaten with the food, will both prevent and
cure

paralysis.

_

To Whiten Straw Hats.
stick sulphur with a
knife, mix
the powder to a mush with water, plaster it
it
over
the
straw
and
in the hot
thickly
place
sun for several hours.
Brush off when dry.
This will bleach your bat,

H. B. MASON, M. D.,
417 Congress* Street, Portland.
Special

Remedy for Cut Worms.
We repeat the effectual remedy for this,
which we have published for several seasons’
past, viz: a table-spoonful of coarse salt on
each hill of corn, after it is plauted, but before
it is up.
_

Johnny Cake.
Two cups of sweet milk, a little sour milk,
salt aud soda, a spoonful of molasses, two of

flour, Judianmeal.

given

attention

Women.

Jg^Office hours.3 to 5 and 7 to 8 P. M.
Refers to Eliplialet Clark, M. D., Portland: John
Woodbury. M. D., Boston, and Faculty of Boston
University School of Medicine.
apl9d4w

B. F.

GREEN,

and

Designer

Engraver

MIDDLE

ST.,

PORTLAND.

ap28ST&Th2m

WM. H.

STORE

Newburyport, Mass.

LET.

FIVE

To Let.
No. 24 Gray street. Possession given at
once.
Inquire ot F. S. WATEBHOUSE.
Attorney at Law, Centennial Block.
myX4dtt

HOUSE

To Let In Knigbtville,
rent—consisting of seven rooms, pleasantly situated on Front street, just across
Portland Bridge. For particulars inquire of J. M.
BUCKNAM, No, 8 Spruce street.
myl2eod2w*
To Let.
Bent at Knightsville, Cape Elizabeth, with
stable. A good location for a physician. Address
M. A. MAYBUEY,
mjMlw*
Knightsville.

A

180

Middle

A
or

To Let.
No.
HOUSE
and good
No. 22

10 Brattle street.
Sebago water,
stable. Apply to SAMUEL CHASE,

Preble street.

two story Brick House, No. 58 Pleasant St.,
second above High St. Ten rooms, Sebago and
Possession
June 1st. Apply to WM. H. JERgas.
RIS, Real Estate Agent,
my8d2w*

THE

Street. dtf

|

promptly

16 Market Square, Por+'and, Me,
dly
mh5_
Dr. H
T. Wlldei

The Natural Magnetic Physician*
He shall lay hand s on them and they shall be heale
302 Cumberland* Cor. of Elm St.
nov8
dtt

GAO

HITCHCOCK,

Successor to the late George IKarston*

UNDERTAKER,

Robes,

Hotel to Let.
connected with the largest Livery
provements
Stable in the state. It is the best location in the
New England State for Hotel and Bar business.
Situated within two minutes walk and on the main
travelled street to and from the Eastern and Portsmouth & Concord Railroad Stations. Rent reasonable to a responsible party. Apply to
J. S. GRANT, 2 & 4 Bow street.
my7d2w*
Portsmouth, N. H.

TO LET.
the most desirable front rooms in this city,
looking out into Congress Square. Will be let
reasonable to the right parties.
Recommendations
8IT.e.n
,aml required. Apply at 97 Free St., corner
of High street.
dtf
ot

_

Rents.

Opposite the Grand Trunk Depot,
YARMOUTH, ME.

Chas. J.

Schumacher,

Fresco_Painter.

Federal

PLASTERER,

Street,

PORTLAND,

MAINE.

■Whitening, Whitewashing, Coloring and Cementing done to order. Jobbing of all kinds in my line
will receive prompt and personal attention.
All
work neatiy done at low prices, and satisfaction
guaranteed. I have on hand a new design of undercut Center Pieces and Brackets, which cannot be
found elsewhere east ot New York. These will be
sold at prices to correspond with the limes.
Lime,
Cement, Plaster, Moriar, &c., constantly on hand.
Orders from out of town solicited.
my9d3m

PLASTERERS.
Boyco cla Jaoltson
Plain and Ornamental Plasterers,
No

30

JOHN BOYCE.

PREBLE

STREET.

Portland, Me

promptly

apldl'm

ANSUAL MEETING,

THE

viz:
1st—To act on the report of the Directors and
Treasurer.
2d—To choose Directors for the ensuring year.
3d—To amend article 9th. of the by-laws.
4th—To act on any other business that may come
before the meeting.
KUFUS D. BEAN, Clerk.
Portland, May 7th, 1877.
my8TTStd

Pare Milk for Faintly Use.
WOULD respectfully inform my former patrons
and citizens in general who contemplate a change
in their supply of milk, that I am prepared to furnish a superior quality of pure milk at reasonable
rates; all orders left at S. WINSLOW & CO.’S, 18
Market Square, will receive prompt attention
by me,
where the flattering testimonials of some now
taking will be shown to those who wish to invcsti-"
gate. I shall employ no boys but deliver the milk in
CYKUS LOWELL, Agent.
person.

I

dlw*tf

IIORSE SIIOEINU,
In consideration of the cheapness of
,2Tl^-v^stock and the fall in the wages of labor,

'we have fell in the price of Horse Shoer 1
i„„ to $1.23
per set of 4 new
■laud Made Shoes. Thankful to our patrons
lor past favors, we invite the public to bring their
horses and have them shod. All work warranted to
All interfering and over-reaching
give satisfaction.
cured.
VWCNU Sc WVMAN,
at No. 70 Pearl Street.
mylldlw

for Sale, Wholesale or Retail,

Portsmouth Hop Beer \
healthy, invigorating and non-intoxicating bev
m

barrels and Half barrels, manufactured by
erage,
Portsmouth Brewing Company.

CHARLES

JJHJLLIHT, Agent,

Non. 65 & 67 Fore
my

Street, Portland* Me.

11__

For

d‘2w»

Sale !

and Gcod Will of

the most desirable boarding houses in this city. Located
within two minutes walk of the City Hall and Post
Office. This is a first class place, and a rare opportunity for one who has experience in the business.
Bouse newly furnished throughout. Only a small
capital required. Address
my4dtfJ. C. PROCTOR.

THE

Lease

Vaults

Addkess
my8

To Lease.
of the best, first floor, offices on Exchange
N. S. GARDINER,
Apply to
Nc. 42* Exchange St.
my3dtt

To Let.
three story house corner of Congress and
Quincy streets, has furnace and is frescoed
throughout, and in pertect order. Rent $500. Applv
to L. TAYLCB, 178 Commercial St.
apl7 dtf
new

THE

To Let.
FIRST class Brick house, in the western part
or the city, 13 rooms,
newly repaired t hroughout, sunny and pleasant, and near the Horse Cars.
Inquire ot
B. D. VERRILL,
aplOdtl
205 Middle Street.
To Let.
convenient Rooms to let. Furnished
PLEASANT
unlumished. Ir. house No. 118 Spring street.
or

tnhl4

tf

one

to

is

°>a9tf'8. E. AUSTIN.
To Leu
Chamber on the comer of Middle and Cross
streets, recently occupied by W. C. Beckett,
merchant tailor. Apply to HENRY DEERING.
37 Exchange St.

meh!3dtf_
HOTEL TO LEASE.

The New England House, Portland,
Me,
Address
AUG. P. FULLER,
de28dtf
Portland, Me.

To be Lei,
Offices in Third Story Merchants* National
Bank, now occupied by J. & E. M. Rand: also

THE

the front offices. These offices are heated
by steam;
have gas, water and tire proof vaults. Possession
given Nov. 1st.
oct27dtf

To Let.
ftflHE BRICK HOUSE No. 74 Danforth Street
JL containing all the modern improvements In
quir at No. 10 Central Wharf.
1°
dtf

of

Cloanod,

s. f. bickeb,
f.ibby’s Corner, Dccring.

dlt

Thej “SCIENCE

LIFE” also contain. MORE THAN FIFTY
VAEEABEE
MEDICAL
PRESCRIPTIONS, each
one of which i. worth the
price of the
book.

93,500 mortgage For Sale.
seven

per cent.

PATTERSON, 379j CongreVs street.
House

at

Annlv to F G.

just now,

For Sale.

story house,
Sebago, good
and located between High and Casco
A 2}(irainaso,
F. G.

Street, Boston, Mass.”—llepublican Journal.
“The Science of Life is beyond all comparison the
most extraordinary work on Physiology ever published.”— Boston Herald.
“Hope nestled in the bottom of Pandora’s box, and
hope plumes her wings anew, since the issuing o
these valuable works, published by the Peabody Medical Institute, which are teaching thousands how to
avoid the maladies that sap the citadel of life.”—
Philadelphia Enquirer.
“He should be read by the young, the middle-aged
and even the old.”—New York Tribune.

11 rooms, gas and

PATTERSON, Dealer

in

Real Estate.
d3w

COPARTNERSHIP.
Dissolution of Copartnership.
copartnership! heretofore existing between

the subscribers, under the firm
THE
of
Fobes &

Th« tirRf. nnrl

name and style
dissolved by mutual
consent on the first day ol May, 1877, by the retirement of John B. Curtis. All the business of the firm
will be settled by the remaining copartners, who assume ail liabilities.
JOHN B. CURTIS.
CHARLES FOBES.
GEORGE C. FOBES.
LAMARTINE J. FOBES.

Curtis,

Co.,

NOTICE!
our

account

ceased

NORTON, CHAPMAN & CO.
May 10th, 1877.

P. M.

auglTTli&Sly&w31

dlw

DR. S. EDWARDS,

Copartnership.

OF BOSTON,
and successor of the late Dr. J. Clawson Kelley, of
New York, will he at the office,

copartnership heretofore known as DARLING & HUNT, has this day dissolved by
mutual consent. The bills due the late firm will be
collected, and the copartnership liabilities pain by
Cbas. M. Hunt, at the store heretofore occupied by
the late firm.
J. P. DARLING.
CHARLES M. HUNT.

THE

404

HOYT A FOGG, No. »1 Middle Street.
HaaIt

Notice.

1.—For Moth Patches,
Freckles and Tan.
The only reliable cure
is PERRY’S MOTH
AND

U.—For Pimples on
the Face, Blockheads

M. HUNT.
ap30d3w

PERRY’S

PROPOSALS
FOR

—

Fits

PROPOSALS
port.

Belfast Harbor, Me.,—For the removal of
about 175 cubic yards ot Sunken Ledge.
3. Kennebunk River, Me ,—For about 5000
cubic yards of Dredging,
4. Cocheco River, N. H.,—For about 12,000
cubic yards of Dredging.
5. Boston Harbor, Mass.,—For the removal of
about 270 cubic yards of Sunken Ledge; and for
about 40,000 cubic yards of Dredging at and near
Lovell’s Island.
6. Provincetown Harbor, Mass.,—For about
1500 tons of large and small rubble stone.
Persons desiring to make proposals lor any of the
above works are requested to apply to the undersigned at his office, No, 453J Congress Street, Portland, Me., or No. 26 Pemberton Square, Boston,
Mass., for specifications and instructions to bidders,
and for such other information concerning the same
as may be desired.
Proposals must he made separately for each work,
as required by the specifications and be accompanied
by the requisite guaranty, the proposals and guaranty to be in duplicate on piinted forms which will be
furnished on application to this office; and when
transmitted, they must be so endorsed on the sealed
envelope as to indicate, before being opened, the
particular work bid for.
2.

right

to

reject

the 1st
day every
15th, and at
the DeWitt House, Lewiston, from the 16th to the 25th,
for the treatmentof all diffluclties of the human feet
to which he has devoted his time and practice for a
large number of years past; and as a result of this
long experience offer io the afflicted a positive relief
from Corns, Bunions, Bad Nails, and all difficulties
ot the feet, that are considered incurable. He invites
all who are afflicted in this direction, especially in
obstinate cases, to call on him.
No matter how
troublesome or how difficult your cases may be, you
wili find good treatment and positive relief.
There are hundreds of people in Portland who can
testify to Dr. Carlton’s beneficial treatment.
over

Office hours from 7 to IO
p.

ERS’

Clerk’s Office, March 15,1877.
The Law in relation o

City

AGENCY a-

PRINT-

1W WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.
Dealer in Wood and Metal Type and all kinde ol
Printers’ Materials. Advertisements! lieerted in any
paper in the United States or Canadas at publishers’
owest prices. Send for estimates.

BATES
Newspaper
34

ft

LOCKE,

Advertising

Will be Strictly Enforced.
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

mhl5

Best Six-Cord

Agent.,

j’„h;BatK9’lateo*
b. M.
& Oo.

D. R. Locke, o Locke ft
Pettengiil
JoneB, Toledo Blade.
Send for list of 100 choice newspapers.

I have not retired from business
but have token the new store

IV
WW

RUSSELL,”
SOLE AGENT.

Obtained

a

DIPLOMA for

“Excellencein Color,

Quality and Finish”
WHICH IS THE

HIGHEST AWARD
GRANTED TO SPOOL COTTON

AT

CENTENNIA1EXHIBITI0N.
FOB SALE AT WHOLESALE BY

and at Retail by all tbe leading Dealers

BOSTON.

throughout

Newspaper Advertising Agents,
Receive advertisemei' for all newspapers in the
United States a.. 1 Canada, at their othce,
037 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Leached Ashes
be delivered at any depot in the neighboring towns, at a fair price, on application to
myl2d3t&w2w
SETH SC A MM AN, Scarboro.

the

City

and State.

d&w3m

mb28

First Class Boarding: House For
Sale*
furniture, lease and good will of an old established boarding house, located on Congress St.,

THEthe

Every thing new last summer.
The house is now full of good paying boarders. This
is a rare opportunity for a lady to make $1,500 to
near

COE, WETHERELL & COm

new

st.,

$2,000

a

Apply'at

once.

JOHN C. PROCTER,
93 Exchange street.

my7dtt_
Ashes Hauled,

Address
mj8

s.

w

SB
7SLB%

e. bicker,

I.ibby'a Corner, Deering.
dtr

American Soft Capsule Co’s Metallic Boxed
Woods now ready. Address Victor E. .u■■ *er, New
York.
ySdlim

v

MT »’
LW

■»
JL

V

dtf

GRASS

SEEDS.

Timothy, Bed Top, N. N, Y.,

and

Western Clover.
Alsike Clover
and Orchard Grass. For sale by

KENDALL & WHITNEY.
ja30

dtf

for New York and Western connection,
Pullman Parlor Car attached.
5.40 p. m. Biddeford accomodating train.
Returning, leave Biddeford at 8.00 a. m.
Night Express with Sleeping Car, for
Boston at 4.15 a, m.. every day (except
season

Mondays.)
rkttjr2stim:g,
Leave Boston at 7.30, 114.30 and

held
THECompany
tbe office
Exchange St., Portland,
will be

at

on

m.

of tbe

com-

Wednerday the

to act upon

tbe fol-

receive and act upon tbe retorts of tbe
President and Treasurer.
To
choose
2d.
Directors for tbe ensuing year.
E. H. DAVIS 9 President.
May 9tb. 1877.
1st.

To

eodtd

myW_

AIIB1N FOUNDRY 11
Iron Founders and

nickel
(Ucensedby the

Through Tickets to all Points South and West at
owes* rales. Pullman Car Tickets for Seats and
Rerths at Ticket Office.
Passengers by this line avoid all change.
ocOdtfA. P. ROCKWELL, President.

THE

2d, 1877.

Freight

tor Lewiston, Auburn,
Bangor,
and Belfast received at freight house before 5 30
P. M., will be forwarded same day, and will be ready
lor early deliverv at destination next morning
PAYSON TUCKER, Superintendent

March 31st. 1877.

ao2dtf

Trains will

ran as

TWO

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Enslport, Calnia

and Ml, John,
Digby,
Windsor and Halifax,

SEBAUO

KIEIIIEB

after Monday, March
Steamers New Brunswick, Capt. D. S. Hall, and City

BridgHarrison, on

Bridgton

arrival of the 2.45 p.

of Portland, Capt. S. H. Pike,
will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of
State Sireet.evcry Monday and Thursday, at G OO P.
lor
and
St. John.
31.,
Eastport
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on the

Portland.
Return to connect with tra’n which arrives in
Portland at 11.50 a. m.
m.

train from

my 12

dlw

same

o’clock p.

PORTLAND, ME.

STEAMBOAT CO.,

WOLCOTT A CO., Proprietors.

ROCKLAND, BELFAST AND BANG0B.

deodtf

THREE

the
Apply to

ST.,

FOR
MT. DESERT AND

now

SPRING

at

Nashua

lor

Lowell

and

Boston, at Aver Junction for Fitchburg and the West via Hoosac Tunnel
Line, at Worcester with Boston & Albany
Railroad lor New York, at Pntnam with
“Boston & Philadelphia Express Line’* for
Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington, at New Loudon with Norwich
Line Steamers, due at Pier No, 40, North

River New York, at 6.00 a. m.
5,(iO P. M. Mixed Train for Rochester.
ft,40 P. M. Local for Gorhaui.
Trains leave Rochester at 7.00, *11.25 and $11.45 a.
m., arriving in Portland at 9.35 a. m., *1.20 and
$5.10 p. m.
Leave Gorham 6.00 a. m., arriving at Portland 6.40
a. m.

HOUSE,

PORTLAND, ME,
NEW FURNITURE_ THROUGHOUT.

—

Steamship Line.

patronage.

Leave each port every WedVy & Sat’d’y

One of <he bent location)* in the city, near
Bank*. Post Otflce au«l principal WholeMale IIonMCM.
Electric
BellM, Pleanant
Room*, Comfortable Bed* and Excellent
Table.

A©

delphia, at

10 a. m.
Insurance one half

sailing vessels.

West by thePenn. R. R., and South
Irelght
by connecting lines forwarded tree of Commission.

Utf

PASSAGE TEN DOLLAES.
For Freight or Passage apply to
E. H, MAmPMON, Agent
TO Eons Wharf, Boston
Jn23-ly

NEW!

NY,

For Lewiston and Auburn.
leave at 12.35 p. m. and 5.05
p. m. The train leaving at 12.35 a. m, also has a
passenger car attached,connecting at Cumberland
Junction with a Mixed Train for Lewiston and
Auburn. The 12.35 a. m. tram is the Night ExTrain
with Pullman
Sleeping Car attached, which makes close connection at Bangor
for all stations on the Bangor & Piscataquis, and
E. & N, A. Railway, and tor Hon lion, Woodstock. Ni Andrews, St. Stephen, St. John
press

and Halifax.
Trains arrive in Portland as
follows:—The morning trains from Augusta, Gardiner, Bath, Brunswick and Lewiston at 8.45 and
8.50 a. m. The day trains lrom Bangor, Dexter,
Belfast, Skowhegan, Farmington, K. & L. R. R.,

Passenger

and all intermediate stations at 2.44 and 2.50 p. m,
The afternoon train from Augusta, Bath, lv. & L.
R. K. at 6.25 p. m. The night Pullman Express
t ain at 1.55 a. m.

PAYSON TUCKER, Sup’t.
Portland, April 16, 1877.
apllldtf

Boston & Maine
SPRING

ARRANGEMENT.

Commencing Monday. .March 5,
Passeuger

Trains

1877.

will leave Portland for

Boston at 6.J5, 9*00 a. m.,and 3.00 p. m., arriving at Boston at 10.45,1.40, 7.30 p. m.
Returning, leave Boston for Portland at 7.30 a. m.,
12.30, 3 30 p. m., arriving at Portland at 12.10,

5 00, 8.10 p. m.
For Wells, North Berwick, Salmon Falls,
Great Falls, Dover, N-pw’market, Exeter,
Haverhill, North Andover, Lawrence,
Andover and Lowell at 6.15,9.00 a. m., 3.00
p.

is

one

Through Tickets
West

at

to

all

Points

South

lowest rates.

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers running between Portland aud Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eastport, Calais.
St. John and Halifax. Also, connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trank Station, and Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdensburg trains at
Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes or refreshments at first class
S. H.

dinning

incipient

pass

It is

Automatic in its working,
better than the most faithful watchman, never fails
to give the alarm.
Its simplicity and cheapness

make it available by all owners of property Real and
Personal. A Burglar Alarm can also be attached,
which is greatly efficient and certain in giving timely
notice ot an attempt to enter by burglars. The Fire
Alarm can he applied to Vessels, also, and will be
found very efficient in detecting Fire at Sea, long before those on board have any other intimations of it.

HOTEL

The Superior Sea Going Steamers,
FOREST CITT AND JOHN BROOKS
until
further notice, run alternatlely as folwill,
lows: Leaving

FRANKLIN WHARF,
Daily,

ALSO

—

fiUlHi

Electric Call Bells lor Dwellings a Specialty.

Robinson,

&

Maine Steamship Company

wy7d2w

Semi-Weekly

f\obtained for mechanical devices, medical, or other
ornamental
ompounds,

Hi u1 \j
fl

Steamers Eleanora & Franconia
Will until further notice, leave Franklin Wharf
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at
M. and leave Pier 38 East River. New York
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
These steamers are fitted up with fine accomo
(lations lor passengers, making this a very convenient and comfortable route lor travellers between
New York and Maine. Passage, including State
Room, $5.
Meals extra.
Good destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
once. For farther information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38 E. B„ New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 22
Exchange street._
declBtf
P.

ill
I li 11
u X U xJ

opposite the Patent Otfice, we can make closer
searches, and secure Patpromptly and wijh broader claims than

U

tents moro
those who are remote from Washington.
d

us

a

model

sketch ot
vice;

we

or

your de-

make

exam-

inations/ree of charge
advise as to pa-

For Halifax Direct.

and

tentability.

All

iho Steamship Falmouth,
Capt. W. A. Colby, will leave

cor-

respondence strictly confidential. Prices low, AND

Railroad Wharf every SATURDAY at 5.30 P. M. for Halifax direct, making connections for all
parts of Nova Scotia. Returning, leaving Halifax
on Tuesdays at 8.30.p, m,
For freight or passage apJ. B. COYLE, Jr., Agent.
ply to
mh27dtt
Franklin Wharf,

<JHAROE INLEN8 PATENT IS
SECURED.
We reler to officials in the Patent Office, and to
inventors in every State in the Union.
C. A. SNOW & CO..
Opposite Patent OJJicey Washington, J). C.
no24
dlt
NO

Norfolk, Baltimore

CLAIRVOYANT.

MADAME

9 A. M. to 9 P. M.

Poor

PORTLAND Si OODENSBUKU RR.
Change of Time Jan. S,

IS77.

jraroagv s'-.ou 10 uammore.
freight or passage to Norfolk,

CLYDE’S

PhiMelpliia & New England Steamship Line.
—

in

11.50 A. 51. from Upper Bartlett.
5.00 P. 51. trora Johnson, Vt.

Portland, Jan. 8,1877.

J. HAMILTON, Supt.
ja8dtf

FBOM

—

BOSTON.

connection with OI.D COLONY
HOAD.

It ill,-

Boston to the South. Only Tri-Weekly
Line.
Quick Time, Lev Kales, Frtqurnl Departure*.

a

Fieight received at New and Spacious Iron Freight
House, and forwarded daily to FALL RIVER, tbero
connecting with the Cl)de Mteamer*. ■ailing
every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY,
to Philadelphia Direct, and connecting at Philadelphia with Clyde Steam Lines to Charleston, S.C.,
Norfolk, Va., Portsmoush, Va., Richmond, Va.,
Washington. D. C., Alexandria, Va., Georgetown,
D.
and

season

proving
may be returned the following season, or the money will be refunded.
Maine Blackwood is 5 years old. dark brown, stands
16 hands, and weighs about 1075. He trotted as a 3
year old in 2.36.J, and drew a wagon in '.',401. He
is half brother to Blackwood Jr.record as a 5 vca
old. 2 22£.
For further particulars address

all rail and water lines
C-,
Dangers of Navigation around Cape Cod avoided.

i,. tun i: is v
John street, Fortland.
d&wtf

Insuran
to

e

one-eighth

of

For Rates ot Freight,

one percent.
or other

informatitn, apply

D. D. C. MINK,
GENERAL FREIGHT AGENT,

196 Washington Street. Boston.
Boston, May 1st, 1*77.Janlldtt
a

Sharp’s Preserved Smoked Halibut and lladdics,
nice article for family use, picnic parties, and

STONINGTON

very

board vessels at sea.
For sale by Grocers generally.

on

AHEAD

Wm. Sill£11*ID,

This is

dti

Federal street,

nml after llie firm day of May.
J. A. TOMPSON.
j»dlw*

ALL

or

addressing

Janldtt

GIBSONt
583 Congress Stresl
It.

OTHERS.

the

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Breton & Providence K. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and witn the clerant and popalat steamer Stonington every Tuesday, i'hursday aud Saturday, arriving in New York
ninny, in ndvancr of all »ibrr lines. Baggage checked through.
tickets procured atdepotB of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Allan s’, 22 Exchange St.,and W. D. Little & Co.’s,494 Exchange St.
L. W. FILKINS,
D. S. BAB( OCK,
Gen. Passenger Ag’.t, New York
i’r sident.
ocl
73
dtf

on

Vaults Cleaned ami AsIm-s Removed.
ORDERS promptly attended to by calling -.t

or ALL

Only Inside Route
Avoiding Point Judith.

UO'J C'oiuuicrrinl Slrcrf Portlmiii, He,

Brown’s Stable,

LINE

FOR NEW YORK,

VICTOR HOIXIS,
Portland.

Baltimore, Wash-

53 Central Wharf, Boston,
&. H. ROCKWELL, Agent
no2dMProvidence. K. 1.

owned by John A. Tompson of Portland, Me., can bo
found at
l,eare

—

For

THE YOUNG KNOX STALLION

PaHiengrr Train*

week.

Ington, or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent.

by Blackwood,
Mambrino marc,
will make the
at $60, payable in advance.
SlltED
in foal
Mares not

Ju2

0,45 A. 51. for all stations, running through to
Johnson, Vt.
4.45 P. 51. for Upper Bartlett anil intermediate
stations.
Arrfeee in Portland

AND

—

Rf)W A li I > .mifiiAV

No. 47 St.

a

and SATURDAY.

Maine Blackwood.

ap20

times

WM. KENNEDY.
BLACKSTONE.
and McClellan.
From Providence every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and Jana
Mosely.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. R. R. to all places in
the South, W. M. C’ark, Agent, 240 Washington St.,
Boston.
To all points of North and South Carolina by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
John S. Daly, Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
R. R., M. W. Davison, Agent, 219 Wasnington street,
Boston.
Throngh bills of *a«lln* given by the above namerf
Agents.

is hereby given that on the lGtli day ol
August, A. D., 1871, Frank H. Fogg, of Gorham, in the county of Cumberland and state ot
Maiue, conveyed in mortgage to Edward Jordan, of
Gorham, iu the county ot Cumberland and state of
Maine, seven acres ot laud with the buildings thereon, situated in said Gorham, bounded on the Southwest by the road leading from Alvah Libby’s to Daniel Murch’s, Southeast by George H. Cook’s, Northeast by Daniel Davis and others.
Northwest
by Peter Hodgdon’s, foi the security of the sum
of three hundred dollars, payable in two years from
date, with interest at eight perct.. payable annually,
which mortgage is duly recorded Iu Cumberland
county Registry of Deeds, in Book 385, Page J88.
Whereas the conditions ot’ said moragage are broken
I. tbe subscriber, claim a foreclosure of the same,
and give this notice lor that purpose.
Dated this 4th day of May, A. D., 1877.

dam

Washington

First Clans Steamship
JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. CRANE.
WM. LAWRENCE.
GEOROE APPOLD.
From ISostou direct every TUESDAY

uoOdtl

tiivSiIRto*

&

STKAIUHBIP JLINB

—^

N. 8, MADDOX,the celebrated
Clairvoyant, Fortune Teller and Doctress. can
now located at Market Square, rear of the Dollar
Store, owposite ohe Horse Car Depot, where she can
be consulted by all who wish to make her a call
Madame M. has had large experience in telling fortunes, searching out Tost, hidden or stolen
treasures, &c., and was never known to be at fault.
Do not miss this opportunity of consulting the greatest fortuneteller of the age. Per ns entering intoany
new business or profession, the con ucting of which
they do not understand, will find it to their advantage to pay her a visit. She can foretell the destiny
of friends in any part of the world and describe them
perfectly. She also describes all manner ot disease
that fiesh is heir to, and gives medicine for the same.
She has giveu universal satisfaction to all who have
consulted her iu her constant travels *ince she was
seven years old.
Good testimonials given il desired.
Terms, Gent9 $1.00 ; Ladies 50 cents. Office hours
rom

Line to Sew York.

Portland,

promptly attended to. nventions that have been
n 1 I 1 /ini fl F\bytlie Patent Office may
U J I J 11 I L II 8till> in most cases, be
h 1 I 1 I I till secured by us. Being
xv

91.VU.

Passengers by this line are reminded that they se
ente a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the ex.
peuse and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late
at night.
Through Tickets to New York via the varioM
Sound Lanes, for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
de30-76dtf
J. H. CUYI.fi, jr..Gon’l Agt.

This most valuable invention is now offered to the
public by the Subscribers who are General Agents

Portland, May 7, 1877.

Portland,

at 7 o’clock P. m., and INDIA
WHARE, BOSTON, daily at 7 P, m..
(Mn ml ay excepted.)

ANNUNCIATORS,
—

rooms.

JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Snpt.
STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland. oc7dt

j^“All Orders

a double lot of land 60x80.
Buildings in good
order, good cellar, Sebago water, within 5 minutes
walk of the City Hall, and will be sold for §200 cash
down, balance of payments of §200 a year. An excellent chance for any one to provide himself with a
piece of property on easy terms.
GEO. R. DAVIS,
Real Estate and Mortgage Broker,
my3eod2ty

of the most useful inventions

a
utterly impossible
stage and get beyond control.

m.

For Manchester mid Concord, N. H., (via
Newmarket Junction,) at 6.15 a. m. 3.00 p. m. (via
Lawrence.) at 9.00 a. m.
For Koctaester and Farmington, N. H., at
6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.00 p. m„
For Scarborough, Pine Point, Old Orchard Beach, Saco, Biddeford and Kentie bunk at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.00, 5.30 p. m.
Morning Trains will leave Kennebnnk
for Portland at 7.20 a. m.

ARRANGEMENT.

of
truly
this inventive age. Where this Alarm is placed
THIS
for
it is
Fire to
its

NOTICE

RAILROAD.

United Nickel Co., of New York,

For Sale.
House, Stable tor 4 borses, Cariiage bouse, with

SPRING

_AUARM.

Nofire of Foreclosure.

platers.

will have Prompt Attention.
jau6eod&wly STuATh

BOSTON STEAMERS.

THERMOSTATIC

designs, trade-marks, and
labels,
Caveats, Assign!
ments, Interferences, etc.

Passenger Trains

the rate Of

for the

THE

Central

6 15 a. in. and 12.40 p. m.
For Bath at 6.15 a. m., 12.40 and 5.20 p. m.
For Farmington, Monmouth, Wine (nop,
Bead livid, West Waterville and Waterville via Lewiston at 12.35 p. in.

Wharfage,
From Long Wharf, Boston,
From Pine Street Wharf,

Carriages at all trains.
TERMS $£.00 PER DAY.
A. S. ALLEN, Propiietor,
Formerly Clerk at the “St. Julian” and “Falmouth.”

Oxnard

Passenger Trains leave Portiaud for Han
gor, Dexter, Belfast and Water ville at
12.35 a. m. and 12.40 p. in.
For Skowhegan at 12.35 p. m. and 12.40 p. in.
For Augusta, flallowell, Gardiner aud
Brnnswiek at 12.35 a. m., 6.15 a. in., 12.40 p. in.
and5.20 p. m.
For Rockland and all stations on Knox & Lincoln R. R., and for Lewiston via Brunswick at

AND

PmhIL.ADEL.PI1I a

lor this state.

RAILROAD.

LEWISTON

BOSTON

pleased to announce that, since leasthis well known Hotel, 1 have re-furnished it throughout with NEW FURNITURE. CARPETS and BEDDING, and
_shall hope by strict attention to the comfort
and pleasure of my guests to merit a share of public
am

ing

FIRE

Steamer

_

$Mixed.
They will be happy to show the Fire and Burglar
♦Steamboat Express stops only at Springvale, AlAlarm at their office, 88 Exchange St. All orders
lred, Saco River, Gorham, Saeearappa and West- executed with despatch
aui warranted to give satisbrook, making close connection with through trains faction.
of Maine Central and Grand Trunk Railroads.
dc4dtf
J. M. LH\T, Supt.
!

Maine

ARRANGEMENT
The

TEMPLE STREET,

ELECTRIC

MACHIAS.

Capt. Leering, will leave Railroad, Wharf, Portland, every
Thursday Evening at lO
o’clock for Rockland, Castine, Leer Isle, Sedgewick, South West and Bar Harbors (lit. Lesert),
Millbridge, Jonesport and machiaaporl.
Returning, leaves maebinaport every iTVoadav morning ut 5 o'clock, arriving in Portland same night.
For further particulars enquire of
GEO. L. LAY,
Gen. Ticket Agent,
E. CUSHING, Assistant Manager.
Portland. April 30,_
dtl

WILLIAM M. SARGENT, Alt’y at Law,
No, IIS Exchnujie SI., I'ovtliiud. Jle.
raysUtf

SOMETHING

touching

ONE TRIP PER WEEK.

premises.

ARAMS

WEEK.

Belfast, Searsport, Sandy Point, Bucksport, Wlnterport and
Hampden, arriving in Hangor about ID o’clock
next morning.
Returning, same day, leave Baa*wr„B,..tt ®’c,oc,‘, A. 71.. arriving in Portland
at 5 P. M.

bo leased upon very favorable
terms. Situated upon the most travelled
lo
approach the city, it should command a
fair share of patronage. Being the nearest
_House to Presumpscot Park it affords extra inducements to dealers in horses.
If desired a trade can be made lor the furniture
now on

PER

ning., nt IO o’clock, for Banior.
at Rockland, Camden, Lincolnville

Portland.,

can

TRIPS

The Steamer CITY OF RICH
MONO, Capt. C. Kilby, will leave
Portland every .Monday, Wed.
neaday and Friday eve-

iiiuicmm,

71 GREEN

STUBBS. Agent.

mill, Bint&Mus

STEAM.

Terms hereafter will be but $2.00 per day.

NO.

m.

mh21dtl_A, R,

The best Located House for Business .Men

any 10

Robbinston, St,

Digby. Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Sbediao, Amherst, Pictou, Fredericktown, and all stations o
the Intercolonial Railway.
JiyFreight received oh day of sailing until

UNITED STATES HOTEL

BY

days.

Connections made at Eastport for
Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for

HOTELS.

HEATED

WEEK.

On and
20th the

will

Lake Station for Naples,
~«^fe5jleaveNo.
and

4.30, 5.30

Concord

ARRANGEMENT.

TRIPS~PER

On anti After May 14, 1877,

follows

Leave Portland at 7.30 a. in.,
and 0.40 p. m.
7.30 A. M. Accommodation for Worcester. Arrives at Rochester at 9.55 a. ra., (connecting with
Eastern and Boston & Maine Railroads.) At
Nashua 11.47 a. m., Lowell 12.15 p. m.,
Rostou 1.15 p.m., Ayer Junction 12.40 p.
m., Fitchburg 1.25 p, m., and Worcester
at 2.10 p. m., connecting with trains South and
West.
4,30 P. M. Steamboat Express through to
New liondon without change. Connects at Rochester for Rover and Great
Falls, at Epping for Manchester and

d4m

SPRING

I

Maine Central Railroad.
attention of shippers of freight at Portland
is called to the new arrangement of freight
trains on Maine Central R, R., to take eitect APRIL

AUBUHN, MAINE.

A

teblO

SEBAUO STEAMBOAT ROUTE.

at S.00
p. m., connecting with Maine Central
and E. Ar N, A. Railway for St, John
and Halifax, Pullman Sleeping Car attached

and

Portland Gas Light Company.
annual meeting of tbe Portland Gas Light

City Hall.

year.

Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport,
Salem, JLynn, Chelsea and Boston at
0.00 a. in., arriving in Boston at 1.40 p. m.
Saco, Biddeford, Kennebnnk, Kittery,
Portsmouth, Hamptons, Newburyport,
Salem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston at
3.00 p. m., arriving in Bostou at 7.30 p. iu., in

tools, new stock,

ma3

lowing articles:

ADVERTISING AGENCY,
Advertisements receiued for every Paper in the
United States and British Provinces at the lowest
contract prices. Any information cheerfully given
and estimates promptly fuurnished.
HORACE DODD.

Union

pany, 93
16th instant, at 3 o'olock p.

DODD’S

WILL

17

and my old workmen I shall continue to carry ou the business of
Steam, Gas. and Water Pipiug in
all itsbrauches. Particular attention paid to ventilation and sanitary drainage. I snail be glad to
sec all my old ciistoncrs and lots ot
new ones,

Deering, Miliiken & Co., Locke, Twitcliell & Co., A. Little & Co., Woodman,
J. F. Rand,
Trne & Co,,
Sweetser & Merrill’s,

STREET,

tf

No.

PAi.E HOW, NEW YOKE.

121 WASHINGTON

LICENSES

DOG

&CO|S

S

WAREHOCSE,

m.—3 to 9
ap3eod6m

OF PORTLAND.

CITIf

“THOMAS

T. C.EVANS,

a.

m.

where, with

A. KEITH.

of the Feet.

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

Real Estate Agents.

ADVERTISING

Difficulties

CARLTON will visit Portland at No. 43

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange
(Street.

J. A. MERRILL.

Cured.

Free Nt.,
Free St. Market,
DR.
of
Month and remain until the

all

Karra-

and Extensive Stables connected
PASSENGER TRAINS leave Portland
for Scarboro’, Saco, Biddeford, Ken*
nebunk, Wells, North Berwick, South
Berwick, Conway Junction, Elio t,

during the ice season.

course

No intermediate landings between Providence and Nrv York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be secured at Company’s office, 214 Washington, cor. State street, and
at Boston «£r Providence Railroad Station.
J. W. RICAARDSON. Agent, Boston.
A. A. FOLSOM, Sup’t B. & P. R. R. mh31eod3m

Hotel to be Leased.

MONDAY, APRIL 16,1877.
and ail

the only

This is

through

sail

MANSION HOUSE

ASH & ROBBINS,
360 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, IV. V.
mylO
illy

bids which in his opinion are not reasonable; also the
of any person, who, in his belief, will not faithfully, satisfactorily and promptly perform the contract.
GEO. THOM, Lieut-Col. of Engineers.
Bvt. Brig. Gen’l, U. S. A.
myl0d6t

Plumbers.

a

Address,

bid

on-

Southei ly

Rates of passage-$80 and S100, gold, according
accommodation, all having equal saloon privileges.
Round Trip
Tickets—*145 and *175, gold.
Steerage—To and from all points at reduced rates.
JOHN C. DALE, Agent.
15 Broadway, New Yo^k.
Or T. 1
.BcfcOWAN. AM dong nnSI.,
Portland.

and the well-known and [popular

DECEMBER 5. 1870.

Positively

UFFICE, PORTLAND, ME., I
May 9th, 1877. }
will be received at this office until 10
o’clock, A. m., on SATURDAY, the 26th day
ot May, 1877, for improving the following named
rivers and harbors, viz:
1. Penobscot River, Me.,—For the removal of
about 110 cubic yards of Sunken Ledge, at Bangor;
and about 16,000 cubic yards of Dredging at Bucks-

order*

MERRILL A

O, 1876.

Boudoirs,

rooms,

—

All sufferers from this disease that are anxious to be
cured should try Or. Kissner’M Celebrated
These powders are
Consumptive Powders.
the only preparation known tbatj will cure Consumption and all diseases of the Throat and
Eunss—indeed, so strong is our laith in them, and
also to convince you that they are no humbug, we
will forward to every sufferer, by mail, post paid, a
free Trial Box.
We don’t want your money until you are perfectly
It your life is
satisfied of their curative powers.
worth saving, don’t delay in giving these Powders
a tiial, as they will surly cure you.
Price, for large box, $3 00, sent to any part o f the
United States or Canada by mail on receipt of price.

U. O. ENGINEER'S

JAMES MILLER, No.»l Federal Street

J. A.

OCT.

The saloons are the entire width ot the vessel,
and situated where there is least noise and motion,
greatly lessening the liability to sea sickness. SmokPiano-fortos and
ing
Ladies’

ed.

Libraries, Bathrooms, Barber’s shop, Electric Bells,
Spacious Promenade Decks, &c., &c.

Railroad,

Portland & Rochester R. R.

uonsumption

I

and Silver Ware,
CO., 139 Middle

Eastern

ASH & ROBBIAS,
360 Fulton Street, Brooklyn N. Y.

PROPOSALS FOR IMPROVEMENT
OF RIVERS AND HARBORS.

WHITNEY, No. 5« ExIpbolhiering of all kind*

Watches, Jewelry

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate oi
one passenger for every $5t)0 additional value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager,
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent,
Portland. Oct 16, 1876.
ap29dtf

Address,

HENRY F. PICKING,
Commander U. S. Navy,
my3eod2w Inspector First Light House District.

reserves the

OR

Steamboat Express Train leaves Boston & ProviRailroad Station daily (Sundays executed), at 6
Connect at Fox Point wharf. Providence,
With the Entirely New nml .llaguificeui

apr25

Permanently Cured—no humbug-by one
month’* usage ot Dr. Goulard’s Celebrated Infallible Fit Powders.
To convince sufferers that these powders v^ll do all we claim for them,
we will send them by mail, post paid, a free
Trial box. As Dr. Goulard is the only physician
that has ever made this disease a special study, and
as to our knowledge thousands have been permanently cured by the use of these Powders, we
will guarantee a permanent cure in
every
case, or refund you all money expended.
All sufterers should give these powders an early
trial,
and be convinced of their curative powers.
Price, for large box, $3.00, or 4 boxes for $10 00,
sent by mail to any part of the United States or
Canada on receipt of price, or by express, C. O. D.

this office.
All bids must be sealed and endorsed: “Proposals
for rations for the Light House Tender,” or, “Proposals for rations for Rock Light Stations,>’ keeping
the bids for the one separate from those of the other,
and enclosing them in another envelope, to be left at
or directed to this office, prepaid, if sent by mail.
The right to reject any or all bids, or to waive defects if it is deemed to be for the interests of the Government to do so, is reserved.

Dinilnitri

tion.

QUEENSTOWN

..

dence
P. M.

Southwest.

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
condition, is well equipped with first-class rolling
stock, anti is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West.
GET'PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 2.00 p. m.
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examina-

FALLING SICKNESS

SEALED

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.
done to

PIMPLE

Epilepsy,
—

Light House Inspector’s Office, I
Portland, Maine, April 25, 1877. J
proposals will be received at this office
until 12 M. on FRIDAY, the 15th day of June,
1877, for furnishing and delivering rations for the
light house tender in the First Light House District,
also, for furnishing and delivering rations for the
Rock Light Stations in this District for one year
from the 1st day of July, 1877.
The rations are to be of good and approved quality
and are to be delivered alongside the light house tender. or other vessel provided tor the purpose, at
Portland, Maine, in good and sufficient packages,
barrels, boxes and cases, and in good order, for the
number of persons specified by the Inspector, once
a quarter, free of expense to the UDited States,
agreeably to table, which will form a part of the
contract, copies of which may be had by applying to

undersigned

COME-

A

PROVIDENCE,
Only 42 Miles of Rail,

J. C. FURNIYAL, Agt.

—

Furnishing Rations for the First
Light House District.

The

use

REMEDY, an infallible
skin medicine; or consult Dr.
B. C. PERRY, Dermatologist, 49 Bond street, New York. Both these medicines are sold by Druggists.
mh29T&S&w4m

PROPOSALS.

Street.

change

Fleshworms,

or

DONE

A■ QUINCY, Room 11, Primers’
Exchange, No. Ill ExchnugeSt.
SMALL A SHACK FORD, No. 35 Plum

A.
Si.

FRECKLE LO-

TION.

Furniture, at store formerly occupied by Dariiug &
Hunt, where may be found the usual good assortment of furniture which, for cash, is sold lower than
C.

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee, Cincinnati, Hi. Louiii, Omaha,
Saginaw, Ht. Paul, Halt Lubf City,
Denver, Huu Fruuci»co,
and all points In the

LINE

STEAMERS

AND LIVERPOOL.
Sailing from New York as follows:
City of Richmond—Saturday, May 19,10.30 a. m
City of Berlin.Saturday, Jane 2, 9.00 a. m
City of Chester.Saturday, Juno 9, 2.00 p. m
City of Richmond.
Saturday, Jnne23,2.00 p. m
City of Berlin.Saturday, July 27, at 2 p. m.
Passengers will find these steamers tastelnlly fitted
np, and the staterooms large and perfectly ventilat-

FOR

VIA

delightful
gam«etl Bay by daylight.

Tickets sold at Reduced Ratea!

Northwcdi, W«;st mid

MAIL

1W ROUTE ¥ 1W YORK,

line afford in g

To

STREET,

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY,
{^“’Consultation free.
myldlrn

The undersigned having bought out the entire interest of Mr. J. P. Darling, will continue the business under the name and style of CHARLES M,
HUNT & CO., for the manufacture ot Chamber

WM.

GEORGE

CONGRESS

EVERY

JOHN CLARK, Jr.

Booksellers and Stationers.

PARKER, M. D., Consulting PhyBulfinch St., Boston, Mass., opp. ReH.

PROVIDENCE LINE INMAN

arriving in New York at 6. A. M.

—

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA §T.

enn_

sician,) No. 4
vere House.
N. B. The author can be consulted on the above
named diseases, as well as all diseases requiring skill,
Office hours, 9 a. m. to 6
secrecy and experience.

is

man

Dissolution of

imor

of price. Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTI-

TUTE, (or W.

given, that Mir. C.C. Chaphereby of
his interest in
NOTICEanddisposed
firm April
that his
on our

1 vr Morlnl

brilliancy.
“Altogether, in its execution and the richness of its
materials, and size, this is decidedly the most noticeable medal ever struck in this country for any purwhatever, It is well worth the inspection of
Sose
lumismatists. It was fairly won a,ml worthily bestowed.”—Massachusetts Ploughman, June 3d, 1876.
BST’Catalogue sent on receipt of 6c. for postage.
Either of the above works sent by mail on receipt

The business of the late firm will be continued as
formerly, under the style of GEORGE C. FOBES
& Co.
my!4d3w

liability

nil

*»D

_STEAMERS,

STEAMER RHODE BUM,

Medical Man in this country, as a recognition of skill
and professional services, was presented to the author
of these works, March 31st, 1876. The presentation
was noticed at the time of its occurrence by the Boston Press, and the leading journals throughout the
country. This magnificent medal is of solid gold, set
with more than one hundred India diamonds of rare

was

Notice.

4th, 1877,
from that date.

OF

“The Book ror young and middle aged men to read
is the Science of Life, or Self Preservation.
The author has returned from Europe in excellent
and
is again the Chief Consulting Physician
health,
of tb
Peabody Medical Institute, No. 4 Bulfinch

my2d2w

Cumberland Street

on

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

WHITNEY & MEANS, Pearl Street,
positc the Park.

stockholders of the Portland Company are
hereby notified that the annual meeting of this
corporation will he held at the office of the company,
at their works, on Tuesday, the 22d day of
May at
3 o’clock in the atternoon, for the following
purposes,

A

first Class Real Estate

Carpenters and Builders.

PORTLAND COM PAN V.

doe25

Newbufy

street.

ONEstreet.

,H. TV. JACKSON.

A good assortment of Cornices and Center Pieces.
Particular attention paid to Whitening and Tinting
any shade. Also, Whitewashing and KepairiDgdone
in the neatest manner. Jobbing
attended

to-_

197

THE

FEENEY,

PLAIN & ORNAMENTAL

apl9 dtf

dtl

Orders left with Schumacher Bros., or F. H. Fasset, Architect, will receive prompt attention.
mb29d3m

P.

Price
on
prices
good repair. Apply to W. W. Carr,

A

Coins and Castets Always on Hand.

augll

<Ic27_dtf

Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.,
—

£

For Sale.
House and lot at No. SI Newbury
SI. Apply at bouse,
It. KCBY,

AF*I£ST1Trtg?geon
5,000, interest

by

“The untold miseries that result from indiscretion
in early life, may be alleviated and
cured.
Those
assertion should purcliase the new
J?!2. °j,^*tln9published
by the Peabody Medical
Institdie, Boston, entitled The Science of Life or
Self Preservation. Price $1. Vitality impaired by
the errors ot youth or too close application
to business, may bo restored and manhood
regained.
Also another
valuable medical work treating
on Mental
and Nervous Diseases:
exclusively
more than two hundred
royal octavo pages, 20
elegant engravings, bound in substantial muslin.
Price only $2. Barely enough to pay for printing”—
London Lancet.

•

13 VAUGHN STREET, Portsmouth, N. H.
House is
NO.The
with all the modern imand

8as» Sebago.
10 to 15 dollars, also 2
3?£N!®“"trally,l0catolMuujoy Hill,
to 10 dollars. All in

uuuuueu to,

Gold Jlfclal Awarded to the Author
the
National medical AMtocia*
lien” March Jlat. ISJ6.

J. B.
THORNTON,
JaOxltf_Oak Hill, Me.

ci‘y Property valued

MFLF.PREliERTATIOIV,

More Than One Million Copies Sold.

recently occupied by Otis Kaler & Son, for sale.

place in the state.
Portland April 8 1877.

To Let.,

PAINTING.

Or,

fe3dtf

at any other

at
CARR,
A Down stairs rent'of five30 rooms,
BROWN STREET.
dtf
Fresco, Sign and Bouse my3_

tiuuujug

on

KIRKWOOir

my9dlw

For Sale or Rent.

B. T.

axil ikiuuB in

price

aA

PLEASANT room, neatly furnished, on third
floor. To let without board to man and wife
two ladies. 67 Pearl St., left hand bell. ma9dlw»

TWO

PAERINGTON’8,

jan5

W

Boston,

(Opposite Rerere House )

on

ALOWEE

Aa

No. 4. Bulfinch St.,

of the most deslrablo seaside resorts
the
THE SCIENCE OF LIFE;
ONE
coast. Buildings well arranged to accommodate
and terms call
100 Guests. For
JOHN C.

streets.
ap30

To Let.
pleasant rooms, in perfect repair, gas, Sebago, and plenty of sunlight. Bent $17 per
month. Apply at
NO. 91 NEW HIGH ST.
mylldlw

MOTLEY,

ATTORNEY AT LAW,
OVER A. I>

SIX

new

OlV WOOD AND METAL,,

NO. 228

Sale.

building lots, on Carter street, West End, at
10 cents per foot. Terms $100 down, the balance
can remain on Mortgage two or three years, at seven
percent. Inquire of L. E. WEYMOUTH, Centennlal Block.ap233m

PROCTER. 93 Exchange St.

an<l hfter MONDAY, Oct. 16,1876,
Trritfftirfl'
will run as follows:
Express train for Gorham at 7.10 a. m.
for
Auburn
and Lewiston at 7.00 a. m.
Express
Express train at 12,25 p. m lor Auburn and Lewiston.
Mail train 2.00 p. m. /stopping at ail stations to
Island Pond,)* connecting with night mail train
for Quebec, Montreal and tlie West.
Express train tor Auburn and Lewiston and
South Paris at 5.15 p. m.
Trains will arrive as follows:
Express train from Gorham at8.45 a. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.45 a. m
Mail from Quebec, Montreal and West at 1.45 p.m.
From Lewiston and Auburn at 2.25 p. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 5.45 p. m.

S«B™Hltraing

Se-

MO IV Hi
P. V
LTAV/AN
A Security, in Portland, or vicinity. Rents collected, taxes paid, &c. on Commission. Apply to F. G. PAT TERSON. Dealer in
Real Estate, 379} Congress Street.
nolSdtf

No. 1 Water street, corner of Ferry wharf
and Market square.
Said building contains
eight nowly flashed rooms and is situated in the
center
of
Its
close proximity to the
business.
very
depots and steamboat landing renders it a very desirable place for anyone desirous of entering the hotel
or saloon business, tor which purpose it has been
occupied for the past eighteen years. For terms or
further particulars apply or address WM. WOODS.

Diseases el

to

H.

Scrape

Hans.
Mix one pound and a half of dried
flour,
with half pouud white
sugar; melt a pound of
hatter in a little warm
add
six
water,
spoonfuls
of rose water, and knead into a
light dough,
with half a pint of yeast.

A

jan8dtt

201

To Cleanse Buff Bamburg Net Dress.
Rip the dress in every seam, shake off the
dust or loose dirt; have a tub partly filled
with tepid water; put in the tub one ounce of
powdered borax. If there are spots of grease

FEW boarders can find good rooms, furnished
or unfurnished, with or without board, at
feb8-'tf
416 CUMBEELAND STBEET.

Daam.

Service of precepts of all kinds a specialty. Confidential advice given, and serv;ces rendered in the
detection and arrest of criminals. Business attended
to at all hours.
House 416 Cumberland St corner Green.

Delicious Bread.

Buy a cake of German or condensed yeast;
melt it in a cup of blood-warm water; sift six
quarts of flour in a pan; add three full handfuls Indian meal, two handfuls salt, and stir
all together; make a hole in the middle; have
ready a pitcher of lukewarm water; pour some
in; add yeast, and make a pretty thick sponge;
let it rise till light; mix in the morning;it will
be light if in a warm place in three hours;
flour your board; mix the flour in your pan in
the sponge, not so much but that it will be
soft; take out, mould, and knead a few minutes ; put in greased pans, and set In a warm
place to rise; when it is cracked on top it is
ready for the oven; bake brown, and tenderer, sweeter bread was never eaten than this;
one can see the cracks by holding up the pan
and looking across it.

Cumberland County,

SI 1-3 EXCHANGE STREET.

large

UlopiHy

Portland,

AND

and are very

Summer.—American

ADAMS,
for

Constable

A selection of

ptuuutc

Law,

ap?8eodtf

handsome.
The varieties which have become
somewhat fixed are the beautiful
and
blotched
marbled varieties, the striped
or carnation-flowered
varieties, the greenflowered

at

CENTENNIAL BLOCK.

since a few semi-double flowers were obtained, and these have been so much improved
that the varieties are now remarkable not
only for size but for their great diversity and
bold contrast of color.
For large beds or masses of color the Petunia is one of the most showy of flowers, continuing in bloom until checked by frost.
They may be treated either as tender or
hardy annuals. Seeds sown now in pots or
boxes, and forwarded in a frame or the greenhouse, will make fine plants, which will blossom as soon as put into the ground, or the
seeds may be planted directly in beds or in
borders during May.
When any very distinct and choice variety is produced it may
easily be propagated by cutting. The choice
and distinct double kinds are perpetuated in
this way, as they never produce seed, and
their reproduction is uncertain.
All the
double kinds are raised from seeds’of single
flowers which have been fertilized with
double flowers; if this is carefully attended
to more than half of the seedlings will be
double.
Some of the foreign catalogues contain a
very large number of named varieties of
Petunias.
Undoubtedly a portion of these
are very distinct or remarkable for
their
colors; but with a good strain of seed, well
selected for general bedding purposes, these
seedlings produce a magnificent show of
flowers, scarcely surpassed by the named
sorts; the deeply-fringed, double-flowered

edged

(gaid ffllindeb,

METCALF,

O. M.

greatly enlarged. Repeated hybridization has
resulted not only in the production of striped,
blotched and edged flowers of great beauty,
but with those of fringed edges. A few years

occua

TWO

my!4dtf

_a_!_-,A_\__

and the very

Board.
gentlemen, ot quiet habits and with good
recommendations, may find board, by leaving
word at No. 8 Brown St.
myldtf

myl4d2w

for two families

bago water, lot 50x80 feet, price only $2200 Terms
Apply to WM. H. JEKRIs, Real Eseasy.
tatc Agent.
my8d2w*

PROPERTY

National Bank.

BERRY,

No. 37 Plum Street.

duced from Brazil in 1823, aDd the purple
one (P. violacea) in 1832, from Buenos Ayres.
These were considered great acquisitions,
particularly P. violacea; both are cultivated
as annuals, blooming abundantly all the Summer.
By hybridization of the two species an
immense variety of colors have been obtained, and by continued selection of the finest
flowers, the size of the blossoms have been

or

and

ffiock, Job

Petunias.

rooms, convenient

ARRANGEMENT

WINTER

House on Brackett Street
sale, with Brick Stable. House contains

FOReleven

STEAMERS.

ALTERATION OF TRAIN*).

Apply
RAMSEY, Supt.
mylOd2w

BOARD.

The Store, NO. 4 FREE ST. BLOCK,
lately occupied by Waterhouse & Co.
For further particulars enquire at the
office of H. J. LIBBY & CO., over First

Petunias are among the most popular,
beautiful and admired Summer blooming
plants, and with perhaps the exception of
the verbena, have been more extensively cultivated than any otner flower. The common

improvements

mA

TO

THE FARM AM) HOUSEHOLD.

kinds are recent

House Wanted.
small family without children desire a
rent in the western part ot the
city. House
must contain trom seven to nine
rooms, having
considerable direct sunlight, and be supplied with
Belerence given. Address
gas and good water.
“b-j” Box 1557.
jan29dtl

RAILROADS.
Grand Trunk II, R. of Canada.

For Sale.

To L<et.

And forgive one who to thv feet has hurled
Such admiration,—for in a dull world,
He knowB few bits ot sunshine like to thee!
New York, May 12, 1877.
F.

_L.’i„_/ T1

d4w

aP2»__

TO LET.

Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
33 School St., Boston, Mass.

Thou, who giv’st, who art, all these! I repay
My strongest gratitude,—by right I may,—
And dolong life! thy troubles never be!

ALL

_MEDICAL.

in Everand 66 * sec-

No’s. 63, 64, 65.
A 1.6green Cemetery,
to CHAS.

tion

l“ loan°“

J. B. SIN FORD,

One is best benefactor who bestows
Beauty around,—most to be thanked are those
Who show us music, pictures, poetry.

ESTATE.

For Sale.
Block or (our (4) very desirable lots

For

out of employment to write to The Working
Church, Boom 12, 36 Bromfield St., Boston
or J. B. Brewer, 114 E. 14th St., New York
City lor
extraordinary inducements to Agents.
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If, after some continuance of its grey,
I suddenly meet thee, an odd fortunate day,
The world is all less earthly and more iree.

Wanted.
A tew Gentlemen Boarders, at
13 CASCO STREET,
dtf
mylO

Gage, Portland#

Refers to Mirout Sc

—

WANTED

Boarders Wanted.

BRIDGTON, MAINE.

Life truly seems all worth the while to live,
When sight of so much joyanee it can give;
It almost makes me view it pleasantly,

Wet Nurse.
by a respectable healtby young
woman, from her first child, a situation as
wet nurse. Good references from Dr. Ordway and
nurse, if required. Address “M. A, B.” at this office.
mylldlw*

Wanted.

STEVENS,

L.

SEWING MACHINE EXPERT.

Thou dash of color, such contrast to the Sod
Above whose touch thou walkest so
cheerily.

serve

JOBBER,

Watch and Chronometer Markers* Tool*.
Mathematical, Optical and Philosophical Instruments, School
Apparatus, See,,

Or like a gleaming of the day in night,
Whenever thy clear vision, vivid, bright,
Comes to the world of leaden things I see,

Thy frank, young, joyous smile would

A

MASrCFAOTUBBB OF

A tint of the sky’s self, in storm’s dusk wall ;—
A roee upon the velvet of a pall,—
80 dost thou seem, to me.

Thou pure,

P. BABCOCK.

MAKER

REAL

WANTS.
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Imported and sold by SIGMUND ULLMAN, 37
I Maiden Lane, New York;
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